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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates generally to a
shelf assembly for use in merchandising product and
more particularly to a shelf assembly having improved
mechanisms for displaying and pushing product on the
shelves.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] It is known that retail and wholesale stores, such
as convenience stores, drug stores, grocery stores, dis-
count stores, and the like, require a large amount of shelv-
ing both to store product and to display the product to
consumers. In displaying product, it is desirable for the
product on the shelves to be situated toward the front of
the shelf so that the product is visible and accessible to
consumers. In the case of coolers or refrigerators that
are used to store and display such products as soft drinks,
energy drinks, bottled water, and other bottled or canned
beverages, it is desirable for these products to also be
situated toward the front of the shelf and visible and ac-
cessible to the consumers.
[0003] To accomplish this placement of product,
known systems may include inclined trays or floors that
through gravity will cause the product to move toward
the front of the shelf. Many of these systems include floors
or shelves made of a plastic material such as polypro-
pylene that due its low coefficient of friction permit the
product to easily slide along the inclined floor or surface.
However, over time, these surfaces can become ob-
structed with debris or sticky substances that inhibit the
product from properly sliding, sometimes causing several
products to tip over thus blocking additional product from
moving to the front of the shelf.
[0004] Other systems include the use of a pusher sys-
tem to push the product toward the front of the shelf as
the product at the front of the shelf is removed. The known
pusher systems are typically mounted to a track and in-
clude a pusher paddle and a coiled spring to urge the
product forward. Occasionally, as the system is used,
and over time, the track becomes obstructed with dirt or
sticky materials that hinder the proper operation of the
pusher system in the track. In addition, depending on the
size, shape and weight of the product to be merchan-
dised, the known pusher paddles may occasionally tip or
bend backwards, thereby causing a binding of the pusher
mechanism in the track. In those situations, the pusher
mechanism may not properly push product toward the
front of the shelf.
[0005] Certain examples disclosed herein are directed
at improving upon existing merchandising systems by
providing a trackless pusher system that works with grav-
ity-fed merchandise systems (i.e., inclined shelves or
trays) and non-gravity-fed merchandise systems.
[0006] United States Patent Publication No. US

2015/320237 A1 discloses a product management dis-
play system for merchandising product on a shelf that
includes a divider secured to a support structure, a push-
er to move product, a barrier, and a low product indicator
device comprising a protruding portion. The protruding
portion is configured to extend forward of the barrier when
an amount of product positioned on the top surface of
the divider floor or on the shelf is low.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] The present invention provides a merchandise
display system as claimed in claim 1.
[0008] A product management display system for mer-
chandising product on a shelf, which uses a trackless
pusher mechanism that travels along a surface on which
product is placed, is disclosed. The trackless system
overcomes the known problems with the use of tracks to
hold and guide the known pusher mechanisms. It should
be understood however that the teachings of this exam-
ple may be used with systems that include tracks for
mounting a pusher mechanism or the like.
[0009] A pusher mechanism that can include a pusher
paddle and a floor that extends forward of the pusher
paddle is disclosed. A flat coiled spring or other biasing
element can be operatively connected behind the pusher
paddle and extend across the floor of the pusher mech-
anism and to the front of the shelf. Alternatively, the flat
coiled spring or biasing element can extend across the
divider to the front of the shelf assembly. With this con-
figuration, the pusher paddle is prevented from tipping
or bending backwards during operation.
[0010] Use of a pushing mechanism with the merchan-
dising of product on horizontal or non-inclined shelves or
surfaces, as well as with gravity-fed systems, or systems
that use gravity as a mechanism to urge product toward
the front of the shelf is disclosed.
[0011] A pusher paddle that may define a concave
pushing surface for pushing cylindrical products, such as
soft drink bottles or cans, and to keep the paddle centered
on the track and behind the product is disclosed. Alter-
natively, the pusher paddle may define a flat pushing
surface that may further include at its upper edge a
curved rib or similar structure that can also be used to
push cylindrical products.
[0012] A floor of the pusher mechanism that can in-
clude a notched or cut-out portion to align the pusher
mechanism relative to the coiled spring is disclosed. Also,
the floor of the system also can include a notch or cut-
out portion for receiving and mounting a flat end of the
coiled spring to the floor. A spring tip may be placed on
the end of the coiled spring to mount the coiled spring to
the floor of the system. Alternatively, the end of the coiled
spring can mount to the divider of the assembly.
[0013] An adaptor for a product management display
system that may be positioned on a floor surface of the
display system is disclosed. The adaptor may include a
planar surface with at least two ribs extending outwardly
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from the planar surface and across the planar surface in
a substantially parallel manner. A coiled spring may be
positioned between the parallel extending ribs. With this
configuration, product to be merchandised may sit on the
ribs, and not directly on the coiled spring, to enhance the
forward movement of certain types of product, such as
cans of a beverage.
[0014] A mounting member that may be used to mount
the end of the coiled spring to the floor of the system is
disclosed. For those systems that include spaced-apart
glide rails that are joined together by connecting ribs, the
mounting member may be snap-fit to or otherwise mount-
ed on the floor and between the glide rails.
[0015] A trackless pusher system that is retrofitted into
an existing shelf assembly is disclosed. This allows for
the placement of the trackless pusher system in an ex-
isting shelving system as a low cost alternative to pur-
chasing the entire trackless pusher assembly.
[0016] A coil spring that can be mounted to a retainer
is disclosed. An end of the coil spring can be directly
mounted to the retainer or alternatively the end can be
mounted to the retainer via an adapter. The adapter can
have a curved portion which is received in a correspond-
ingly shaped curved slot in the retainer to secure the end
of the spring to the display assembly.
[0017] Trays that can be attached via a dovetail con-
nection to form a shelf assembly are disclosed. Addition-
ally, dividers that can be adjusted such that the width of
the product rows can be adapted to receive different sized
products are disclosed.
[0018] A product management display system that can
be arranged in a stackable arrangement is disclosed. The
assembly can be provided with a first tray and a second
tray each having a first wall and a second wall. The first
and second trays are each adapted to receive a pusher
mechanism, and a retainer mechanism. First and second
spacers are mounted to the first and second trays for
stacking the first and second trays on top of one another.
The first and second spacer can be provided with a plu-
rality of detents, and the first tray and the second tray
can each be provided with a plurality of correspondingly
shaped sockets for receiving the plurality of detents.
[0019] A product management display system for mer-
chandising product on a shelf that includes using a track-
less pusher mechanism that travels along a surface on
which product is placed and one or more dividers for sep-
arating product into rows is disclosed. The one or more
dividers may be attached and releasably engaged to a
front rail. When the one or more dividers are not engaged
and held in position to the front rail, the one or more di-
viders and product positioned on the display system may
be moved in a lateral direction, or may be lifted away
from the front rail. This permits ease of replanogramming
of product on the shelf. The one or more dividers may
releasably engage to the front rail through the use of cor-
responding teeth, resilient surfaces, a locking tab, a lock-
ing bar, a cam and/or through a friction or press fit.
[0020] A merchandise display system that includes a

front rail and at least one divider configured to engage
the front rail is disclosed. The at least one divider includes
a barrier and the at least one divider further includes a
divider wall. The at least one divider also includes a di-
vider floor perpendicular to the divider wall, wherein the
divider floor is configured to hold product. The merchan-
dise display system also includes a cam coupled to the
divider, wherein the cam is configured to move between
a first position and a second position. The at least one
divider is (a) movable in a lateral direction parallel to the
front rail and (b) secured in a direction perpendicular to
the front rail when the at least one divider is engaged
with the front rail and the cam is in the first position. The
at least one divider is (a) fixed in the lateral direction
parallel to the front rail and (b) secured in the direction
perpendicular to the front rail when the at least one divider
is engaged with the front rail and the cam is in the second
position.
[0021] A merchandise display system that includes a
front rail and a plurality of dividers configured to attach
to the front rail and separate product into rows is dis-
closed. Each of the plurality of dividers includes a divider
wall extending in a direction perpendicular to the front
rail, a divider floor perpendicular to the divider wall,
wherein the divider floor is configured to hold product,
and a cam coupled to the divider, wherein the cam is
configured to move between a first position and a second
position. Each of the plurality of dividers is (a) movable
in a lateral direction parallel to the front rail and (b) se-
cured in a direction perpendicular to the front rail when
each of the plurality of dividers is engaged with the front
rail and the cam for each of the plurality of dividers is in
the first position. In addition, each of the plurality of di-
viders is (a) fixed in the lateral direction parallel to the
front rail and (b) secured in the direction perpendicular
to the front rail when each of the plurality of dividers is
engaged with the front rail and the cam for each of the
plurality of dividers is in the second position.
[0022] A merchandise display system that includes a
front rail and at least one divider configured to attach to
the front rail, the at least one divider including a barrier,
a divider wall extending in a direction perpendicular to
the front rail, a divider floor perpendicular to the divider
wall, wherein the divider wall separates the divider floor
into a first portion and a second portion and each of the
first portion and the second portion are configured to hold
product is disclosed. The merchandise display system
also includes a first pusher mechanism configured to
slide along at least part of the first portion, a second push-
er mechanism configured to slide along at least part of
the second portion, and a cam coupled to the at least
one divider, the cam configured to move between a first
position and a second position. The at least one divider
is movable in a lateral direction parallel to and along the
front rail when the cam is in the first position, and the at
least one divider resists movement in the lateral direction
parallel to and along the front rail when the cam is in the
second position.
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[0023] A merchandise display system that includes a
front rail and at least one divider configured to attach to
the front rail, the at least one divider including a barrier
configured to engage the front rail, a divider wall extend-
ing in a direction perpendicular to front rail, a divider floor
perpendicular to the divider wall, wherein the divider floor
configured to hold product is disclosed. The display sys-
tem also can include a resilient tab coupled to the divider,
the resilient tab configured to move between a first posi-
tion and a second position. The at least one divider is
fixed in a lateral direction parallel to the front rail when
the resilient tab is in the first position. The at least one
divider is movable in the lateral direction parallel to the
front rail when the resilient tab is in the second position.
[0024] A merchandise display system that includes a
front rail, the front rail comprising at least one first pro-
jection and at least one first recess, and at least one
divider configured to attach to the front rail, the at least
one divider comprising a divider wall and a divider floor
perpendicular to the divider wall, the at least one divider
further comprising at least one second recess and at least
one second projection, the at least one second projection
of the divider configured to move between a first position
and a second position is disclosed. The at least one di-
vider is (a) movable in a lateral direction parallel to the
front rail and (b) secured in a direction perpendicular to
the front rail when the at least one first projection of the
front rail is engaged with the at least one second recess
of the divider and the at least one second projection of
the divider is in the first position. The at least one divider
(a) resists movement in the lateral direction parallel to
the front rail and (b) is secured in a direction perpendic-
ular to the front rail when the at least one first projection
of the front rail is engaged with the at least one second
recess of the divider and the at least one second projec-
tion of the divider is in the second position.
[0025] A merchandise display system that includes a
front rail, the front rail including at least one first projection
and at least one second projection, the at least one sec-
ond projection of the front rail configured to move be-
tween a first position and a second position is disclosed.
The merchandise display system also includes at least
one divider configured to attach to the front rail, the at
least one divider comprising a divider wall and a divider
floor perpendicular to the divider wall, the at least one
divider further comprising at least one recess. The at least
one divider is (a) movable in a lateral direction parallel
to the front rail and (b) secured in a direction perpendic-
ular to the front rail when the at least one first projection
of the front rail is engaged with the at least one recess
of the divider and the at least one second projection of
the front rail is in the first position. The at least one divider
is (a) fixed in the lateral direction parallel to the front rail
and (b) secured in the direction perpendicular to the front
rail when the at least one first projection of the front rail
is engaged with the at least one recess of the divider and
the at least one second projection of the front rail is in
the second position.

[0026] A merchandise display system that includes a
front rail, the front rail comprising a first projection and a
second projection is disclosed. The merchandise display
system also includes at least one divider configured to
attach to the front rail, the at least one divider comprising
a divider wall and a divider floor perpendicular to the di-
vider wall, the at least one divider further comprising a
recess and a third projection. The at least one of the
second projection or the third projection is a movable
projection that is movable between a first position and a
second position. The at least one divider is (a) movable
in a lateral direction parallel to the front rail and (b) se-
cured in a direction perpendicular to the front rail when
the first projection of the front rail is engaged with the
recess of the divider and the movable projection is in the
first position. The at least one divider is (a) fixed in the
lateral direction parallel to the front rail and (b) secured
in the direction perpendicular to the front rail when the
first projection of the front rail is engaged with the recess
of the divider and the movable projection is in the second
position.
[0027] A merchandise display system that includes a
front rail, the front rail comprising at least a first engaging
member is disclosed. The merchandise display system
also includes at least one divider configured to attach to
the front rail, the at least one divider comprising a divider
wall and a divider floor perpendicular to the divider wall,
the at least one divider further comprising at least a sec-
ond engaging member. The merchandise display system
also includes a third engaging member configured to
move between a first position and a second position. The
at least one divider is (a) movable in a lateral direction
parallel to the front rail and (b) secured in a direction
perpendicular to the front rail when the first engaging
member of the front rail is engaged with the second en-
gaging member of the divider and the third engaging
member is in the first position. The at least one divider
is (a) fixed in the lateral direction parallel to the front rail
and (b) secured in the direction perpendicular to the front
rail when the first engaging member of the front rail is
engaged with the second engaging member of the divider
and the third engaging member is in the second position.
[0028] A merchandise display system that includes a
front rail and at least one divider configured to engage
the front rail, the at least one divider including a barrier,
the at least one divider further including a divider wall,
the at least one divider further including a divider floor
perpendicular to the divider wall, wherein the divider floor
is configured to hold product is disclosed. The merchan-
dise display system also includes a cam coupled to the
divider, wherein the cam is configured to move between
a first position and a second position. The at least one
divider can be secured in a direction perpendicular to the
front rail when the at least one divider is engaged with
the front rail. The cam can inhibit movement of the at
least one divider in the lateral direction parallel to the
front rail when the cam in in the first position and the cam
can allow movement of the divider in the lateral direction
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parallel to the front rail when the cam is in the second
position. The merchandise display system can include a
handle to rotate the cam between the first position and
the second position. The merchandise display system
can include a handle to slide the cam between the first
position and the second position.
[0029] A merchandise display system that includes a
front rail defining a rail groove and a divider configured
to engage the front rail is also disclosed. The divider in-
cludes a barrier, a divider wall, and a divider floor extend-
ing perpendicular to the divider wall. The divider floor
further includes a top surface to hold product and a bot-
tom surface. The merchandise display system also in-
cludes a cam rotatably coupled to the divider. The cam
is configured to rotate between a first position and a sec-
ond position. The cam defines a cam glide that extends
beneath the bottom surface of the divider floor and con-
tacts the front rail when the cam is in the first position. In
operation, the divider is movable in a lateral direction
parallel to the front rail when the cam is in the first position
and the cam glide contacts the front rail, and the divider
is fixed in the lateral direction parallel to the front rail when
the cam is in the second position and in contact with the
rail groove of the front rail. With this example, the cam is
at all times in contact with the front rail, regardless of
whether the cam is in the first position or the second
position, or in a position in-between the first and second
positions.
[0030] In an alternative example, the cam includes a
handle to rotate the cam between the first position and
the second position, and the cam can include one or more
cam surfaces configured to engage one or more groove
walls in the rail groove when the cam is in the second
position. Additionally, the cam glide may define an elon-
gated planar surface. Also, the merchandise display sys-
tem may include a pusher mechanism having a pusher
surface and a pusher floor extending forwardly from the
pusher surface. A coiled spring having a coiled end may
be positioned behind the pusher surface and a free end
of the spring may attach the pusher mechanism to the
merchandise display system. Alternatively, the barrier
may be configured to receive the free end of the coiled
spring. In yet another alternative example, the front rail
may define a ridge configured to engage a groove in the
divider.
[0031] A merchandise display system that includes a
front rail and at least one divider configured to attach to
the front rail is disclosed. The at least one divider may
include a barrier and a divider wall extending in a direction
perpendicular to the front rail. The divider may include a
divider floor perpendicular to the divider wall and the di-
vider wall separates the divider floor into a first portion
and a second portion and each of the first portion and
the second portion are configured to hold product. Addi-
tionally, the merchandise display system includes a first
pusher mechanism configured to slide along at least part
of the first portion and a second pusher mechanism con-
figured to slide along at least part of the second portion.

The merchandise display system includes a cam coupled
to the at least one divider. The cam defines a cam glide
and is configured to move between a first position and a
second position. In operation, the at least one divider is
movable in a lateral direction parallel to and along the
front rail when the cam is in the first position and the cam
glide is in contact with the front rail, and the at least one
divider resists movement in the lateral direction parallel
to and along the front rail when the cam is in the second
position and the cam glide is not in contact with the front
rail.
[0032] In an example, the first and second pusher
mechanisms each include a pusher surface, a pusher
floor extending forwardly from the pusher surface, and a
coiled spring having a coiled end and a free end. The
coiled end is positioned behind the pusher surface and
the free end attaches the first and second pusher mech-
anisms to the merchandise display system.
[0033] In an alternative example, the at least one di-
vider may define a divider engaging member and the at
least one front rail may define a front rail engaging mem-
ber. The divider engaging member is configured to en-
gage the front rail engaging member. The divider engag-
ing member may define divider teeth on at least one sur-
face of the divider engaging member. The front rail en-
gaging member may define front rail teeth on at least one
surface of the front rail engaging member. The divider
teeth are configured to engage the front rail teeth.
[0034] In another example, a merchandise display sys-
tem includes a front rail and at least one divider config-
ured to engage the front rail. The at least one divider
includes a barrier, a divider wall, and a divider floor per-
pendicular to the divider wall. The divider floor is config-
ured to hold product. The merchandise display system
also includes a cam coupled to the divider. The cam is
configured to move between a first position and a second
position. The cam defines a cam glide for lifting the divider
up off of the front rail when the cam is in the first position.
The at least one divider is secured to the front rail when
the cam is in the second position and the cam glide is
moved away from the front rail. In an example, the at
least one divider is movable in the plane of a shelf only
in the lateral direction parallel to the front rail and the at
least one divider is fixed in the plane of the shelf in all
directions other than the direction parallel to the front rail
when the at least one divider is engaged with the front
rail. In another example, the cam may include a handle
to rotate the cam between the first position and the sec-
ond position. Additionally, the cam glide may define an
elongated planar surface having an edge that permits
slidable movement of the cam glide relative to the front
rail.
[0035] In another example, the merchandise display
system may include a front rail and at least one divider
configured to engage the front rail. The divider may in-
clude a barrier, a divider wall, and a divider floor perpen-
dicular to the divider wall configured to hold product. A
front lock may be coupled to the divider. In an example,
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the front lock may be configured to rotate, pivot or move
between a first position and a second position. When in
the first position, the front lock may permit slidable move-
ment of the divider relative to the front rail. In an alterna-
tive example, the front lock may lift the divider up off of
the front rail. When in the second position, the front lock
locks the divider to the front rail and prevents slidable
movement between the divider and the front rail.
[0036] In another example, the merchandise display
system may include a divider secured to a support struc-
ture. The divider may include a divider wall and a divider
floor. The divider wall may extend upwardly from the di-
vider floor and the divider floor may include a top surface.
The system may further include a barrier that is moveable
by rotation between a folded position and an upright po-
sition without a rotation biasing element. A product posi-
tioned on a top surface of the divider floor can contact
the barrier when the product moves toward the forward
end of the divider and rotate the barrier from the folded
position to the upright position. The barrier may be con-
figured to cease the forward movement of the product
when the barrier is in the upright position. The system
may include a rotational mounting structure to which the
moveable barrier is connected. The rotational mounting
structure may be removably connected to the forward
end of the divider.
[0037] In another example, the merchandise display
system may be used in conjunction with a product tray
for restocking of the system with product. The product
tray may include a bottom surface, right side wall, left
side wall, and an alignment flap. The alignment flap may
include a proximate end, distal end, right edge, and left
edge. A flap width of the alignment flap may be defined
in between the right edge and the left edge. The proxi-
mate end of the alignment flap may be connected to the
bottom surface of the product tray and the alignment flap
may be configured such that a least a portion of the flap
width is about equal to a width of product stored in the
product tray. The alignment flap may be positioned in
between opposing divider walls of a merchandise display
system in which a product pocket is defined in between
the opposing divider walls. The alignment flap aligns the
product tray and the product stored in the product tray
with the product pocket so that the product stored in the
product tray can be slid from in the product tray into the
product pocket of the merchandise display system.
[0038] In another example, the merchandise display
system may include a divider configured to be secured
to a support structure, wherein the divider includes a for-
ward end and a rearward end. The divider includes a
divider wall and a divider floor, the divider wall extending
upwardly from the divider floor. The merchandise display
system may also include a pusher mechanism compris-
ing a biasing device and configured to slide along the
divider floor to move a product toward the forward end;
a barrier configured to be positioned proximate the for-
ward end of the divider such that the product positioned
on the top surface of the divider floor contacts the barrier

when the product moves toward the forward end of the
divider; and a low product indicator device comprising a
protruding portion, wherein the protruding portion is con-
figured to extend forward of the barrier when an amount
of product positioned on the top surface of the divider
floor is low.
[0039] In another example, the merchandise display
system may include a divider configured to be secured
to a support structure, wherein the divider includes a for-
ward end and a rearward end. The divider includes a
divider wall and a divider floor, the divider wall extending
upwardly from the divider floor. The merchandise display
system may also include a pusher mechanism compris-
ing a biasing device and configured to slide along the
divider floor to move a product toward the forward end;
a barrier configured to be positioned proximate the for-
ward end of the divider such that the product positioned
on the top surface of the divider floor contacts the barrier
when the product moves toward the forward end of the
divider; and a low product indicator device comprising a
protruding portion, wherein the protruding portion is con-
figured to extend forward of the barrier when an amount
of product positioned on the top surface of the divider
floor is low. The low product indicator device may be en-
gaged with the pusher such that the low product indicator
is configured to slide relative to the divider. The low prod-
uct indicator device may include a predetermined stop-
ping point, and the low product indicator device may be
configured to disengage from the pusher at the prede-
termined stopping point.
[0040] In another example, the merchandise display
system may include a divider configured to be secured
to a support structure, wherein the divider includes a for-
ward end and a rearward end. The divider includes a
divider wall and a divider floor, the divider wall extending
upwardly from the divider floor. The merchandise display
system may also include a pusher mechanism compris-
ing a biasing device and configured to slide along the
divider floor to move a product toward the forward end;
and a barrier configured to be positioned proximate the
forward end of the divider such that the product posi-
tioned on the top surface of the divider floor contacts the
barrier when the product moves toward the forward end
of the divider. The merchandise display system may also
include a low product indicator device having a side wall
having a front edge, a back edge and a bottom edge, a
back wall engaged with the side wall at the back edge;
a bottom wall engaged with the side wall at the bottom
edge, and a protruding portion. The protruding portion
may be configured to extend forward of the barrier when
an amount of product positioned on the top surface of
the divider floor is low. The low product indicator device
may be engaged with the pusher such that the low prod-
uct indicator is configured to slide relative to the divider.
The low product indicator device may include a prede-
termined stopping point, and the low product indicator
device may be configured to disengage from the pusher
at the predetermined stopping point.
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[0041] In an embodiment, the merchandise display
system includes a divider configured to be secured to a
support structure, wherein the divider includes a forward
end and a rearward end; the divider includes a divider
wall and a divider floor, the divider wall extending up-
wardly from the divider floor; a pusher mechanism com-
prising a biasing device and configured to slide along the
divider floor to move a product toward the forward end;
a barrier configured to be positioned proximate the for-
ward end of the divider such that the product positioned
on the top surface of the divider floor contacts the barrier
when the product moves toward the forward end of the
divider; a low product indicator device comprising a side
wall, a front wall, and a bottom wall, and the biasing de-
vice comprises a coiled spring and the coiled spring pass-
es over the bottom wall of the low product indicator device
and below the front wall of the low product indicator de-
vice.
[0042] The low product indicator may also include a
protruding portion, wherein the protruding portion is con-
figured to extend forward of the barrier when an amount
of product positioned on the top surface of the divider
floor is low.
[0043] The low product indicator device may be con-
figured to move forward with the pusher as the product
nearest the forward end is removed until a predetermined
amount of product is removed from the merchandise dis-
play. The predetermined amount of product may be ad-
justable. The bottom wall of the low product indicator de-
vice may be configured to slide under the pusher when
all product is removed from the merchandise display sys-
tem. The low product indicator device may be removably
engaged with the merchandise display system.
[0044] The barrier of the merchandise display system
may be transparent and the front wall of the low product
indicator device may be seen through the barrier when
an amount of product positioned on the top surface of
the divider floor is low.
[0045] In an example, the merchandise display system
may include a divider configured to be secured to a sup-
port structure, wherein the divider includes a forward end
and a rearward end; the divider includes a divider wall
and a divider floor, the divider wall extending upwardly
from the divider floor; a pusher mechanism comprising
a biasing device and configured to slide along the divider
floor to move a product toward the forward end; a barrier
configured to be positioned proximate the forward end
of the divider such that the product positioned on the top
surface of the divider floor contacts the barrier when the
product moves toward the forward end of the divider; a
low product indicator device. The low product indicator
device may be configured to move forward with the push-
er as the product nearest the forward end is removed
until a predetermined amount of product is removed from
the merchandise display. The predetermined amount of
product may be adjustable.
[0046] The low product indicator device may further
include a protruding portion, and wherein the protruding

portion is configured to extend forward of the barrier when
an amount of product positioned on the top surface of
the divider floor is low.
[0047] The barrier may be transparent and the front
wall of the low product indicator device may be seen
through the barrier when an amount of product positioned
on the top surface of the divider floor is low.
[0048] The low product indicator device may be remov-
ably engaged with the merchandise display system. The
low product indicator device may include a side wall, a
front wall, and a bottom wall. The biasing device may
comprise a coiled spring; and the coiled spring may pass
over the bottom wall of the low product indicator device
and below the front wall of the low product indicator de-
vice. The bottom wall of the low product indicator device
may be configured to slide under the pusher when all
product is removed from the merchandise display sys-
tem.
[0049] In another example, the merchandise display
system may include a divider configured to be secured
to a support structure, wherein the divider includes a for-
ward end and a rearward end; the divider includes a di-
vider wall and a divider floor, the divider wall extending
upwardly from the divider floor; a pusher mechanism
comprising a biasing device and configured to slide along
the divider floor to move a product toward the forward
end; a barrier configured to be positioned proximate the
forward end of the divider such that the product posi-
tioned on the top surface of the divider floor contacts the
barrier when the product moves toward the forward end
of the divider; and a low product indicator device com-
prising a side wall, a front wall, and a bottom wall. The
biasing device may comprise a coiled spring and the
coiled spring may pass over the bottom wall of the low
product indicator device and below the front wall of the
low product indicator device. The low product indicator
device may be configured to move forward with the push-
er as the product nearest the forward end is removed
until a predetermined amount of product is removed from
the merchandise display.
[0050] The barrier may be transparent and the front
wall of the low product indicator device may be seen
through the barrier when an amount of product positioned
on the top surface of the divider floor is low.
[0051] The low product indicator device may further
comprise a protruding portion, and the protruding portion
may be configured to extend forward of the barrier when
an amount of product positioned on the top surface of
the divider floor is low.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0052]

Figure 1 depicts an isometric exploded view of an
example of a product management display system.

Figure 2 depicts an isometric view of an example
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pusher mechanism mounted to an example tray or
product channel.

Figure 3 depicts another isometric view of the system
of Figure 2 with product placed in the system.

Figure 4 depicts another isometric view of the system
of Figure 2 with multiple product placed in the sys-
tem.

Figure 5 depicts an isometric rear view of the system
of Figure 4.

Figure 6 depicts an alternative example of a tray or
product channel.

Figure 7 depicts an example of a tip for an end of a
coiled spring that may be used with a product man-
agement display system.

Figure 8 depicts the example tip of Figure 7 being
mounted to a surface of a tray or product channel.

Figure 9 depicts the example tip of Figure 7 being
mounted to an end of a coiled spring.

Figure 10 depicts the example tip of Figure 7 mount-
ed to an end of a coiled spring.

Figure 11 depicts an isometric view of an alternative
example of a product management display system.

Figure 12 depicts another isometric view of the sys-
tem of Figure 11.

Figure 13 depicts a front view of the system of Figure
11.

Figure 14 depicts a top view of the system of Figure
11.

Figure 15 depicts a rear view of the system of Figure
11.

Figure 16 depicts an isometric view of an adaptor.

Figure 17 depicts a front view of the adaptor of Figure
16.

Figure 18 depicts an example installation of the
adaptor.

Figure 19 depicts an isometric view of an installed
adaptor.

Figure 20 depicts a front view of an installed adaptor.

Figure 21 depicts an isometric view of an alternative

example of a product management display system.

Figure 22 depicts an isometric bottom view of an
example mounting member that may be used to
mount the end of the coiled spring to the floor of the
product management display system.

Figure 23 depicts an isometric top view of the exam-
ple mounting member of Figure 22.

Figure 24 depicts the example mounting member of
Figure 22 mounted to the end of the coiled spring
with the coiled spring mounted to an example pusher
paddle.

Figure 25 depicts another view of the example
mounting member of Figure 22 mounted to the end
of the coiled spring with the coiled spring mounted
to an example pusher paddle.

Figure 26 depicts the example mounting member of
Figure 22 with attached coiled spring being mounted
to the floor of the system.

Figure 27 depicts the example mounting member of
Figure 22 installed on the floor of the system.

Figure 28 depicts an isometric view of an alternative
example of a product management display system.

Figure 29 depicts a close-up isometric view of the
tray of the example of Figure 28.

Figure 29A depicts a cross-sectional view of the ex-
ample of Figure 28 illustrating a first securing meth-
od.

Figure 29B depicts a cross-sectional view of the ex-
ample of Figure 28 illustrating a second securing
method.

Figure 30 depicts a close-up isometric view of the
example of Figure 28 illustrating a rivet attaching the
spring to the tray.

Figure 31 depicts an isometric view of the example
of Figure 28 being assembled in a preexisting wire
shelf.

Figure 32 depicts an isometric view of the example
of Figure 28 assembled in a preexisting wire shelf.

Figure 33 depicts an isometric view of an example
of the display system.

Figure 34 depicts an isometric view of an example
of the display system.
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Figure 35 depicts an isometric view of an example
of an adapter.

Figure 36 depicts an isometric view of an example
of a retainer.

Figure 37 depicts a side view of an example of a
display system.

Figure 38 depicts an isometric view of an example
of a display system.

Figure 39 depicts an isometric view of an example
of a display system.

Figure 40 depicts an isometric view of an example
of a display system.

Figure 41A depicts a sectional side view of an ex-
ample of a divider.

Figure 41B depicts a front view of an example of a
display system.

Figure 41C depicts a close-up view of a section of
Figure 41B.

Figure 41D depicts a front view of an example of a
divider.

Figure 42 depicts an isometric view of an example
of a display system.

Figure 43 depicts an isometric view of an example
of a display system.

Figure 44 depicts an isometric view of an example
of a product management display system.

Figure 45 depicts another isometric view of an ex-
ample of a product management display system with
product in the system.

Figure 46 depicts a top view of another example of
a product management display system with product
in the system.

Figure 47 depicts an isometric-rear view of an ex-
ample of a product management display system with
product in the system.

Figure 48 depicts an isometric view of an example
of a pusher mechanism mounted to a divider.

Figure 49 depicts another isometric view of a divider
and pusher mechanism being assembled to a prod-
uct management display system.

Figure 50 depicts an isometric view of yet another
example of a product management display system.

Figure 51 depicts another isometric view of the ex-
ample of the product management display system
of Figure 50 without product.

Figure 52 depicts an exploded isometric view of the
example of the product management display system
of Figure 50.

Figure 53 depicts an isometric view of yet another
example of a product management display system.

Figure 54 depicts an isometric view of an example
attachment of a pusher spring to a shelf of the prod-
uct management display system of Figure 53.

Figure 55 depicts an isometric view of an example
attachment of a pusher spring to a shelf of the prod-
uct management display system of Figure 53.

Figure 56 depicts an isometric view of an example
attachment of a pusher spring to a shelf of the prod-
uct management display system of Figure 53.

Figure 57 depicts an isometric view of an example
attachment of a pusher spring to a shelf of the prod-
uct management display system of Figure 53.

Figure 58 depicts an isomeric view of an example of
a product management display system.

Figure 59 depicts an isometric view of the example
product management display system of Figure 58.

Figure 60 depicts an isometric view of an example
pusher mechanism.

Figure 61 depicts a partial isometric view of an ex-
ample divider.

Figure 62 depicts an isometric view of an example
divider and pusher mechanism.

Figure 63 depicts a partial isometric view of an ex-
ample front portion of a divider.

Figure 64 depicts a partial isometric view of an ex-
ample front portion of a front rail.

Figure 65 depicts a partial isometric view of an ex-
ample connection between a divider and a front rail.

Figure 66 depicts a side view of an example divider
and front rail.

Figures 67A-C depict side views of an example di-
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vider attaching to a front rail.

Figures 68A-C depict side views of an example di-
vider attaching to a front rail.

Figure 69A depicts an isometric view of example rail
mounting clips for a front rail.

Figure 69B depicts an isometric view of an example
front rail.

Figure 70 depicts an isometric view of an example
front rail and rail mounting clips.

Figure 71 depicts an isometric view of an example
front rail.

Figure 72 depicts an isometric view of an example
divider and pusher mechanism.

Figure 73 depicts an isometric view of an example
divider and pusher mechanism.

Figure 74 depicts a partial isometric view of an ex-
ample divider.

Figure 75 depicts a partial isometric view of an ex-
ample front rail.

Figures 76A and 76B depict partial isometric views
of an example front rail and a cam bar lever.

Figure 77 depicts a front exploded view of an exam-
ple product management display system.

Figure 78 depicts a back exploded view of an exam-
ple product management display system.

Figures 79A-C depict side views of an example front
rail and divider.

Figure 80 depicts an isometric view of an example
product management display system.

Figures 81A-B depict partial side views of an exam-
ple front rail and divider.

Figures 82A-C depict partial side views of an exam-
ple front rail and divider.

Figures 83A-C depict partial side views of an exam-
ple front rail and divider.

Figures 84A-F depict isometric views of an example
product management display system.

Figure 85 depicts a side view of an example divider
and front rail.

Figures 86A-L depict views of components of an ex-
ample product management display system.

Figures 87A-C depict side views of example dividers
and front rails.

Figures 88A-B depict isometric views of an example
divider.

Figures 89A-C depict side views of an example di-
vider attaching to a front rail.

Figures 90A-F depict views of an example divider
attaching to a front rail.

Figure 91A depicts a view of an example divider and
a rear rail.

Figure 92 depicts an exploded view of an example
divider and rail.

Figures 93A-B depict views of an example divider
mounting to a front rail.

Figures 94A-C depict cross-section views of the
movement of an example cam used with a divider
and front rail.

Figure 95 depicts a top, right perspective view of
example components of a merchandise display sys-
tem.

Figures 96A and 96B are top, right perspective views
of example components of a merchandise display
system.

Figure 97 is a top, right perspective exploded view
of example components of a merchandise display
system.

Figures 98A-C are side views of example compo-
nents of a merchandise display system.

Figures 99A-C are side views of example compo-
nents of a merchandise display system.

Figures 100A-D are a top, left perspective views of
example components of a merchandise display sys-
tem.

Figure 101A is a top, right perspective view of an
example product tray.

Figure 101B is a top view of an example product tray.

Figures 101C-F are top, left perspective views of an
example product tray used in conjunction with ex-
ample components of a merchandise display sys-
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tem.

Figure 102A is a top, right perspective view of ex-
ample components of a merchandise display sys-
tem.

Figure 102B is a top, right perspective exploded view
of example components of a merchandise display
system.

Figures 102C and 102D are side views of example
components of a merchandise display system.

Figure 103A is a top, front, right perspective view of
example components of a rotational mounting struc-
ture of a merchandise display system.

Figure 103B is a top, rear, right perspective view of
example components of a rotational mounting struc-
ture of a merchandise display system.

Figure 103C is a rear view of example components
of a rotational mounting structure of a merchandise
display system.

Figure 103D is a top view of example components
of a rotational mounting structure of a merchandise
display system.

Figure 103E is a right side view of example compo-
nents of a rotational mounting structure of a mer-
chandise display system.

Figure 104A is a top, right perspective exploded view
of example components of a merchandise display
system.

Figure 104B is a top, right perspective view of ex-
ample components of a rotational mounting structure
of a merchandise display system.

Figure 104C is a bottom, right perspective view of
example components of a rotational mounting struc-
ture of a merchandise display system.

Figure 104D is a front view of example components
of a rotational mounting structure of a merchandise
display system.

Figure 104E is a top view of example components
of a rotational mounting structure of a merchandise
display system.

Figure 104F is a left side view of example compo-
nents of a rotational mount structure of a merchan-
dise display system.

Figure 104G is a bottom view of example compo-

nents of a rotational mount structure of a merchan-
dise display system.

Figures 105A-D are side views of example compo-
nents of a merchandise display system.

Figure 106A is a top, right perspective exploded view
of example components of a merchandise display
system.

Figure 106B is a side view of example components
of a merchandise display system.

Figure 107A is a perspective view of example com-
ponents of a merchandise display system including
a low product indicator system.

Figure 107B is a perspective view of example com-
ponents of a merchandise display system including
a low product indicator system.

Figure 107C is a perspective view of example com-
ponents of a low product indicator system.

Figure 107D is a perspective view of example com-
ponents of a low product indicator system.

Figure 107E is a perspective view of example com-
ponents of a low product indicator system.

Figure 107F is a perspective view of example com-
ponents of a low product indicator system.

Figure 108A is a perspective view of example com-
ponents of a merchandise display system including
a low product indicator system.

Figure 108B is a front view of example components
of a merchandise display system including a low
product indicator system.

Figure 109A is a perspective view of example com-
ponents of a merchandise display system including
a low product indicator system.

Figure 109B is a perspective view of example com-
ponents of a merchandise display system including
a low product indicator system.

Figure 109C is a perspective view of example com-
ponents of a merchandise display system including
a low product indicator system.

Figure 109D is a perspective view of example com-
ponents of a merchandise display system including
a low product indicator system.

Figure 110A is a perspective view of example com-
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ponents of a merchandise display system including
a low product indicator system.

Figure 110B is a side view of example components
of a merchandise display system including a low
product indicator system.

Figure 110C is a side view of example components
of a merchandise display system including a low
product indicator system.

Figure 110D is a side view of example components
of a merchandise display system including a low
product indicator system.

Figure 110E is a side view of example components
of a merchandise display system including a low
product indicator system.

Figure 110F is a side view of example components
of a merchandise display system including a low
product indicator system.

Figure 110G is a side view of example components
of a merchandise display system including a low
product indicator system.

Figure 110H is a side view of example components
of a merchandise display system including a low
product indicator system.

Figure 110I is a side view of example components
of a merchandise display system including a low
product indicator system.

Figure 110J is a side view of example components
of a merchandise display system including a low
product indicator system.

Figure 110K is a side view of example components
of a merchandise display system including a low
product indicator system.

Figure 110L is a side view of example components
of a merchandise display system including a low
product indicator system.

Figure 110M is a side view of example components
of a merchandise display system including a low
product indicator system.

Figure 110N is a side view of example components
of a merchandise display system including a low
product indicator system.

Figure 110O is a side view of example components
of a merchandise display system including a low
product indicator system.

Figure 111A is a perspective view of a low product
indicator device.

Figure 111B is a perspective view of a low product
indicator device.

Figure 112A is a perspective view of example com-
ponents of a merchandise display system including
a low product indicator system.

Figure 112B is a perspective view of example com-
ponents of a merchandise display system including
a low product indicator system.

Figure 112C is a perspective view of example com-
ponents of a merchandise display system including
a low product indicator system.

[0053] Before embodiments of the invention are ex-
plained in detail, it is to be understood that the invention
is not limited in its application to the details of construction
and the arrangement of the components set forth in the
following description or illustrated in the drawings but by
the scope of the appended claims. The invention is ca-
pable of other embodiments and of being practiced or
being carried out in various ways falling within the scope
of the appended claims. Also, it is to be understood that
the phraseology and terminology used herein are for the
purpose of description and the use of "including" and
"comprising" and variations thereof is meant to encom-
pass at least the items listed thereafter. Further, the use
of the term "mount," "mounted" or "mounting" is meant
to broadly include any technique or method of mounting,
attaching, joining or coupling one part to another, whether
directly or indirectly.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0054] The invention may be embodied in various
forms. Referring to the Figures wherein like numerals
indicate like elements, there is depicted in Figure 1 an
isometric exploded view of an example merchandise sys-
tem 10 that includes a product dispensing tray 12 in which
is mounted an example trackless pusher mechanism 14.
As described in more detail below, the pusher mecha-
nism 14 will fit in the tray 12 and will slide along the surface
of the tray without the use of tracks, rails, or guides typ-
ically used to hold a conventional pusher mechanism to
the tray or floor of the tray. The pusher mechanism de-
fines a pusher paddle and a pusher floor that extends
forward of the pusher paddle. A coiled spring may extend
across the pusher floor and operatively connect to the
tray at a forward position on the tray. In one example,
product to be merchandised may be placed in the tray in
front of the pusher paddle and may sit on the pusher floor
as well as the coiled spring. With this configuration, the
weight of the product will prevent the pusher paddle from
tipping to ensure proper pushing of the product. In addi-
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tion, the problems associated with debris or sticky mate-
rials hindering the effectiveness of known pusher sys-
tems that use tracks, rails or guides have been eliminat-
ed. Other features are set forth in more detail below.
[0055] The example tray 12 may define a surface 16
and one or more dividing panels or dividers 18 to separate
the tray into numerous rows for placement of product. In
an alternative example, the tray 12 may be a shelf or any
other surface on which products may be placed for mer-
chandising. The surface 16 may be a solid surface or a
surface defining a plurality of spaced-apart apertures 20
separated by a plurality of support ribs 22. The apertures
20 and ribs 22 provide a surface that permits the slidable
movement of product placed on this surface and also
permits liquids and dirt to pass through the apertures 20
so that they do not collect on the surface 16. The surface
16 may be made of any suitable material that permits the
slidable movement of product on the surface 16. Other
surface or floor configurations are known and may be
used.
[0056] As depicted in Figures 9 and 10, the surface 16
may define a rounded end portion 24 that includes a notch
or cut-out portion 26. The end portion 24 may be rounded
to match the shape of the product that is placed on the
tray. For example, the depicted end portion 24 is rounded
or defines a semi-circular shape to match the contour of
a bottle or can that may be placed in the tray and on the
end portion 24. Other shapes of the end portion may be
used depending on the product to be merchandised.
[0057] The notch 26 may be used to receive and mount
an end 29 of a coiled spring 30 or similar biasing element.
The notch 26 may define opposing angled edge surfaces
32 that are joined by edge 34. The edge 34 is preferably
centered across the width of the product row formed in
the tray 12 and extends perpendicular to the length of
the tray. This configuration will center the coiled spring
30 relative to the tray 12 and will permit the spring to
extend in a substantially parallel manner relative to the
length of the tray. In other words, the depicted edge 34
of the notch 26 will permit the spring 30 to extend along
the length of the tray 12 at or near the center of the product
row formed by the tray. One skilled in the art will appre-
ciate that the location and configuration of the notch may
vary depending on the desired placement of the spring.
[0058] The coiled spring 30 may define an end 29 that
is configured to be placed across the notch 26 and onto
the edge 34. In one example, the end 29 of the coiled
spring may be V-shaped and function as a hook such
that the end 29 will wrap around the edge 34 with a portion
of the end 29 of the coiled spring extending beneath the
end portion 24 of the surface 16. This configuration per-
mits an easy installation of the coiled spring onto the tray.
[0059] In another example, and referring to Figure 7,
a spring tip 60 may be added to the end 29 of the spring
30 to assist with the mounting of the spring to the system.
The spring tip 60 may define numerous shapes and con-
figurations depending on the configuration of the tray and
the surface on which the spring end needs to attach. The

spring tip 60 may be permanently attached to the end 29
of the coiled spring 30 or it may be detachable to permit
the interchange or replacement of the spring tip 60. The
spring tip 60 may be made of plastic and may define one
or more apertures. Aperture 61 may be used to receive
the end 29 of the coiled spring 30. A second aperture 63
may be used to receive a mating tongue or mounting
member 65 extending from the surface 16 of the tray 12,
as discussed below. With this configuration, the end 29
of the coiled spring 30 may be operatively connected to
the tray 12.
[0060] In another example, the end 29 of the coiled
spring may snap-fit into an aperture formed in the surface
16, or may be otherwise inserted and secured to an ap-
erture or opening in the tray, thereby securing the end
29 of the coiled spring 30 in position.
[0061] Referring back to Figure 1, dividers 18 may also
be used to separate product into rows. The dividers 18
extend substantially upwardly from the surface 16 and
as illustrated in Figure 1, may be positioned on opposing
sides of the surface 16. Alternatively, the dividers 18 may
be positioned at any desired position on the tray 12 or to
the surface 16. The dividers 18 may be formed as a uni-
tary structure with the surface 16, or the dividers 18 may
be detachable to provide added flexibility with the system.
The dividers may be attached to a front or back rail de-
pending on the system. The dividers 18 may define nu-
merous configurations and may extend upwardly any de-
sired distance to provide the desired height of the dividers
between the rows of product to be merchandised. This
height may be adjustable by adding divider extenders or
the like.
[0062] Located at the front of the tray 12 and extending
between the dividers 18 may be one or more product-
retaining members 44. The product-retaining members
44 serve as a front retaining wall or bar to hold the product
in the tray 12 and to prevent the product from falling out
of the tray 12. These members are also configured to
permit the easy removal of the forward-most product po-
sitioned in the tray 12. The product-retaining member 44
may be one or more curve-shaped retaining ribs as de-
picted in Figure 1. These illustrated retaining ribs may
extend from one divider to another divider thereby joining
the dividers. The retaining ribs may also extend part-way
between the dividers, as also shown in Figure 1 as rib
46, to also assist in retaining the product in the tray. Al-
ternatively, and as shown in Figure 6 the product-retain-
ing member 44 may be a curve-shaped solid retaining
wall 48 that extends between dividers. The retaining wall
48 may be transparent or semi-transparent to permit vis-
ualization of the product on the shelf. In another example,
the retaining wall 48 may also extend part-way between
the dividers 18. In yet another example depicted in Fig-
ures 11-15, the retaining wall 100 may be attached to the
surface of the tray and not connect to the dividers. In this
example, the retaining wall 100 may form an opening 102
defined by an upper member 104, opposing, curved side
walls 106 that further define an angled edge 108, and a
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floor member 110. The side walls 106 may also be
straight and not curved depending on the system. The
end of the coiled spring may also snap-fit into the floor
110 or otherwise attached to the tray using any of the
techniques described herein. One of skill in the art will
readily appreciate that there are numerous shapes and
configurations possible for the product-retaining member
44 and that the depicted configurations are merely ex-
amples of these numerous configurations.
[0063] Referring back to Figure 1, the example track-
less pusher mechanism 14 defines a pusher paddle 50
and a pusher floor 52. The pusher paddle 50 and pusher
floor 52 may be formed as a single, unitary structure or
may be separate structures that are joined together using
known techniques. In addition, the pusher paddle 50 and
pusher floor 52 may be made of any known suitable plas-
tic or metal material. The pusher paddle and pusher floor
may be reinforced using any known reinforcing tech-
niques.
[0064] In one example, the pusher paddle 50 forms a
curved-shape pusher surface or face 54 that is config-
ured to match the shape of the product to be merchan-
dised, such as plastic bottles or cans containing a bev-
erage, as depicted in Figures 3-5. The curve-shaped
pusher surface 54 permits the pusher to remain centrally
aligned with the last product in the tray. This configuration
reduces friction and drag between the pusher and the
divider walls. In an alternative example, the pusher sur-
face or face may be a flat surface. In yet another example,
the flat pusher surface may be accompanied by a curved
shaped rib that is positioned near or on the top of the
pusher paddle and that may be used to center and align
product in the tray, in a manner similar to the curve-
shaped pusher surface 54 depicted in Figure 1. The curve
shaped rib may define other shapes and configurations
that permit cylindrical or similar shaped products to be
properly pushed in the tray. Advertisement, product iden-
tification or other product information may be placed on
the pusher surface 54.
[0065] Positioned behind the pusher surface or face
54 may be one or more support members 58, such as
ribs, walls, or gussets. The support members 58 are con-
figured to support the pusher surface 54 and further con-
nect the pusher paddle 50 to the pusher floor 52. As can
be seen in Figure 5, positioned between the support
members 58 is the coiled spring 30, and more specifically
the coiled end 57 that is used to urge the pusher paddle
50 forward and along the tray 12, as understood in the
art. Any technique used to operatively connect the coiled
spring to the pusher paddle 50 may be used.
[0066] As shown in Figure 1, the pusher floor 52 may
be positioned below the pusher paddle 50 and may ex-
tend forward of the pusher surface 54 of the pusher pad-
dle. The pusher floor 52 may extend any predetermined
distance and at any predetermined angle. For example,
the pusher floor 52 may extend substantially perpendic-
ular to the pusher surface 54. In the example, the pusher
floor 52 may extend a sufficient distance to permit one

product, such as a single bottle or can, to be placed on
the pusher floor. In another example, the pusher floor 52
may be configured to permit more than one product to
be placed on the pusher floor. The pusher floor 52 may
define any shape, including the depicted round shape
and may define any product retaining features on the
surface of the pusher floor, such as ribs, walls, or the like,
to further hold the product on the pusher floor.
[0067] As can be seen in Figure 2, the pusher floor 52
may define an elongated channel, groove or recessed
portion 59 that is sized, shaped and configured to seat
the coiled spring 30. In the example, the channel or
groove 59 may extend across the floor 52 and in a sub-
stantially perpendicular manner relative to the pusher
paddle 50. In an alternative example, the groove or chan-
nel may extend part-way or across the entire pusher floor
52, as shown in Figure 19. Such configuration permits
the proper alignment and positioning of the pusher pad-
dle 50 in the tray. The groove 59 may define a depth that
matches or exceeds the thickness of the coiled spring
30. With this configuration, the coiled spring 30 will seat
at or below the pusher floor surface such that product
will not sit directly on the coiled spring, rather, such prod-
uct will sit on the pusher floor surface. As shown in Figure
19, the pusher floor may include apertures and openings
through which debris or other items may pass. Alterna-
tively, the floor may be a solid surface.
[0068] In an alternative example, as shown in Figures
16-20, an adaptor 180 may be positioned on the surface
16. Referring to Figures 16 and 17, the adaptor 180 may
include one or more raised ribs 182 on which a product
may sit. The raised ribs 182 may extend longitudinally
along the length of the adaptor 180. The adaptor 180
may be a flat extrusion of plastic material (or any other
suitable material) defining a planar surface 184 with the
one or more ribs 182 extending outwardly from the planar
surface 184. The adaptor 180 may define a rounded end
185 and include a notch or cut-away portion 186 through
which or across which the coiled spring may extend. The
rounded end 185 may be configured to match the shape
of the product that is placed on the tray. Other shapes of
the end 185, notch 186 and adaptor 180 may be used
depending on the product to be merchandised. The adap-
tor 180 may be a separate, insertable piece or, alterna-
tively, a piece formed integral with the surface 16.
[0069] Referring to Figure 18, the adaptor 180 may be
easily insertable onto the surface 16 and between the
dividers 18. Referring to Figure 19, once the adaptor 180
is installed, the pusher mechanism 14 may be positioned
on top of the adaptor 180 and may slide freely across the
ribs 182 of the adaptor 180. The coiled spring 30 may
extend in a parallel manner between the ribs 182 and
may seat at or below the top surface of the ribs 182, as
more clearly shown in Figure 20. With this configuration,
the product to be merchandised may sit on, and slide
along, the ribs 182 and not on the coiled spring 30.
[0070] In an alternative example, the ribs 182 may be
a raised bead or raised beads, or a series of fingers that
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may be used to facilitate the movement of the product
on the surface 16. In yet another alternative example,
the ribs 182 may be product moving members, such as
runners or one or more rollers or rolling members that
permit the product to roll across the rolling members and
toward the front of the product display system. Example
roller assemblies include those disclosed and described
in United States Application Serial No. 11/257,718 filed
October 25, 2005 and assigned to RTC Industries, Inc,
granted as United States Patent No. 7,497,342. As
should be appreciated by those skilled in the art, there
are many possible techniques that may be used with the
described pusher mechanisms for facilitating the move-
ment of the product on the shelf or floor.
[0071] The underneath side of the pusher floor 52 may
be a smooth planar surface that will slide freely along the
surface 16. Alternatively, and similar to above, the pusher
floor 52 may include beads, runners, rollers or the like
that will permit the pusher floor to slide along the surface
yet raise the pusher floor up off of the surface 16. In an-
other alternative example, the underneath side of the
pusher floor may be configured with rail mounting mem-
bers to permit the mounting of the pusher to a track or
rail, as understood in the art.
[0072] The pusher floor further defines a notch or cut-
out portion 62 through which will pass the coiled spring
30. The end 29 of the coiled spring 30 will pass through
the notch 62 and through the notch 26 of the surface 16
and will mount to the tray using any of the techniques
described above.
[0073] In use, as the pusher mechanism 14 is urged
rearward in the tray 12, the end 29 of the coiled spring
30 will be held in position as described above and the
coiled end 57 of the spring 30 will begin to uncoil behind
the pusher paddle 50. If the pusher 14 is allowed to move
forward in the tray 14, such as when product is removed
from the front of the tray, the coiled end 57 of the spring
30 will coil and force the pusher paddle 50 forward in the
tray 12, thereby urging product toward the front of the
tray.
[0074] In an alternative example, the coiled spring 30
may extend below and underneath the pusher floor 52
as opposed to above and across the pusher floor, as
depicted in the Figures. With this configuration, the
groove 59 and notch 62 may not be necessary.
[0075] The coiled spring 30 may be any biasing ele-
ment including, without limitation, a flat coil spring com-
monly used with pusher systems. One or more coiled
springs to urge the pusher mechanism 14 forward de-
pending on the desired application. The coil tension of
the spring 30 may also vary depending on the particular
application.
[0076] Referring to Figure 2, the trackless pusher
mechanism 14 is shown mounted to the tray 12. As illus-
trated, the pusher mechanism 14 fits in the tray 12 be-
tween the dividers 18. End 29 of the coiled spring 30
extends through the notch in the pusher floor and mounts
to the tray as described above. In use, the pusher mech-

anism 14 will slide along the surface 16 of the tray 12
without the use of tracks, rails, or guides. As depicted in
Figure 2, the pusher mechanism 14 is shown in a forward
position.
[0077] Referring to Figure 3, the pusher mechanism
14 is shown merchandising one product 70 in the mer-
chandise system 10. The product is prevented from tip-
ping out of the tray by the product-retaining member 44.
The product 70 may be any product to be merchandised
including the depicted soft drink bottle. As shown in this
Figure, the product 70 sits on the pusher floor 52 and the
coiled spring 30 that extends below the product. The
weight of the product on the floor 52 and the positioning
of the product across the spring 30 prevent the paddle
50 from tipping in the tray 12.
[0078] Referring to Figure 4, the pusher mechanism
14 is shown merchandising multiple products 70 in the
merchandise system 10. As shown in this Figure, the
product next to the pusher paddle 50 sits on the pusher
floor 52 and the coiled spring 30 that extends below the
product. The other products will sit on the coiled spring
30 that will extend below these products. Alternatively,
the adaptor 180 may be positioned in the system in which
case the product may sit on the ribs 182 of the adaptor
as opposed to the coiled spring. Again, the weight of the
product on the pusher floor 52 and the positioning of the
products across the spring 30 prevent the paddle 50 from
tipping in the tray. In use, as one product is removed from
the front of the tray near the product-retaining member
44, the pusher mechanism 14 (through the urging of the
coiled spring 30) will push the remaining product forward
in the tray 12 until the forward-most product contacts the
product-retaining member 44. As additional products are
removed, the pusher mechanism 14 will continue to push
the remaining product toward the product-retaining mem-
ber 44.
[0079] Referring to Figure 5, a rear view of the pusher
mechanism 14 shows the pusher mechanism 14 mer-
chandising multiple products 70 in the merchandise sys-
tem 10. Again, the product next to the pusher paddle 50
sits on the pusher floor 52 and the coiled spring 30 that
extends below the product. The other products will sit on
the coiled spring that will extend below these products.
Alternatively, the adaptor 180 may be positioned in the
system in which case the product may sit on the ribs 182
of the adaptor as opposed to the coiled spring. As one
product is removed from the front of the tray near the
product-retaining member 44, the coiled end 57 of the
spring 30 will urge the pusher paddle 50 of the pusher
mechanism 14 forward in the tray 12 until the forward-
most product contacts the product-retaining member 44.
As can be seen in this Figure, the coiled end 57 may be
positioned between two support members 58. The sup-
port members will retain the coiled spring between these
members. As can be seen in this Figure, the pusher floor
52 may also extend below the support members 58.
[0080] Referring to Figure 6, an alternative example of
the pusher tray is depicted. With this example, multiple
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trays 12 may be formed into a single multi-tray assembly
80. The multi-trays may have a common floor with divid-
ers 18 extending upwardly from the floor to create the
multiple trays or rows. In this example, the product-re-
taining member 44 may be a solid member that extends
between two dividers, as discussed above. One or more
of the multi-tray assemblies 80 may be coupled or joined
together in a side-by-side manner using any known tech-
nique, including clips, dovetailing, fasteners, or the like.
With this configuration, numerous rows of product can
be provided for the merchandising of numerous products.
[0081] As stated above, the trackless pusher mecha-
nism 14 may be used with gravity-fed systems, that is,
systems having trays or product channels that are mount-
ed on an incline to permit gravity to assist with the mer-
chandising of the product. Alternatively, the trackless
pusher mechanism 14 may be used with systems that
are mounted in a non-inclined or in a horizontal manner
where gravity will provide little or no assistance with the
merchandising of the product. The trackless pusher
mechanism 14 may also be used to push various shaped
products.
[0082] Figure 7 depicts an example tip 60 for the end
29 of a coiled spring 30 that may be used with the mer-
chandise system 10. As illustrated, the tip 60 defines an
aperture 61 for receiving the end 29 of the coiled spring
and an aperture 63 for mounting to the surface 16 of the
tray. As can be seen in Figure 7, in one alternative ex-
ample, extending beneath the surface 16 may be a
tongue or mounting member 65 that may be configured
to mate with the aperture 63 and to snap-fit the tip 60
onto the tongue 65 and thus to the surface 16.
[0083] Referring to Figure 8, the example tip 60 of Fig-
ure 7 is shown being mounted to the tongue or mounting
member 65. The tongue 65 may include an elongated
outwardly extending rib 67 that is used to snap-fit the tip
60 onto the tongue 65. One skilled in the art will appre-
ciate that other techniques may be used to mount the tip
60 to the surface 16 and that the depicted technique is
merely an example of one such technique.
[0084] Referring to Figure 9, the example tip 60 is
shown fully mounted in a snap-fit manner to the surface
16, and more specifically to the end portion 24 of the
surface 16 of the tray 12. Also depicted is the mounting
of the end 29 of the coiled spring 30 to the aperture 61
of the tip 60. As shown in Figure 9, the end 29 of the
coiled spring may be inserted into the aperture 61. The
aperture 61 is configured to receive the end 29 of the
coiled spring and hold the end 29 in position, and to also
permit the removal of the end 29 of the coiled spring from
the aperture 61 in those circumstances where it is desir-
able to disconnect the coiled spring from the tip to permit
the removal of the pusher mechanism 14 from the sys-
tem.
[0085] Referring to Figure 10 there is shown the end
29 of the coiled spring fully mounted to the example tip
60. As illustrated in this Figure, the coiled spring 30 is
now operatively connected to the surface 16 of the tray

12. As a result, the pusher mechanism 14 is now mounted
to the tray 12.
[0086] Referring to Figures 21-27 there is shown an
alternative technique for mounting the end 29 of the
coiled spring 30 to the merchandise display system. A
mounting member 130 may be used to mount the end
29 of the coiled spring to the floor 131 of the system. For
those systems that include spaced-apart glide rails 132
that are joined together by connecting ribs 134 (Figures
26 and 27), the mounting member 130 may be snap-fit
to or otherwise mounted on the floor 131 and between
the glide rails 132. The mounting member will thus hold
the end of the coiled spring in position and to the floor of
the system.
[0087] Referring to Figures 22 and 23, the mounting
member 130 may include one or more legs 136 on one
or more sides of the member 130. The legs may be con-
figured to snap-fit to the underside of the rails 132 to
thereby hold the mounting member 130 to the floor of the
system. The legs 136 may include legs ends 137 defining
an L-shape or angled surfaces that are configured to con-
tact the underside of the rail 132 and prevent the mount-
ing member 130 from being lifted up from the floor, except
by the intentional flexing of the legs out from the under-
side of the rail 132. The legs 136 may contact the con-
necting ribs 134 which will prevent slidable movement of
the mounting member 130 relative to the floor. Referring
to Figure 26, the mounting member 130 is shown being
mounted to the floor of the system and more specifically
to the rails. Figure 27 illustrates that the mounting mem-
ber 130 remains in position as the pusher paddle 141 is
pulled away from the front of the system. The mounting
member 130 may be connected to this type of system
floor 131 using other techniques. For example, a sepa-
rate mounting clip, one or more fasteners, adhesives, or
other techniques may be used to secure the mounting
member 130 to the floor 131.
[0088] Referring to Figures 22 and 23, the mounting
member 130 may also include an aperture or opening or
slot 138 that will receive the end 29 of the spring. The
spring may be mounted using any of the techniques de-
scribed herein, or other techniques. The configuration of
the aperture 138 and mounting member 130 will hold the
spring in position on the mounting member 130, similar
to the technique described above.
[0089] The mounting member 130 may also include
glide ribs 139 on a top surface that allow product placed
thereon to slide more easily across the mounting member
after the mounting member is installed to the floor of the
system. The mounting member 130 may also include an
elongated flat body 140 that extends forward of the loca-
tion of the legs 136 to provide stability to the mounting
member 130 after it is mounted to the floor of the system.
[0090] Referring to Figures 24, 25 and 27, the pusher
paddle or pusher mechanism 141 may include a pusher
face 143 configured to match the shape of the product
against which it pushes. As illustrated, the pusher face
143 may be curve shaped to match the shape of a bottle
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or other cylindrical object. The pusher paddle 141 may
also include a pusher floor 145 similar to the pusher floor
configurations described above. The pusher floor 145
may further include a spring sleeve 147 that receives the
coiled spring 30 to shield and protect the spring. The
spring sleeve 147 may extend partly or fully across the
pusher floor 145 and in the direction of the spring 30. The
spring sleeve 147 may have a relatively short height and
a flat surface 149 to permit product to sit thereon without
significant tipping or leaning of the product.
[0091] The pusher paddle 141 may be positioned on
top of the floor 131 to glide on top of the surface, as
described above. The pusher paddle may be positioned
between two product divider walls 153 that are joined
together by a product retaining member 155. Additional
product retaining members 157 may extend outwardly
from the product dividers.
[0092] Referring to Figures 28 and 29 there is shown
yet another alternative technique for mounting the end
29 of the coiled spring 30 to the merchandise display
system. In this example, the end 29 is riveted to the tray
216.
[0093] Referring to Figures 28-32 in an alternative ex-
ample, the trackless pusher system may be retrofitted to
an existing shelf assembly 230, which may have product
dividers already built in. For example, in one example,
the trackless pusher system may be retrofitted to an ex-
isting wire shelf assembly. Referring to Figures 30-32, a
tray or adaptor 216 may have a glide floor 222 that may
be sized to a single lane of the shelf 234 or sized to an
entire shelf width. The glide floor 222 may include several
raised ribs 224, which help to reduce friction for the prod-
ucts merchandised on the tray 216. It should be under-
stood that one or more raised ribs 224 may be used with
the glide floor 222. Alternatively, the glide floor 222 may
be a flat, planar surface without raised ribs. The tray or
adaptor 216 may be configured similar to the adaptor 180
of Figure 16.
[0094] As shown in Figures 28 and 30, the end 29 of
coiled spring 30 may be riveted, via a rivet 229, to the
front end 228 of the tray 216, or may be attached by any
other attachment technique. The tray 216 can be retained
to the shelf by any attachment technique suitable for the
particular shelf. In one example, and as illustrated in Fig-
ures 29-32, the tray 216 may include one or more out-
wardly extending fingers or snaps 220, which may en-
gage one or more individual wires 232 of the shelf 234
to retain the tray 216 on the shelf 234. The fingers or
snaps 220 may extend longitudinally along the length of
the tray 216, or may be spaced apart along the length of
the tray. The snaps 220 may be used to snap-fit the tray
216 to the existing wire shelf. As depicted in Figures 29A
and 29B, the snaps 220A and 220B may define numerous
configurations that permit the tray 216 to be snap fit to
the shelf. The example depicted in Figures 28-32 allows
for the placement of the trackless pusher system in an
existing shelving system, such as a wire shelf system,
as a low cost alternative to the entire trackless pusher

assembly. It should be understood that with this example,
any pusher mechanism described herein may be used.
[0095] As depicted in Figures 33 and 44, in another
example, the display management system comprises
one or more pusher mechanisms 286, one or more di-
viders 266, one or more trays 306, and one or more re-
tainers 250. The pusher mechanisms 286 can be formed
of a pusher paddle 287 and a pusher floor 288. Product
is placed on the pusher floor 288 and guided to the front
of the display management system via the dividers 266
and the pusher paddle 287. The coiled spring 30 biases
the pusher mechanism 286 toward the retainer 250 such
that product moves to the front of the system.
[0096] In one example, depicted in Figure 33, the
coiled spring 30 can be mounted to the retainer 250. Al-
ternatively, the coiled spring 30 can be mounted to a di-
vider 266 (also shown in Figures 48 and 49). The coiled
spring 30 can be directly mounted to the retainer 250, as
depicted in Figure 33, or can be mounted to the retainer
250 via a separate adapter 252, as depicted in Figure 34.
[0097] As depicted in Figure 35, the adapter 252 has
a wall 254 proximate a first end 256. The first end 256
has a curved portion 262, which curves upwardly. The
middle portion of the adapter 252 may be provided with
a curved slot 260, which is adapted to receive a corre-
spondingly shaped spring end (not shown).
[0098] The coiled spring 30 at one end can be secured
to the middle portion of the adapter 252. In an example,
the curved slot 260 corresponds in shape and size of the
first spring end. Additionally, the first spring end of the
coiled spring 30 can be crimped or bent to provide for
additional fastening. Nevertheless, any sufficient fasten-
ing method can be used to fix the first spring end of the
coiled spring 30 to the adapter 252.
[0099] In an example, shown in Figures 36 and 37, the
retainer 250 has a curved slot 284 corresponding in
shape and size to the curved portion 262 of the adapter
252. The curved slot 284 extends the length of the re-
tainer to allow for unlimited positioning of the adapter 252
along the length of the retainer 250.
[0100] To secure the first spring end of the coiled spring
30 to the retainer 250, the curved portion 262 of the adapt-
er 252 is placed into the curved slot 284 of the retainer
250. The curved slot 284 secures the adapter 252 and
the first spring end of the coiled spring 30 to the retainer
250 and provides for a quick and easy assembly of the
display system. The wall 254 provides additional stability
in the connection between the retainer 250 and the adapt-
er 252. Other methods, however, can be used to secure
the adapter 252 and/or the first spring end of the coiled
spring 30 to the retainer 250.
[0101] Alternatively, as depicted in Figures 33 and 44
the coiled spring 30 of the pusher paddle 287 can be
mounted directly to the front of the tray 306. The first
spring end 290 of the coiled spring 30 is provided with a
curved portion. The curved portion curves downwardly
from the pusher floor 288 and is adapted to be received
in a recess 316 (shown in Figure 33) defined by a lip 318
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of the front surface of the dispensing tray 306 and the
retainer 250. A vertically oriented surface of the retainer
250 and the lip 318 are spaced such that a gap is formed
between the vertically oriented surface and a front edge
of the lip 250. To secure the coiled spring 30 and the
pusher mechanism 286 to the assembly, the first spring
end 290 is inserted into the gap formed between the ver-
tically oriented surface of the retainer 250 and the front
edge of the lip 318 and placed into the recess 316 formed
by the lip 318 of the dispensing tray 306 and the retainer
250.
[0102] In another example depicted in Figures 38, 39,
48 and 49, the coiled spring 30 can be directly mounted
to a divider 266. In addition, in this example the coiled
spring 30 can be mounted perpendicular to the pusher
floor 288 such that the axis, about which the coiled spring
30 is coiled, is perpendicular to the pusher floor 288. This
orientation has the benefit of preventing the pusher pad-
dle from tipping back. The first spring end 290 can be
provided with an angled portion 292 and a tip portion 296.
In one example, the angled portion 292 can be bent per-
pendicular to the coiled spring body 294. The divider can
be provided with a slot 298, which is adapted to receive
the tip portion 296 of the first spring end 290.
[0103] To secure the coiled spring to the divider, the
tip portion 296 is inserted into the slot 298. Once the tip
portion 296 is fully inserted into the slot 298, the angled
portion 292 engages the slot 298 so as to secure the first
spring end 290 to the divider 266.
[0104] As depicted in Figure 33, various pusher mech-
anism designs can be implemented. The pusher paddle
287 can be formed flat to accommodate correspondingly
shaped product. Alternatively, the pusher paddle 286 can
have a curved first end and a flat second end. This serves
to accommodate a variety of cylindrical products having
a variety of different sized diameters and to facilitate the
operation of the pusher mechanism 286. During opera-
tion, the product in the pusher mechanism 286 and the
curved first end together force the pusher mechanism
against the divider 266, such that the coil spring 30 re-
mains flat against the divider 266 holding the first spring
end 290, while in tension or in operation. This allows for
a smoother operation of the pusher mechanism and en-
sures that the product is properly dispensed as users
remove the product from the system.
[0105] In another example depicted in Figures 40-41D,
the distance between the dividers 266 can be adjusted
to accommodate different sized containers. The dividers
266 can be provided with connecting portions 272. The
connecting portions 272 can be provided with a first elon-
gated angled surface 268 and a second elongated angled
surface 270. Additionally, the connecting portions 272
can be provided with a plurality of projections 274. As
depicted in Figure 41B, the rails can be formed of teeth
278 having face surfaces 280 and flank surfaces 282.
[0106] When assembled, as depicted in Figure 41C,
the connecting portions 272 are received between the
teeth 278 of the rails. Additionally, the elongated angled

surfaces 268 and 270 and the projections 274 are
wedged between the teeth 278. Also as shown in Figure
41C, the elongated angled surfaces 268 and 270 engage
the face surfaces 280, and the projections 274 engage
the lower surfaces of the teeth 278. Flank surfaces 282
contact the connecting portion 272.
[0107] In an example depicted in Figure 42, the trays
306 are provided with dovetail connections. A first side
308 of the trays 306 is provided with tongues 312 adapted
to fit within grooves 314 located on a second side 310 of
the trays 306. To connect the trays, the grooves 314 are
aligned with tongues 312 such that the tongues 312 are
firmly secured within the grooves 314.
[0108] In an example depicted in Figure 43, the trays
306 are configured to receive the retainer 250 at a front
end. The retainer can be provided with rectangular holes
300, and the retainer is provided with correspondingly
shaped and sized projections 302. To secure the retainer
250 to the tray 306, the projections 302 fit into holes 300
to lock the retainer into place on the tray 306.
[0109] As depicted in Figures 45-47, after the product
management display system is assembled, product is
loaded into the system. By adjusting the dividers 266 a
wide variety of product sizes and shapes can be loaded
into the system. As shown in Figures 46 and 47, the coil
spring 30 in conjunction with the pusher paddle 287 push
the product toward the retainer 250. As a user takes prod-
uct out of the system, the pusher paddle 287 pushes the
remaining product such that the product slides along the
floor 264 to the retainer 250. This assures that all product
remains at the front of the display system.
[0110] As depicted in Figures 50-52, the product man-
agement display system 400 can be arranged such that
trays 402, 404 can be stacked on top of one another.
This example can consist generally of a first tray 402, a
second tray 404, a first spacer 406, and a second spacer
408.
[0111] The trays 402, 404 are each arranged to house
product to be dispensed. The first tray 402 and the sec-
ond tray 404 can be each provided with a clear retainer
410, a pusher mechanism 412, first and second guiding
walls, and a coil spring 414.
[0112] The pusher mechanism 414 is arranged in a
similar fashion as the examples discussed above, such
that it slides product along the surface of the trays 402,
404, while product is removed. Additionally, any of the
alternative arrangements of the pusher mechanism dis-
cussed above may be implemented in a stackable tray
arrangement.
[0113] To provide for an easy assembly and disassem-
bly, the stackable product management display system
can be provided with a dovetail connection or any other
suitable connection, such as a snap-fit connection,
screw-thread connection, or a rivet connection. The first
and second trays are provided with detents 416 for as-
sembling the first and second spacers 406, 408 to the
first and second trays 402, 404. Each of the first and
second trays 402, 404 can be provided with sockets 418
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on their respective outside surfaces for receiving the cor-
respondingly shaped detents 416 located on the first and
second spacers 406, 408.
[0114] To assemble the stackable product manage-
ment display system, the detents 416 located on the first
and second spacers 406, 408 are placed into the corre-
spondingly shaped sockets 418 on the outside surfaces
of the first and second trays 402, 404 in a locking ar-
rangement. This provides for a stackable arrangement
that can be implemented in conjunction with any of the
examples discussed above.
[0115] In another example depicted in Figures 53-57,
a pusher paddle 500 may be mounted directly to a shelf
508 and held to the shelf by the end of the coiled spring
504. The pusher paddle 500 will slide along and on top
of the surface of the shelf. One or more dividers 502 that
define a T-shaped configuration may be positioned next
to the pusher paddle 500. In an alternative example, the
base of the divider 502 may be positioned on the shelf
such that the base is located underneath the pusher pad-
dle 500. With this configuration, the pusher paddle 500
may slide along the base of the divider. If the dividers
502 are positioned sufficiently far away from the paddle
500, the paddle 500 will slide directly on the surface of
the shelf 508. The dividers 502 may define numerous
configurations including those described herein and may
be secured to the shelf using any known technique, in-
cluding push pins, rivets, fasteners, adhesives and the
like.
[0116] In one example, the end 510 of the coiled spring
504 is positioned within a hole or aperture 506 located
on the shelf 508. The end 510 may define a spring tip
that may further define any suitable configuration that
permits the spring end to pass into the hole 506 and re-
main secured to the hole. For example, the spring tip of
end 510 may define a hook-shaped configuration that
permits the end 510 to wrap around the edges of the hole
506. Alternatively, the spring tip may define one or more
catches that hook onto the edges of the hole 506. Still
other spring tip configurations are possible.
[0117] As shown in Figure 54, to further secure the
spring 504 to the shelf 508, a fastener 512, pin, rivet or
the like may be used. This fastener 512 will provide a
second spaced-apart anchoring point for the spring that
will hold the spring in the desired alignment during the
full operation of the spring 504 as the paddle 500 moves
back and forth on the shelf 508. It will be appreciated that
depending on the shelf type and the number and spacing
of existing holes on the shelf, even more anchoring points
are possible.
[0118] Referring to Figures 55-57, there is depicted an
example mounting technique for mounting the spring 504
of the paddle 500 onto a shelf. As shown in Figure 55,
the end 510 of the spring 504 is inserted into the hole
506 on the shelf. The end 510 may define a spring tip as
described herein to hold the end 510 to the edges of the
hole 506. As shown in Figure 56, the spring 504, which
in this example includes a rivet or stud 514, is lowered

onto the shelf such that the rivet or stud 514 fits within
another hole 506 located on the shelf. This rivet or stud
provides another anchoring point for the spring. As
shown in Figures 56 and 57, the spring 504 may define
an aperture 516 for receiving yet another rivet or stud
518 to even further secure the spring 504 to the shelf.
With these multiple anchoring points, the spring 504 will
be secured to the shelf, and thus the paddle will be se-
cured to the shelf. Also, with these multiple anchoring
points, the spring will retain the desired alignment during
the full operation of the spring as the paddle moves back
and forth on the shelf. It should be understood that other
anchoring techniques are possible to secure the end of
the spring 504 to the shelf, including any of the technique
described herein, or any combination of the techniques
described herein. It should be appreciated that if a shelf
does not have pre-existing holes that could be used to
anchor the spring 504, one or more holes could be drilled
into the shelf at the desired locations.
[0119] With the example depicted in Figures 53-57, it
can be appreciated that a trackless pusher paddle may
be retrofitted directly onto existing store shelves with very
minimal effort or extra mounting pieces. Additionally, this
example is easily removable to permit the repositioning
of the pusher paddle at any location on the shelf to ac-
commodate any size and type of product being merchan-
dised on the shelf. One of skill in the art will also appre-
ciate that any of the pusher paddles described herein
may be mounted directly to the shelf using the techniques
described herein, or by using any combination of the tech-
niques described herein.
[0120] In an alternative example, as depicted in Figure
58, a display management system is comprised of one
or more pushers 520, one or more dividers 550, and a
front rail 580. The divider 550 and the front rail 580 can
sit on a shelf. The pusher 520 can include a pusher face
522 and a pusher floor 524, as illustrated in Figure 59.
The pusher face 522 can be divided into a non-adjustable
portion 526 and pusher extender 528. The non-adjusta-
ble portion 526 and pusher extender 528 both may define
a surface that may be used to contact product on the
shelf. Both the non-adjustable portion 526 and the pusher
extender 528 may define similar heights and depths. The
pusher extender 528 can adjust from a position that is
flush with and adjacent to the non-adjustable portion 526,
as shown in Figure 59. The pusher extender 528 can be
directed downward toward the pusher floor 524 as in Fig-
ure 60. The pusher extender 528 can be adjusted to a
variety of positions as shown in Figure 60, including a
position that is parallel to the pusher floor 524 and a po-
sition that is directed upward away from the pusher floor
524 and a position that is directed downward toward the
pusher floor 524. In this manner, the width or the height
of the pusher 520 can be effectively extended for wider
or taller products.
[0121] The pusher extender 528 can rotate about an
axis on the upper portion of the pusher 520. A notched
wheel 532 (see Figure 77) can be located behind the
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pusher extender 528. The pusher extender 528 includes
a protrusion (see, e.g. protrusion 530 in Figure 77) that
fits within the notches in the notched wheel 532. As the
pusher extender 528 rotates, about the axis, the protru-
sion rotates into the various spaces within the notches
in the notched wheel 532, similar to a pawl and ratchet
mechanism. Each notch represents a separate position
for the pusher extender 528. In each separate position,
the pusher extender 528 can remain stationary, such that
a force is required to move the pusher extender 528 to
a different position. In examples, the pusher extender
may rotate from a first position that is adjacent to the non-
adjustable portion 526 to one of numerous second posi-
tions that may be located within a range of approximately
180 degrees relative to the first position. The degree of
adjustment may vary depending on the number, size and
spacing of the notches on the notched wheel. The pusher
extender may define a lightener aperture through the wall
of the pusher extender to reduce the weight of the pusher
extender and to reduce the moment created around the
axis of the pusher extender. The pusher extender may
define a smooth or textured pusher face.
[0122] Referring back to Figure 59, a biasing element,
such as a coiled spring 534, can be maintained in a rear
portion of the pusher 520. In an example, the coiled spring
534 can be positioned adjacent the non-adjustable por-
tion 526 of the pusher face 522. The coiled spring 534
can extend across the pusher floor 524 as shown in Fig-
ure 59. In an example, the pusher floor 524 can include
a channel 536 in which the coiled spring 534 sits. The
channel 536 allows for product to sit on the pusher floor
524 with limited contact with the spring. The weight of
the product rests on the pusher floor 524 in this example.
The pusher floor 524 also can comprise a surface with
no channel.
[0123] In an example, a divider 550 can be comprised
of a divider wall 552, a floor 554 and a barrier 556, as
illustrated in Figure 59. In an example, a divider 550 can
include no barrier. In an example, a divider 550 can in-
clude no floor. The divider wall 552 can divide the divider
floor 554 into two portions, 559 and 551 (see Figure 78)
with one portion on each side of the divider wall 552. The
divider wall 552 also can have a divider floor 554 on only
one side of the divider wall 552. As illustrated in Figure
77, the divider wall 552 can extend perpendicularly from
the divider floor 554. The divider floor 554 can be a planar
surface. In an example, the divider floor 554 can include
a channel within a portion of the divider floor 554. The
coiled spring 534 can extend across the divider floor 554.
In an example, the coiled spring 534 can extend across
the divider floor 554 within a channel in the divider floor
554. In this example, product will not rest on the coiled
spring 534 and instead will rest on the portions of the
divider floor 554 that are adjacent the channel in the di-
vider floor 554. In another example, the divider floor 554
does not include a channel. In an example, a single push-
er 520 can be located on one portion of the divider floor
554 and a second pusher (see Figure 84F) can be located

on a second portion of the divider floor 554. Thus, one
divider 550 can contain two pushers 520, one on each
side of the divider wall 552.
[0124] The barrier 556 can be configured to restrain
product that is being pushed by the pusher 520 and the
biasing element contained therein. The barrier 556 can
be located at the front of the divider wall 552, as illustrated
in Figure 59. The barrier 556 may also be located at the
rear of the divider wall to prevent overstocking of product
on the shelf. As shown in Figures 59 and 77, the divider
wall 552 can divide the barrier 556 into two portions. The
barrier 556 can be perpendicular to the front end of the
divider wall 552. In an example, the barrier 556, the di-
vider wall 552 and the divider floor 554 are a single inte-
grated device. These three elements can also be integral
with each other. In an example, the barrier is separate
from the divider. In an example, the barrier is not integral
with or integrated with the divider. In another example,
the barrier is configured to engage with the divider. In an
example, the divider wall and the divider floor are sepa-
rate devices from each other and are not integral with
each other or part of a single integrated device. In an
example, the divider wall and the divider floor are con-
figured to engage with each other. In further examples,
a barrier can be connected to the front rail 580 or com-
prise a portion of the front rail 580.
[0125] As illustrated in Figure 61, an end 557 of a coiled
spring 534 can be positioned within the barrier 556. The
end 557 of the spring can be folded at an angle to the
remainder of the spring. This angle can be 90 degrees
or any other suitable angle that may be less than or great-
er than 90 degrees. The end 557 of the coiled spring can
then be placed into a slot 558 within the barrier 556. Once
in the slot 558, the end of the spring 557 will remain in
place and will assist in biasing the pusher 520 toward the
barrier 556. An end 557 of the coiled spring 534 can in-
clude a plurality of portions, each with bends that place
a subsequent portion of the end of the coiled spring at
an angle to a previous portion of the coiled spring (not
shown). The plurality of bends can engage a plurality of
slots or apertures in the barrier 556 or other connection
point on the divider 550 or front rail 580. The plurality of
slots or apertures can conform to the shape of the plurality
of bends in the end 557 of the coiled spring 534. The
coiled spring 534 can include a catch (not shown) at one
end. The catch in the coiled spring 534 can be configured
to prevent the coiled spring 534 from disengaging with
the pusher 520, such as, for example, when the coiled
spring 534 is extended.
[0126] The pusher 520 may be connected to the divider
550 by only the coiled spring 534. The pusher 520 can
sit on top of the divider floor 554 and can slide across
the divider floor. The pusher 520 can be configured to
rest entirely above the divider floor 554 as shown in Fig-
ure 59 and not go below the divider floor 554. In this
example, the pusher 520 can be picked up off the divider
floor 554 as shown in Figure 62. Gravity and the weight
of product sitting on the pusher floor 524 maintain the
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pusher 520 on the divider floor 554. Product sitting on
the coiled spring 534 also maintains the pusher 520 on
the divider floor 554. The only integrated connection be-
tween the pusher and the divider can be the end of the
coiled spring 557 that is maintained within a slot 558 in
the barrier 556. The divider wall 552 may be used to guide
the pusher 520 as the pusher 520 moves front to back,
and vice versa, on the divider floor 554.
[0127] The divider 550 can define a groove 560 or other
recess in an underside portion of the divider. This groove
560 or other recess can be in the shape of an upside
down "u" as shown in Figure 61 or can take another
shape. The groove 560 or other recess can extend across
the full width of the underside portion of the divider 550.
The groove 560, or other recess in an example, may ex-
tend along only a portion of the width of the underside
portion of the divider. The groove 560 or other recess
may be used to engage a front rail, front wall of a tray,
or other structure. The term recess as used herein can
mean a groove, slot, channel, indentation, depression or
other recess that extends inwardly.
[0128] The divider 550 also can define a plurality of
teeth 562 or other projection. The teeth 562 or other pro-
jection can be located at the front portion of the barrier
556. As illustrated in an example in Figure 63, the teeth
562 may define a series of outwardly-extending, angled
surfaces that meet or join at an apex. As used herein,
the term teeth can mean any uniform, non-uniform, con-
tinuous, non-continuous, evenly-spaced, or non-evenly-
spaced outwardly-extending surfaces that may or may
not be angled and that may or may not meet or join at an
apex. Additionally, the teeth may define at an apex point-
ed, blunt, rounded, flat, or polygonal ends, or any other
suitable shape. Also, the surfaces that define the shape
of the teeth may be flat, convex, concave, smooth or tex-
tured, or any other suitable configuration. In an example,
the teeth 562 are placed on an extension from the front
portion of the barrier 556. The divider 550 also can define
a resilient tongue or tab 564. The teeth 562 or other pro-
jection can be located on the resilient tab 564. When a
force is applied to the resilient tab 564, the teeth 562 or
other projection can move in the direction of the force.
When the force is removed, the teeth or other projection
will move back to their original position. The term projec-
tion as used herein can mean a protrusion, resilient tab,
tongue, bump, tooth or plurality of teeth, ridge, knob or
other projection that extends outwardly. A plurality of
teeth can include a plurality of projections where the teeth
extend outwardly and can include a plurality of recesses
that extend inwardly between the portions of the plurality
of teeth that extend outwardly.
[0129] A front rail 580 can define a planar surface 582,
a ridge or tongue 584 or other projection or engaging
member, a channel or groove 586 or other recess or en-
gaging member and a plurality of teeth 588 or other en-
gaging member. The ridge or tongue 584 or other pro-
jection or engaging member of the front rail 580 can be
configured to engage the groove 560 or other recess or

engaging member of the divider. The ridge 584 or other
projection or other engaging member can fit within the
groove 560 or other recess or engaging member and
inhibit the divider 550 from moving in a direction perpen-
dicular to the ridge 584 or front rail 580 or at an angle
(i.e., out of perpendicular) to the ridge 584 or front rail
580. The teeth 588 or other engaging member of the front
rail 580 can be spaced apart. The teeth 588 or other
engaging member of the front rail can engage the teeth
562 or other engaging member of the divider 550, which
teeth 562 are illustrated in Figure 63, so as to prevent
the divider from moving in a lateral direction parallel to
the front rail 580. The teeth 588 or other engaging mem-
ber of the front rail 580 are engaged with the teeth 562
or other engaging member of the divider 550 and prevent
the divider 550 from moving in the lateral direction shown
by arrow "A" in Figure 65. The term engaging member
as used herein can mean a projection, recess, planar
surface, near-planar surface, or other item of structure
that can engage with another item of structure. The front
rail may be a separate structure that is attached or cou-
pled to a shelf. Alternatively, the front rail may be part of
a tray that defines one or more of a front, back and op-
posing side walls. In this configuration, the front rail, as
described herein, may be formed as part of a front or
back wall of a tray and still achieve the objectives. That
is, the front rail may be formed as part of the tray walls
(or attached to the tray walls) and receive and engage
the dividers and pusher mechanisms using any of the
various techniques described herein. The front rail also
need not be located in the absolute front of a shelf. The
front rail can be located near the front of the shelf or in a
location a distance back from the front of the shelf. In an
example, the front rail can be located at or near the rear
of the shelf, away from the front of the merchandise dis-
play system. The front of the shelf can include no rail in
an example.
[0130] When the resilient tab 564 of the divider 550 is
pressed or a force is placed on the resilient tab in a di-
rection away from the teeth 588 in the front rail 580, the
teeth 562 of the divider can become disengaged with the
teeth 588 on the front rail. When the teeth 588 on the
front rail and the teeth 562 on the resilient tab 564 on the
divider 550 are disengaged, the divider 550 can be
moved in a lateral direction to the teeth 588 in the front
rail 580 (i.e., the direction shown by arrow "A" in Figure
65). Through the use of this resilient tab 564, products
contained on the merchandise system 10 can be repla-
nogrammed. When the divider 550 is moved in a lateral
direction, the divider need not be rotated. Instead, the
divider 550 remains in a plane parallel to the planar sur-
face 582 of the front rail 580. In addition, the divider 550
need not be lifted. The divider 550 can simply be moved
in the direction noted by arrow "A" in Figure 65.
[0131] In an example, a merchandise display system
includes a front rail 580 and at least one divider 550 con-
figured to engage the front rail 580. The at least one di-
vider 550 includes a barrier 556 and the at least one
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divider 550 further includes a divider wall 552. The at
least one divider also includes a divider floor 554 per-
pendicular to the divider wall 552, wherein the divider
floor 554 is configured to hold product. The merchandise
display system also includes a cam 720 coupled to the
divider 550, wherein the cam 720 is configured to move
between a first position and a second position. The at
least one divider 550 is (a) movable in a lateral direction
parallel to the front rail 580 and (b) secured in a direction
perpendicular to the front rail 580 when the at least one
divider 550 is engaged with the front rail 580 and the cam
720 is in the first position. The at least one divider 550 is
(a) fixed in the lateral direction parallel to the front rail
580 and (b) secured in the direction perpendicular to the
front rail 580 when the at least one divider 550 is engaged
with the front rail 580 and the cam 720 is in the second
position.
[0132] In an example the cam 720 includes a handle
to rotate the cam 720 between the first position and the
second position. In another example, the cam 720 can
include a handle that allows the cam 720 to slide between
a first position and a second position (not shown). The
cam 720 also can include one or more cam walls config-
ured to engage one or more groove walls in the front rail
580 when the cam 720 is in the second position. The cam
720 also can include a plurality of cam teeth configured
to engage a plurality of front rail teeth on a surface of the
front rail 580 when the cam 720 is in the second position.
The front rail teeth can be on an inner surface of the front
rail 580. The merchandise display system also can in-
clude a pusher mechanism having a pusher surface, a
pusher floor extending forwardly from the pusher surface,
and a coiled spring having a coiled end and a free end.
The coiled end of the spring can be positioned behind
the pusher surface and the pusher mechanism can be
attached to the merchandise display system only by the
coiled spring. The barrier can be configured to receive
the free end of the coiled spring. The front rail can define
a front rail groove and the divider can define a divider
ridge configured to engage the front rail groove.
[0133] In an example, a merchandise display system
includes a front rail 580 and a plurality of dividers 550
configured to attach to the front rail 580 and separate
product into rows. Each of the plurality of dividers 550
includes a divider wall 552 extending in a direction per-
pendicular to the front rail 580, a divider floor 554 per-
pendicular to the divider wall 552, wherein the divider
floor 554 is configured to hold product, and a cam 720
coupled to the divider 550, wherein the cam 720 is con-
figured to move between a first position and a second
position. Each of the plurality of dividers 550 is (a) mov-
able in a lateral direction parallel to the front rail 580 and
(b) secured in a direction perpendicular to the front rail
580 when each of the plurality of dividers 550 is engaged
with the front rail 580 and the cam 720 for each of the
plurality of dividers 550 is in the first position. In addition,
each of the plurality of dividers 550 is (a) fixed in the
lateral direction parallel to the front rail 580 and (b) se-

cured in the direction perpendicular to the front rail 580
when each of the plurality of dividers 550 is engaged with
the front rail 580 and the cam 720 for each of the plurality
of dividers 550 is in the second position.
[0134] In an example, each of the plurality of dividers
550 is configured to move in the lateral direction parallel
to the front rail 580 when product is positioned on the
divider floor 554. A force on an outermost divider of the
plurality of dividers 550 can cause each of the plurality
of dividers 550 to move in the lateral direction parallel to
the front rail 580 when the cams 720 for each of the plu-
rality of dividers 550 is in the first position, and wherein
the force is in a direction parallel to the front rail 580 and
perpendicular to the divider wall 552 of the outermost
divider.
[0135] In an example, a merchandise display system
includes a front rail 580 and at least one divider 550 con-
figured to attach to the front rail 580, the at least one
divider 550 including a barrier, a divider wall 552 extend-
ing in a direction perpendicular to the front rail, a divider
floor 554 perpendicular to the divider wall 552, wherein
the divider wall 552 separates the divider floor 554 into
a first portion and a second portion and each of the first
portion and the second portion are configured to hold
product. The merchandise display system also includes
a first pusher mechanism configured to slide along at
least part of the first portion, a second pusher mechanism
configured to slide along at least part of the second por-
tion, and a cam 720 coupled to the at least one divider
550, the cam 720 configured to move between a first
position and a second position. The at least one divider
550 is movable in a lateral direction parallel to and along
the front rail 580 when the cam 720 is in the first position,
and the at least one divider 550 resists movement in the
lateral direction parallel to and along the front rail 580
when the cam is in the second position.
[0136] In an example, each of the first and second
pusher mechanisms of the merchandise display system
include a pusher surface, a pusher floor extending for-
wardly from the pusher surface, and a coiled spring hav-
ing a coiled end and a free end, wherein the coiled end
is positioned behind the pusher surface. The first and
second pusher mechanisms are attached to the mer-
chandise display system only by the coiled spring. The
at least one divider can define a divider engaging member
and the at least one front rail can define a front rail en-
gaging member, and the divider engaging member can
be configured to engage the front rail engaging member.
The divider engaging member can define divider teeth
on at least one surface of the divider engaging member
and the front rail engaging member can define front rail
teeth on at least one surface of the front rail engaging
member. The divider teeth can be configured to engage
the front rail teeth.
[0137] In an example, a merchandise display system
includes a front rail 580 and at least one divider 550 con-
figured to attach to the front rail 580, the at least one
divider 550 including a barrier configured to engage the
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front rail 580, a divider wall 552 extending in a direction
perpendicular to front rail 580, a divider floor 554 perpen-
dicular to the divider wall 552, wherein the divider floor
554 is configured to hold product. The display system
also can include a resilient tab coupled to the divider 550,
the resilient tab configured to move between a first posi-
tion and a second position. The at least one divider 550
is fixed in a lateral direction parallel to the front rail 580
when the resilient tab is in the first position. The at least
one divider 550 is movable in the lateral direction parallel
to the front rail 580 when the resilient tab is in the second
position.
[0138] In an example, the divider 550 includes a plu-
rality of teeth configured to engage the front rail 580. The
divider teeth can be configured to engage corresponding
teeth on the front rail 580. The divider teeth of the mer-
chandise display system can be configured to engage a
resilient surface on the front rail 580.
[0139] In an example, a merchandise display system
includes a front rail 580, the front rail 580 comprising at
least one first projection and at least one first recess, and
at least one divider 550 configured to attach to the front
rail 580, the at least one divider 550 comprising a divider
wall 552 and a divider floor 554 perpendicular to the di-
vider wall 552, the at least one divider 550 further com-
prising at least one second recess and at least one sec-
ond projection, the at least one second projection of the
divider550 configured to move between a first position
and a second position, The at least one divider 550 is (a)
movable in a lateral direction parallel to the front rail 580
and (b) secured in a direction perpendicular to the front
rail 580 when the at least one first projection of the front
rail 580 is engaged with the at least one second recess
of the divider 550 and the at least one second projection
of the divider 550 is in the first position. The at least one
divider 550 (a) resists movement in the lateral direction
parallel to the front rail 580 and (b) is secured in a direction
perpendicular to the front rail 580 when the at least one
first projection of the front rail is engaged with the at least
one second recess of the divider 550 and the at least one
second projection of the divider 550 is in the second po-
sition.
[0140] In an example, the at least one second projec-
tion of the divider 550 can comprise a cam 720. The at
least one first recess of the front rail 580 can comprise a
groove. The at least one second projection of the divider
550 can include a resilient tab. The at least one first pro-
jection of the front rail 580 can comprise a tongue. The
at least one first projection of the front rail 580 can com-
prise a plurality of teeth. The at least one second projec-
tion of the divider 550 can comprise a tongue. The at
least one second projection of the divider 550 can include
a plurality of teeth. The merchandise display system also
can include a plurality of teeth on the at least one first
projection of the front rail 580 and a plurality of teeth on
the at least one second recess of the divider 550.
[0141] In an example, a merchandise display system
includes a front rail 580, the front rail 580 including at

least one first projection and at least one second projec-
tion, the at least one second projection of the front rail
580 configured to move between a first position and a
second position. The merchandise display system also
includes at least one divider 550 configured to attach to
the front rail 580, the at least one divider 550 comprising
a divider wall 552 and a divider floor 554 perpendicular
to the divider wall 552, the at least one divider 550 further
comprising at least one recess. The at least one divider
550 is (a) movable in a lateral direction parallel to the
front rail 580 and (b) secured in a direction perpendicular
to the front rail 580 when the at least one first projection
of the front rail 580 is engaged with the at least one recess
of the divider 550 and the at least one second projection
of the front rail 580 is in the first position. The at least one
divider 550 is (a) fixed in the lateral direction parallel to
the front rail 580 and (b) secured in the direction perpen-
dicular to the front rail 580 when the at least one first
projection of the front rail 580 is engaged with the at least
one recess of the divider 550 and the at least one second
projection of the front rail 580 is in the second position.
[0142] In an example, the at least one first projection
of the front rail 580 can comprise a tongue and the at
least one recess of the divider 550 can comprise a
groove.
[0143] In an example, a merchandise display system
includes a front rail 580, the front rail 580 comprising a
first projection and a second projection. The merchandise
display system also includes at least one divider 550 con-
figured to attach to the front rail 580, the at least one
divider 550 comprising a divider wall 552 and a divider
floor 554 perpendicular to the divider wall 552, the at least
one divider 550 further comprising a recess and a third
projection. The at least one of the second projection or
the third projection is a movable projection that is mov-
able between a first position and a second position. The
at least one divider 550 is (a) movable in a lateral direction
parallel to the front rail 580 and (b) secured in a direction
perpendicular to the front rail 580 when the first projection
of the front rail 580 is engaged with the recess of the
divider 550 and the movable projection is in the first po-
sition. The at least one divider 550 is (a) fixed in the lateral
direction parallel to the front rail 580 and (b) secured in
the direction perpendicular to the front rail 580 when the
first projection of the front rail 580 is engaged with the
recess of the divider 550 and the movable projection is
in the second position.
[0144] In an example, the movable projection of the
merchandise display system can be a cam 720 or a re-
silient tab. The first projection of the front rail 580 can be
a tongue and the recess of the divider 550 can be a
groove.
[0145] In an example, a merchandise display system
includes a front rail 580, the front rail 580 comprising at
least a first engaging member. The merchandise display
system also includes at least one divider 550 configured
to attach to the front rail 580, the at least one divider 550
comprising a divider wall 552 and a divider floor 554 per-
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pendicular to the divider wall, the at least one divider 550
further comprising at least a second engaging member.
The merchandise display system also includes a third
engaging member configured to move between a first
position and a second position. The at least one divider
550 is (a) movable in a lateral direction parallel to the
front rail 580 and (b) secured in a direction perpendicular
to the front rail 580 when the first engaging member of
the front rail 580 is engaged with the second engaging
member of the divider 550 and the third engaging mem-
ber is in the first position. The at least one divider 550 is
(a) fixed in the lateral direction parallel to the front rail
and (b) secured in the direction perpendicular to the front
rail 580 when the first engaging member of the front rail
580 is engaged with the second engaging member of the
divider 550 and the third engaging member is in the sec-
ond position. In an example, when the first engaging
member of the front rail 580 is engaged with the second
engaging member of the divider 550 and the third engag-
ing member is in the first position, the at least one divider
550 is movable in the plane of a shelf (such as shelf 596
shown in Figures 70 and 71) only in the lateral direction
parallel to the front rail 580; the at least one divider 550
is fixed in the plane of the shelf in all directions other than
the direction parallel to the front rail 580; the at least one
divider 550 may not twist, splay of fish tail in the plane of
the shelf; the at least one divider 550 remains perpen-
dicular to the front rail 580.
[0146] In an example, the third engaging member can
be a portion of the front rail 580 or a portion of the divider
550. In an example, the third engaging member can com-
prise a cam 720 or an engaging surface. In an example,
the first engaging member of the front rail 580 is a pro-
jection. The merchandise display system also can in-
clude a pusher mechanism 520 having a pusher surface
528, a pusher floor 524 extending forwardly from the
pusher surface 528, and a coiled spring 534 having a
coiled end and a free end. The coiled end can be posi-
tioned behind the pusher surface 528 and the pusher
mechanism 520 is attached to the merchandise display
system only by the coiled spring 534. The merchandise
display system also can include a barrier that is config-
ured to receive the free end of the coiled spring 534.
[0147] In an example, a merchandise display system
includes a front rail 580 and at least one divider 550 con-
figured to engage the front rail 580, the at least one divider
550 including a barrier 556, the at least one divider further
including a divider wall 554, the at least one divider further
including a divider floor 552 perpendicular to the divider
wall 554, wherein the divider floor 552 is configured to
hold product. The merchandise display system also in-
cludes a cam 720 coupled to the divider 550, wherein
the cam 720 is configured to move between a first position
and a second position. The at least one divider 550 can
be secured in a direction perpendicular to the front rail
580 when the at least one divider 550 is engaged with
the front rail 580. The cam 720 can inhibit movement of
the at least one divider 550 in the lateral direction parallel

to the front rail 580 when the cam 720 is in the first po-
sition. The cam 720 can allow movement of the divider
550 in the lateral direction parallel to the front rail 580
when the cam 720 is in the second position. The mer-
chandise display system can include a handle to rotate
the cam 720 between the first position and the second
position. The merchandise display system can include a
handle to slide the cam 720 between the first position
and the second position (not shown).
[0148] Figures 67A-C show an example of a step by
step approach to placement of a divider into a front rail.
To begin, as illustrated in Figure 67A, the divider 550 is
lowered into the channel 586 defined by the front rail 580.
The force of lowering the divider 550 into the channel
586 causes the teeth 562 on the divider 550 to contact
the top of the front rail 580 and move in a direction toward
the divider 550 and away from the front rail 580, as illus-
trated in Figure 67B. The teeth 562 on the divider 550
may be ramped teeth as shown in Figure 63. The front
rail 580 includes recesses 589, as illustrated in Figure
64, that are shaped to engage the teeth 562 on the divider
550. These recesses 589 are spaced by the teeth 588
present on the front rail 580. When the divider 550 is
lowered further into the channel 586 on the front rail 580,
as illustrated in Figure 67C, the teeth 564 of the divider
550 move past the top of the front rail 580 and move into
the recesses 589 in the front rail 580. When the teeth
564 on the divider 550 are in the recesses 589 in the front
rail 580, the divider 550 is in an engaged position and
will not move in a lateral direction under a normal amount
of force.
[0149] In an example, Figures 68A-C show a step by
step approach to placement of a divider in a front rail in
another example. In the initial step, as illustrated in Figure
68A, the resilient tongue or tab 564 is manually pushed
backward causing the teeth 562 on the tab 564 to move
backward toward the divider 550. An axle style pivot al-
lows for the resilient tongue or tab 564 to remain in the
pushed back position and allows the teeth 562 to remain
in the position toward the divider 550. The divider 550 is
then placed in contact with the front rail 580, as illustrated
in Figure 68B. The groove 560 of the divider 550 engages
the ridge or tongue 584 of the front rail 580. At this point
the divider 550 can be moved in a lateral direction along
the front rail and can allow for ease of replanogramming.
However, the divider 550 is secured in a direction per-
pendicular to the front rail 580 (i.e., parallel to the divider
550) and cannot be moved in this direction, other than
for an insignificantly small amount of play between the
grove 560 of the divider 550 and the ridge or tongue 584
of front rail 580. (The direction perpendicular to the front
rail is noted by arrow "B" in Figure 86H.) This insignifi-
cantly small amount of play may not be noticeable to a
user of the system. While the divider 550 is in contact
with the front rail 580 and the groove 560 of the divider
550 engages the ridge or tongue 584 of the front rail 580,
as illustrated in Figure 68B, the divider 550 can move in
the plane of the shelf (the shelf is noted as 596 in Figures
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70 and 71) only in the lateral direction parallel to the front
rail 580 (i.e., the direction noted by arrow "A" in Figure
65). The divider is fixed and immovable in the plane of
the shelf under normal operating forces in all other direc-
tions other than the direction parallel to the front rail 580.
The divider cannot twist, splay, fish tail or otherwise move
in the plane of the shelf in a direction other than the di-
rection parallel to the front rail 580. The divider 550 may,
however, be able to move in a direction out of the plane
of the shelf, such as the direction noted by arrow "C" in
Figure 87B. The divider 550, with or without product on
the divider floor 554, can be slid in the direction previously
noted by arrow "A" in Figure 65, without requiring that
the divider 550 be lifted up. In the final step, as illustrated
in Figure 68C, the resilient tongue or tab 564 is manually
pulled forward away from the divider 550. This movement
causes the teeth 562 on the front divider 550 to fit within
recesses 589 in the front rail 580. The recesses 589 in
the front rail 580 are spaced by teeth 588 in the front rail.
When the teeth 562 of the divider 550 are in contact with
the recesses 589 and teeth 588 in the front rail 580, the
divider 550 is engaged and cannot move in a lateral di-
rection under a normal amount of force.
[0150] In another example, the resilient tongue or tab
does not include an axle style pivot that allows for the
resilient tongue or tab 564 to remain in the pushed back
position. Instead, the resilient tongue or tab 564 is biased
toward the front rail 580 and away from the divider 550
such that the tongue or tab 564 automatically returns to
its resting position and may engage the front rail 580
when the force manually pushing the resilient tongue or
tab 564 backward is removed.
[0151] In an example, a divider 550 is placed in contact
with a front rail 580. An engaging member of the front rail
580 engages with an engaging member of the divider
550, which secures the divider in a direction perpendic-
ular to the front rail 580 (the direction noted by arrow "B"
in Figure 86H) and renders the divider 550 immovable in
a direction perpendicular to the front rail 580, other than
for an insignificantly small amount of play or space be-
tween the engaging members that may not be noticeable
to a user. The divider 550 also is secured in the plane of
the shelf in all directions other than the direction parallel
to the front rail 580 (the direction noted by arrow "A" in
Figure 65). The divider 550 can move in the plane of the
shelf only in the direction parallel to the front rail 580. The
divider 550 is fixed, under normal operating forces and
conditions, in the plane of the shelf in a direction other
than the direction parallel to the front rail 580. The divider,
however, may be movable in a direction out of the plane
of the shelf, such as a direction noted by arrow "C" in
Figure 87B. When the divider is "secured" in a direction
perpendicular to the front rail 580, this means that the
divider 550 is immovable, under normal operating forces
and conditions, in a direction perpendicular to the front
rail 580, other than for an insignificantly small amount of
play or space between the engaging members that may
not be noticeable to a user. The direction perpendicular

to the front rail is noted by arrow "B" in Figure 86H. A
second engaging member of the front rail 580 or the di-
vider 550 is in a first position and the divider is moved
laterally, parallel to the front rail. The second engaging
member is then moved to a second position, which makes
the divider 550 fixed in a lateral direction parallel to the
front rail 580 (the direction noted by arrow "A" in Figure
65) under normal operating conditions and forces. When
the divider 550 is "fixed" in a lateral direction parallel to
the front rail 580, the divider 550 will not move in the
lateral direction parallel to the front rail 580 under normal
operating conditions and forces.
[0152] In an example, a plurality of dividers 550 can
be moved as a group parallel to the front rail 580 while
remaining secured to the front rail 580 in a direction per-
pendicular to the front rail (the direction noted by arrow
"B" in Figure 86H). Each of a plurality of dividers 550 can
be placed in contact with a front rail 580. An engaging
member or a plurality of engaging members of the front
rail 580 engage(s) with an engaging member on each of
the plurality of dividers 550, which secures each of the
plurality of dividers 550 in a direction perpendicular to
the front rail 580 (the direction noted by arrow "B" in Fig-
ure 86H) and renders each of the plurality of dividers 550
immovable in a direction perpendicular to the front rail
580, other than for an insignificantly small amount of play
or space between the engaging members that may not
be noticeable to a user. A second engaging member (or
a plurality of second engaging members) of the front rail
580 or each of the dividers 550 is in a first position, which
allows the plurality of dividers 550 to be moved laterally,
parallel to the front rail 580. The plurality of dividers 550
can form rows between the dividers 550 that are config-
ured for holding product. Product can be placed between
two of the plurality of dividers 550 as shown in Figures
45-47. A force can be applied to a first divider in the di-
rection parallel to the front rail 580. This force can move
the first divider in the direction parallel to the front rail 580
and cause the divider 550 to contact a product adjacent
the first divider 550. (Product is shown in Figures 45-47
as cans or cartons and can take other shapes.) The di-
vider 550 then can force the product to move in the same
direction as the first divider 550, i.e., parallel to the front
rail 580. The force can move the product to come in con-
tact with a second divider 550 adjacent the product. The
product can then force the second divider 550 to move
in in the same direction as the first divider 550 and the
product, i.e., parallel to the front rail 580. The second
divider can then force a second product adjacent the sec-
ond divider 550 to move in a direction parallel to the front
rail 580. The second product can force a third divider 550
adjacent the second product to move in a direction par-
allel to the front rail 580. In this manner, a series of di-
viders 550 and products all can be moved in a direction
parallel to the front rail 580 with a single force acting on
only one of the dividers 550 or products in a direction
parallel to the front 580. When the second engaging
member or members on the front rail 580 or one of the
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plurality of dividers 550 is moved to a second position,
which makes the divider 550 fixed in a lateral direction
parallel to the front rail 580 under normal operating con-
ditions and forces, the divider 550 cannot move in the
direction parallel to the front rail 580 and the divider 550
will not force other dividers 550 or products to move in a
direction parallel to the front rail 580.
[0153] In an example, when the second engaging
member is moved to a second position, the second en-
gaging member inhibits movement of the divider 550 in
a lateral direction parallel to the front rail 580. Under a
force equal to or less than a predefined amount of force,
the second engaging member prevents the divider 550
from moving in a lateral direction parallel to the front rail
580. When an amount of force above the predefined
amount of force is applied to the divider 550 in the lateral
direction parallel to the front rail 580, the divider 550 can
move in the lateral direction parallel to the front rail 580.
[0154] In an example as illustrated in Figure 66, the
thickness of the divider floor 554 varies. The thickness
of a front portion of the divider floor 554 where it is adja-
cent the planar surface 582 of the front rail is less than
the thickness of a rear portion of the divider floor 554
further back, where it is not adjacent the planar surface
582 of the front rail. As shown in Figure 67, the portion
of divider floor 554A is thinner than the portion of divider
floor 554B. In an example, the thickness of the front por-
tion of the divider floor adjacent the planar surface 582
of a front rail 580 is at least 25% less than the thickness
of a rear portion of the divider floor 554 that is non-adja-
cent the planar surface 582 of the front rail 580.
[0155] An example, as illustrated in Figures 69A and
69B, includes rail mounting clips 590 for the front rail 580.
As illustrated in Figure 69B, the front rail 580 includes an
aperture 592. This aperture 592 can be coordinated to
be placed over apertures 595 on a shelf 596 in a retail
environment as shown in Figure 70. The rail mounting
clips 590 can be curved. The rail mounting clips 590 also
contain a narrow portion 594 at one end of the rail mount-
ing clips 590. The rail mounting clips 590 can be inserted
into the wider, round portion of the aperture 592 in the
front rail 580 and into apertures 595 on the shelf 596 in
the retail environment as shown in Figure 71. The rail
mounting clips 590 can then be shifted laterally to a nar-
rower portion within the aperture 592 in the front rail 580.
By shifting the rail mounting clips 590, the wider round
portion of the rail mounting clips 590 will engage the nar-
rower portion of the aperture 592 in the front rail and will
be locked into place. The rail mounting clips 590 thereby
hold the front rail 580 in place and prevent the front rail
580 from movement in the lateral direction. If it is known
prior to shipping that a store shelf will have holes, the rail
mounting clips 590 can be inserted and locked into the
front rail 580 in advance of shipping. Inserting the rail
mounting clips 590 in advance of shipping can add to
ease of installation of the merchandise system in the
store environment.
[0156] In at least one example, the height of the divider

wall 552 may be greater than the height of the barrier
556, as shown in Figures 72 and 73. Figure 74 further
displays the end 557 of the coiled spring 534 maintained
within the barrier 556. The end 557 of the spring 534 is
bent at an angle of approximately 90 degrees to the re-
mainder of the spring body 534. The end 557 is placed
within a slot 558 maintained within the barrier 556.
[0157] In an example, the divider 550 contains teeth
600, as illustrated in Figures 72 and 73. These teeth can
be molded to be integral with the divider 550. The teeth
600 are not maintained on a resilient tab or tongue as in
other examples. The teeth 600 are spaced apart from
each other. A plurality of teeth 600 can be placed on the
divider 550 at the bottom of a front portion of the divider
550 and in front of the barrier 556.
[0158] As illustrated in Figure 75, a front rail 610 can
include a plurality of teeth 612. The teeth 612 in the front
rail 610 can be designed to releasably engage the teeth
600 of the divider 550 through use of a cam bar 622 in
the front rail 610 and camming action, as illustrated in
Figure 76. The front rail 610 also includes a planar sur-
face 614 that is substantially flat or planar and a tongue
or ridge 616 that is substantially perpendicular to the pla-
nar surface 614, as illustrated in Figure 75. The front rail
610 further includes a cam bar lever 618 that moves the
cam bar 622 within the front rail 610, as shown in Figures
76A and 76B. In Figure 76A, the cam bar lever 618 is in
a first position in which the teeth 612 of the front rail 610
are withdrawn into the front rail 610 away from the divider.
In Figure 76B, the cam bar lever 618 is in a second po-
sition in which the teeth 612 of the front rail 610 are ex-
tended toward the divider 550.
[0159] Figure 77 shows an exploded view of several
features of an example. Front rail 610 is shown to include
an extruded shell 620, a cam bar 622 and a tooth bar
624. The tooth bar 624 contains a plurality of teeth 612.
The extruded shell 620 includes a cam area 626 designed
to house the cam bar 622 and the tooth bar 624. The
cam bar 622 is located on the base of the front rail 610
adjacent to the extruded shell 620. The cam bar 624 is
in contact with the cam bar lever 618. The cam bar lever
618 can operate to move the cam bar 622 back and forth
in a lateral direction. The cam bar 622 further includes
elongated cam reservoirs 628. The cam reservoirs 628
are diagonal with a front end of the cam reservoir 628
closer to the front end of the front rail 610 and a rear end
of the reservoir 628 further back from the front end of the
front rail 610.
[0160] The tooth bar 624 may include cam studs 630.
The tooth bar cam studs 630 are placed within the cam
bar reservoirs 628 during operation of the front rail 610.
When the cam bar 622 and the cam bar reservoirs 628
move laterally, the tooth bar cam studs 630 move in a
perpendicular direction to the movement of the cam bar
622. The tooth bar cam studs 630 move toward the front
of the front rail 610 (and away from the teeth 600 of the
divider) and away from the front of the front rail 610 (and
toward the teeth 600 of the divider) as the cam bar 622
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moves laterally back and forth within the cam area 626.
As the tooth bar cam studs 630 move, the tooth bar 624
also moves. Thus, when the cam bar lever 618 is moved
from a first position to a second position, it moves the
cam bar 622 laterally along the inside of the front rail 610.
This lateral movement of the cam bar 622 causes the
tooth bar 624 and the teeth 612 thereon to move in a
direction perpendicular to the direction of the cam bar
622; that is, the tooth bar 624 moves in a direction toward
or away from the front of the front rail 610 and toward or
away from the teeth 600 on the divider 550. Figure 78
shows a rear exploded view of several features of the
example shown in Figure 77
[0161] Figures 79A-C show an example of a step by
step guide to placement of the divider 550 into the front
rail 610. The divider 550 including teeth 600 on the divider
is lowered into the channel 640 of the front rail 610, as
illustrated in Figure 79A. The tooth bar 624 initially is in
a position closer to the front of the front rail 610 and the
teeth 612 of the tooth bar 624 are not engaged with the
teeth 600 of the divider 550. The cam bar lever 618 is in
a first position which maintains the teeth 612 of the tooth
bar 624 out of engagement with the divider teeth 600, as
illustrated in Figure 79B. In this position, the divider 550
can be moved laterally along the ridge or tongue 616 of
the front rail 610. The divider 550 can have product sit
on the divider floor 554 as the divider 550 is moved lat-
erally along the front rail in the direction shown in Figure
77 by arrow "A". The ridge 584 or other projection in the
front rail 580 can engage the groove 560 or other recess
in the divider 550 to secure the divider 550 and prevent
the divider from movement in a direction perpendicular
to the front rail 580, other than for an insignificantly small
amount of play (e.g., less than 3 mm) between the ridge
584 and the groove 560, under normal operating condi-
tions and forces. The cam bar lever 618 is then moved
from a first position to second position. The movement
of the cam bar lever 618 causes the cam bar 622 to move
in a lateral direction within the extruded shell 620. The
movement of the cam bar 622 includes movement of the
diagonal cam bar reservoirs 628 in the lateral direction.
Movement of the cam bar reservoirs 628 in turn causes
the tooth bar cam studs 630 to move in a direction per-
pendicular to the direction of the cam bar 622 and in a
direction toward the teeth 600 of the divider 550, as illus-
trated in Figure 79C. The tooth bar cam studs 630 are
coupled to and may be integral with the tooth bar 624.
Accordingly, movement of the tooth bar cam studs 630
causes the tooth bar 624 and the teeth 612 contained
therein to move toward the teeth 600 of the divider. This
movement causes the teeth 612 of the tooth bar 624 to
become engaged with the teeth 600 of the divider. When
the teeth 612 of the tooth bar are engaged with the teeth
600 of the divider, the divider 550 is releasably engaged
and will not move in a lateral direction shown by arrow
"A" in Figure 77 under normal operating forces and con-
ditions.
[0162] The tooth bar 624 is fixed on its ends such that

the tooth bar 624 can only move in a direction that is
toward or away from the teeth 600 of the divider. The
tooth bar 624 cannot move in a lateral direction shown
in Figure 77 by arrow "A". The cam bar 622 operates in
the opposite manner. The cam bar 622 is fixed such that
the cam bar 622 can only move in a lateral direction
shown in Figure 77 by arrow "A". The cam bar cannot
move toward or away from the teeth 600 on the divider
[0163] Figure 80 provides an isometric view of features
of an example. When the teeth 612 of the tooth bar 624
are engaged with the teeth 600 of the divider, the entire
merchandise system 10 is locked. The front rail 610 and
the divider 550 are releasably engaged with each other
and will not move relative to each other. In addition, the
pusher 520 is engaged with the divider 550. In this posi-
tion, the entire merchandise system 10 can be moved.
The merchandise system 10 can be set up in a remote
location according to a particular planogram and then
locked. The merchandise system 10 can then be shipped
to the store location. At the store location the merchan-
dise system 10 can be removed from the shipping con-
tainer and placed on the shelf like a mat. The planogram-
ming of the dividers 550 will remain intact while the mer-
chandise system 10 is locked.
[0164] In an example, a display system is assembled
in a remote location away from a shelf and then moved
as a unit to the shelf and secured to the shelf. A plurality
of dividers 550 are engaged with a front rail 580 in a
manner in which they are secured and will not significant-
ly move in a direction perpendicular to the front rail 580.
The plurality of dividers 550 are adjusted laterally parallel
to the front rail 580 according to a pre-panned planogram
or other arrangement. The plurality of dividers 550 in-
clude engaging members and the front rail 580 includes
engaging members. The engaging members on the plu-
rality of dividers 550 and/or the engaging members on
the front rail 580 are adjusted from a first position to sec-
ond position to fix the plurality of dividers 550 to the front
rail 580 such that the plurality of dividers cannot move in
any direction in relation to the front rail 580. The front rail
580 and the plurality of dividers 550 are then moved as
a unit to the shelf. The front rail 580 then is secured to
the shelf.
[0165] To alter the planogramming of the merchandise
system at the store location, the dividers 550 and the
product need not be removed from the shelf. The cam
bar lever 618 or other engaging member for each of the
dividers 550 can be moved to its initial position. By mov-
ing the cam bar lever 618 or other engaging member to
its initial position, the teeth 612 of the tooth bar 624 re-
lease from the teeth 600 of the divider (or one engaging
member disengages from another engaging member).
In this position, the dividers 550 can be moved laterally
in the direction denoted by arrow "A" in Figure 80. Product
can remain in place on the divider floors 554 and the
pusher floors 524 while the dividers 550 are being moved.
Once the dividers 550 have been moved to the new pl-
anogram position, the cam bar lever 618 or other engag-
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ing member for each of the dividers 550 can be moved
to its second position. The teeth 612 of the tooth bar 622
will then engage the teeth 600 of the divider 550 (or one
engaging member will engage with another engaging
member) and again cause the merchandise system 10
to become locked.
[0166] In an example, operation of the camming action
is further shown in Figures 81A and 81B. Figure 81A
shows the teeth 600 of the divider not engaged with the
teeth 612 of the tooth bar 624. In the example, the cam
bar 622 is adjacent the front wall of the front rail 610. In
Figure 81B, the cam bar lever 618 has been moved to
the second position, the cam bar 622 has moved laterally
and the tooth bar cam studs 630 have moved toward the
divider 550. The teeth 612 of the tooth bar 624 also have
moved toward the divider 550 and have engaged the
divider teeth 600.
[0167] In an example, a soft rubber pad can be utilized
in place of the teeth 612 on tooth bar 624 and can function
as an engaging member. In this example, when the tooth
bar 624 is adjacent the front portion of the front rail 610,
the soft rubber pad and the divider teeth 600 are not in
contact with each other. When the cam bar lever 618 is
moved to its second position and the cam bar 622 moves
the tooth bar 624 in the direction of the divider teeth 600,
the divider teeth 600 come into contact with and thereby
engage the soft rubber pad. This contact provides resis-
tive interference and maintains the divider teeth 600 in
place and prevents the divider 550 from lateral movement
in the direct noted in Figure 77 by arrow "A".
[0168] In another example, as shown in Figures 82A-
C, the divider 550 is held in place in contact with the front
rail 580 through use of a clamp. Figures 82A-C show a
step by step process for insertion of the divider 550 into
the front rail 580. Initially, as illustrated in Figure 82A, the
divider 550 is lowered into a channel 640 formed in the
front rail 580 (or 610). In addition, a ridge or tongue 644
in the front rail 580 contacts a channel 645 in the divider
550. The divider 550 includes a bump or outwardly ex-
tending ridge 650 at a front portion of the divider 550. A
clamp 652 on the front rail 580 is rotated to engage the
bump 650 of the divider 550. The clamp 652 snaps over
the bump 650 and locks the bump 650 and the divider
550 into place. Once releasably engaged, the divider 550
cannot move in the lateral direction noted in Figure 80
by arrow "A". To move the divider 550, the clamp 652
must be pulled to unsnap the clamp 652 from the divider
bump 650.
[0169] In another example, as shown in Figures 83A-
C, the divider 550 is held in place in contact with the front
rail 580 through use of a rotating rod 660 that includes
teeth. Figures 83A-C show a step by step process for
insertion of the divider 550 into the front rail 580. Initially,
as illustrated in Figure 83A, the divider 550 is lowered
into a channel 640 formed in the front rail 580. The front
rail 580 includes a rotating rod 660 which itself includes
teeth. When the divider 550 initially is lowered into the
channel, as illustrated in Figure 83B, the teeth of the ro-

tating rod 660 are in a first position in which they are not
engaged with the teeth 600 of the divider 550. A handle
662 is coupled to the rotating rod 660. When the handle
is in a first position 664, the teeth of the rotating rod 660
are in a first position in which they are not engaged with
the teeth 600 of the divider 500. When the handle 662 is
moved to a second position 668, as illustrated in Figure
83C, the handle 662 rotates the rotating rod 660 and
moves the teeth on the rotating rod 662 into a position in
which they engage the teeth 600 on the divider 550. In
this position, the rod teeth are in an interfering condition
with the divider teeth 600. When the rod teeth and the
divider teeth 600 are engaged with each other the divider
550 cannot move in the lateral direction noted in Figure
80 by arrow "A". To move the divider 550, the rod 660
must be returned to its first position 664 and the teeth of
the rod 660 moved out of engagement with the teeth 600
on the divider 550.
[0170] In an example, a plurality of pushers 520 and
dividers 550 can be used with a single front rail 580. Fig-
ures 84A-E show the use of two pushers 520 and two
dividers 550 to push product toward the front of the shelf.
Use of multiple pushers 520 can allow for pushing of wide
product, shown schematically in the Figures. In addition,
placing the pusher extender 528 in its upwardly extended
position can allow the pushers 520 to push taller products
or more products as shown in Figures 84D and 84E. In
an example, a divider 550 can be coupled to two pushers
520. One pusher 520 can be engaged to a portion of the
barrier 556 on each side of the divider wall 552 as shown
in Figure 84F. In other examples, the divider can be cou-
pled to one pusher or the divider can be coupled to no
pusher.
[0171] In another example, the divider 550 is secured
to the front rail 580 in part through the operation of a cam
720, as illustrated in Figure 85. Figure 85 illustrates a
cam 720 in a side perspective view coupled to the barrier
556. The cam 720 includes a rounded portion 722 that
is configured to rotate within a cavity 740 (see Figure
86G) in barrier 556. The cam 720 also includes a tongue
724 that is comprised of a first cam wall 726, a second
cam wall, 728, and a third cam wall 730. In Figure 85,
the cam is in a position where it is not engaged with the
front rail. In this position, the first cam wall 726 can be in
a substantially vertical alignment. In this position the sec-
ond cam wall 728 and the third cam wall 730 may also
be in a substantially horizontal alignment. The first cam
wall 726 connects with the second cam wall 728. The
second cam wall 728 connects with the third cam wall
730. The cam also includes a handle 732.
[0172] In another example, the tongue 724 only has
two cam walls. A first cam wall, such as first cam wall
726, and a second cam wall. The second cam wall is
straight and spans the length shown by cam walls 728
and 730. There is no bend in the second cam wall in this
example. The cam walls can extend for one or more por-
tions of the width of the divider 550 or can extend the
entire width of the divider 550.
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[0173] In another example shown in Figures 92-94, the
cam 720 may define a cam glide surface 733 (hereinafter
referred to as the cam glide) located on a bottom side of
the cam, opposite of the handle 732. The cam glide 733
serves as a low friction glide bump to improve the slida-
bility of the divider relative to the rail. In operation, the
cam glide 733 lifts the divider up off of the rail to reduce
friction between the divider and the rail, thereby improv-
ing the slidability of the divider relative to the rail. As seen
in the Figures, the cam glide 733 of the cam 720 extends
below or beneath the bottom surface of the divider and
is the contact point between the divider and the rail. In
this configuration, when the divider is moved laterally rel-
ative to the rail, the primary contact between the divider
and the rail is just the cam glide, and no significant other
portions of the divider and rail contact each other. This
single contact point therefore reduces the friction be-
tween the divider and the rail.
[0174] The cam glide may further define a planar sur-
face extending outwardly from the rounded portion 722
of the cam 720. The cam glide 733 may be centrally po-
sitioned on the rounded portion 722 of the cam to provide
stability and balance to the divider relative to the rail. It
should be understood, however, that the cam glide may
be located at any other suitable location on the cam. The
planar surface of the cam glide may terminate at an elon-
gated edge that is sized and shaped to slide freely in the
channel 586 of the rail 580 to thereby permit ease of
lateral movement of the divider relative to the rail. The
elongated edge of the planar surface may define rounded
or contoured edge surfaces to further aid in the free
movement of the cam glide relative to the rail. It should
be understood that the cam glide may define other con-
figurations that permit the cam glide to fit within or along
the rail and also permit the slidable movement of the di-
vider relative to the rail. For example, the cam glide may
define a bump or rounded protrusion or a series of bumps
or rounded protrusions, which would accomplish the
same objective as the planar surface defining an elon-
gated edge. While the cam 720 defining a cam glide 733
are depicted being used with a divider, the cam and cam
glide may be used with the pusher or pusher assembly
or other components that are mounted to the rail.
[0175] In another example, the cam 720 defining the
cam glide 733 may be mounted to the rear of the divider
or pusher, and may operatively engage a rear rail that is
mounted at the rear of the shelf. In this example, the cam
720 may be used to secure and prevent lateral movement
of the divider or pusher relative to the rear rail, if used on
the shelf. In other words, the cam and cam glide de-
scribed herein may be used to secure the divider or push-
er to a front rail or a back rail, or both, depending on the
desired application.
[0176] In an example, the cam 720 serves as a lock to
lock the divider or pusher to either the front rail or rear
rail, or both. The cam 720, when moved to a locked po-
sition, will lock the divider or pusher to the rail and prevent
lateral movement of the divider or pusher relative to the

rail. In an unlocked position, the cam 720 permits slidable
movement of the divider or pusher relative to the rail. In
an example, the cam 720 is rotatable or pivotable be-
tween the locked and unlocked position. In yet another
example, the cam 720 defining the cam glide 733 serves
the dual function of locking the divider or pusher to the
rail and also enhancing the lateral slidability of the divider
or pusher relative to the rail when the cam is in the un-
locked position.
[0177] As shown in Figure 92, the cam 720 may define
a rounded portion 722 that is configured to rotate within
a cavity 741 in the front of the divider. The cam 720 may
also define a cam surface 725 and cam surface 727 that
will engage the groove walls 754 and 756 of the front rail,
as explained below.
[0178] In an example, the cam 720 fits within a cavity
740 of the barrier 556, as illustrated in Figure 86G. In an
example, the cavity 740 is bounded by side walls 742.
Side walls 742 render the front of the cavity 740 slightly
narrower than the width of cam 720. An amount of force
is required to push cam 720 past side walls 742 and into
cavity 740. After the cam passes the side walls 742 it
snaps into place in the cavity 740. The cam 720 can then
rotate in cavity 740 and will not fall out of cavity 740 or
detach from cavity 740 during normal use. The cam 720
is rotatably secured within cavity 740. In an example,
cavity 740 also is bounded at its front portion by a front
wall (not shown).
[0179] In another example, the side walls 742 do not
render the front of cavity 740 narrower than the width of
cam 720. In this example, cam 720 may be placed into
cavity 740 and removed from cavity 740 without the need
to overcome resistive force caused by side walls 742.
[0180] Referring to Figure 92, in another example, the
cam 720 defining a cam glide 733 may fit within the cavity
741 formed at the front end of the divider 550 and may
be bounded by side walls 743. Side walls 743 render the
front of the cavity 741 slightly narrower than the width of
cam 720. An amount of force is required to push cam
720 past the side walls 743 and into cavity 741. After the
cam passes the side walls 743 it snaps into place in the
cavity 741 and seats on a pair of cavity surfaces 747.
The cam 720 can then rotate in the cavity and will not fall
out of cavity or detach from the cavity during normal use.
[0181] As depicted in Figures 92-94, the cam 720 is
rotatably secured within cavity 741. In this example, the
cavity 741 also defines an opening or slot 745 that is
sized and shaped to permit rotatable movement of the
cam glide 733 within the cavity. The slot 745 is sized and
shaped to permit the planar surface of the cam glide 733
to fit therein and to thereby permit the cam to rotate within
the cavity 741. The opening 745 also permits the cam
glide 733 to extend past the bottom surface of the divider
and into the rail. Once in the rail, the cam glide will lift the
divider up and off of the rail and out of contact with the
rail, as described above, to permit free slidability of the
divider relative to the rail.
[0182] The opening 745 also creates a clearance for
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the rotation of the cam glide away from the rail. When
the handle 732 on the cam is rotated toward the front
edge of the rail, the cam glide will consequently rotate
away from the rail. The opening 745 formed within the
cavity 741 permits this rotatable movement.
[0183] Referring to Figures 93A and 93B, the divider
550 is shown being lowered and placed onto the rail 580.
More specifically, front portion of the divider 550 is lower
into the channel 586 and the groove 560 is placed over
the ridge 584. The cam glide 733 will contact the channel
586 and support the divider up and off of the rail 580, as
shown in Figure 93B. In this example, the cam glide 733
supports the divider and permits free slidable movement
of the divider relative to the rail. As shown in Figure 93B,
there is a gap between groove 560 and ridge 584 and
between the underside surface of the divider and the top
surface of rail.
[0184] Referring to Figures 94A-C, which shows sec-
tional views of the divider, cam and rail, the cam 720 is
at all times in contact with the rail 580. As shown in Figure
94A, when the divider 550 is initially lowered onto the rail
580, the cam glide 733 is in contact with the channel 586
of the rail 580 and lifts the divider up and off of the rail.
As shown in Figure 94A, the cam 720 defines cam sur-
faces 725, 727 and 729. The cam further defines a cam
handle 732 located opposite the cam glide 733. Also
shown in Figure 94A is the front rail 580 defining a rail
channel 586 which receives a portion of the divider 550
and is the contact surface for the cam glide 733. The rail
580 further defines a rail groove 750 that further defines
groove walls 752, 754 and 756, which as explained be-
low, contact the cam surfaces during operation of the
cam.
[0185] Referring to Figure 94B, as the cam is rotated,
through operation of the handle 732, the cam glide stays
in contact with the channel 586 and the cam surface 725
contacts the groove wall or surface 756 of the front rail.
At this point, the cam 720 contacts the rail at two points
simultaneously.
[0186] Referring to Figure 94C, as the cam is rotated
even further through operation of the handle, the cam
surface 725 contacts the groove wall or surface 754 while
the cam surface 727 contacts the groove wall or surface
756. Also, the cam surface 729 will contact the groove
wall or surface 752. The groove wall 752 serves as a stop
to prevent further rotational movement of the cam 720.
The handle 732 extends over the top of and even with
the front edge of the front rail or past the front edge of
the front rail. In an example, front of cam handle 732 is
flush with the forward most portion of front rail. Human
digital clearance exists between handle 732 and the front
rail, sufficient for a human digit (i.e., a finger or thumb)
to access the handle. At this point, the cam glide 733 has
rotated up and off of the channel 586 of the rail 580 and
has rotated into the opening 745. The divider now sits on
and directly contacts the rail, while the cam engages the
rail and secures the divider to the rail, preventing lateral
movement of the divider. In an example, the cam 720

snaps to the rail with an audible notification heard with
standard adult human hearing when in the position de-
picted in Figure 94C, indicating that the cam is locked to
the rail.
[0187] To release the cam from the snapped-in-place
or locked position, a user simply lifts upward on the han-
dle 732 to release the cam surfaces 725 and 727 from
the groove walls 754 and 756. As the cam is being re-
leased from the groove walls, the cam glide will rotate
back into contact with the rail channel 586 and lift the
divider up and off of the rail. The divider then will rest on
the rail via the cam glide and may then be moved laterally
relative to the rail, and the operation described above
can be repeated. As indicated above, during the locking
and releasing of the cam relative to the rail groove, the
cam is at all times in contact with the rail and is at all
times in contact with the divider.
[0188] In an example, the merchandise display system
may include a front rail and at least one divider configured
to engage the front rail. The divider may include a barrier,
a divider wall, and a divider floor perpendicular to the
divider wall configured to hold product, as set forth herein.
A front lock, such as the example cam 720 described
herein, may be coupled to the divider. In an example, the
front lock is configured to rotate, pivot or move between
a first position and a second position. When in the first
position, the front lock may permit slidable movement of
the divider relative to the front rail. In one example, the
lock may lift the divider up off of the front rail. When in
the second position, the lock locks the divider to the front
rail and prevents slidable movement between the divider
and the front rail. The cam is in constant contact with the
front rail in both the first position and the second position,
and all positions in between the first position and second
position.
[0189] In an example, a lock for the divider, such as
cam 720 or other locks, is located at an end of divider.
The lock can be located at the front end of the divider
(i.e., the end of the divider closest to or in contact with
the front rail 580, which also is the end closest to the
consumer selecting product). The lock, such as cam 720,
can be forward of the divider wall 522. The lock, such as
cam 720, can be forward of barrier 556. When located
at the front end of the divider and in front of the divider
wall 522 and in front of barrier 556, the lock is digitally
accessible by an individual providing maintenance to the
shelf, restocking the shelf or replanogramming the shelf,
even when product is on the divider floor 554 and even
when the divider floor 554 is full of product (i.e., no ad-
ditional product can fit on the divider floor). The lock (such
as cam 720) can be located on the divider such that the
lock is in front of product when product is on the divider
floor 554 and product will not interfere with access to the
lock in any position of the product when the product is
on the divider floor 554. The cam handle 732 can be flush
with the front end of the front rail 580 and can extend
beyond the front end of the front rail 580.
[0190] In an example, the merchandise display system
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may include a front rail, at least one divider configured
to engage the front rail, and the at least one divider in-
cluding a barrier. The at least one divider may further
include a divider wall, and a divider floor perpendicular
to the divider wall where the divider floor is configured to
hold product. The merchandise display system also in-
cludes a front lock coupled to the front end of the divider.
The front lock is in front of the barrier and in front of the
divider wall. The front lock is configured to be digitally
accessible when product is on the divider floor. The front
lock is shiftable between a first position and a second
position. The front lock lifts the divider up off of and out
of contact with the front rail when in the first position and
permits slidable movement of the divider relative to the
front rail. The front lock prevents slidable movement of
the divider relative to the front rail when in the second
position.
[0191] In an example, Figures 86E and 86F illustrate
magnified portions of cam 720 and front rail 580. The
cam 720 can include texturing. Cam 720 can include
teeth or other engaging members. In an example, first
cam wall 726 is textured with teeth 736 and 738. Teeth
736 can form a lower row of teeth. Teeth 738 can form
an upper row of teeth. Teeth 736 and teeth 738 in an
example are rounded. In at least one example, teeth 736
and teeth 738 form one vertical row of teeth. Eliminating
the points on the teeth can provide for better operation
and longer-life for the cam teeth. Cam 720 also can be
textured in manners other than with teeth, such as
through roughening or other texturing.
[0192] In an example, front rail 580 includes a groove
750, as illustrated in Figure 86F. The groove 750 may
include a first groove wall 752, a second groove wall 754
and a third groove wall 756. First groove wall 752 is con-
nected to second groove wall 754, which in turn also is
connected to third groove wall 756. In another example,
the groove 750 only has two groove walls. A first groove
wall, such as first groove wall 752, and a second groove
wall 754. The second groove wall 754 is straight and
spans the length shown by groove walls 754 and 756.
There is no bend in the second groove wall 754 in this
example.
[0193] In an example, groove 750 can be textured.
Groove 750 can include teeth. In an example, first groove
wall 752 includes teeth 766 and teeth 768. Teeth 766
can form a lower row of teeth. Teeth 768 can form an
upper row of teeth. In at least one example, teeth 766
and 768 form one vertical row of teeth. Teeth 766 and
768 can be rounded. Teeth 766 and 768 can be placed
along an entire length of groove 750. In addition, teeth
766 and 768 can be placed in sections along groove 750
with additional sections of groove 750 that are smooth
and without teeth. Groove 750 also can be textured in
manners other than with teeth, such as through rough-
ening or other texturing. In an example, second groove
wall 754 is smooth and third groove wall 756 is smooth.
In an example, second cam wall 728 is smooth and third
cam wall 730 is smooth.

[0194] In an example, as shown in Figures 87A-C, a
merchandise display system 10 comprises a divider 550
and a front rail 580. The divider 550 comprises a divider
wall 556, a divider floor 554 and a barrier 554. A cam 720
is rotatably coupled to a front portion of the barrier 556.
The cam 720 includes a cam tongue 724, wherein the
cam tongue 724 comprises a first cam wall 726, a second
cam wall 728 and a third cam wall 730. The cam 720 also
includes a handle 732. The front rail 580 comprises a
groove 750 that is comprised of a first groove wall 752,
a second groove wall 754 and a third groove wall 756.
The cam 720 is configured to rotate between a first po-
sition and a second position, wherein when the cam 720
is in the second position, the cam tongue 724 is engaged
with the front rail groove 750 and the divider wall 5560
is inhibited from moving in a lateral direction. The cam
720 also can be configured to slide between a first posi-
tion and a second position.
[0195] Figures 87A-C show a progression in which di-
vider 550 is coupled to front rail 580. The cam 720 is
moved between a first position in Figure 87B to a second
position in Figure 87C. As described below, the cam 720
allows for the divider 550 to be moved laterally along the
front rail 580 or otherwise parallel to the front rail 580
when the cam 720 is in the first position shown in Figure
87B. (In Figure 87B the divider 550 is secured in the
direction perpendicular to the front rail 580 and cannot
move in the perpendicular direction, other than for an
insignificantly small amount of play that may exist be-
tween the divider and the front rail, which may not be
noticeable to a user of the system). The cam 720 inhibits
the divider 550 from moving laterally along the front rail
580 when the cam 720 is in the second position shown
in Figure 87C. In an example, under normal operating
conditions and forces, the cam 720 will prevent the divider
550 from moving laterally along front rail 580 (and render
the divider 550 immovable along the front rail 580) when
the cam 720 is in the second position shown in Figure
87C. In another example, the cam 720 inhibits movement
of the divider 550 by preventing the divider 550 from mov-
ing laterally along front rail 580 when a force equal to or
less than a predefined amount of force is applied to the
divider 550 in a lateral direction parallel to the front rail
580. When an amount of force above the predefined
amount of force is applied to the divider 550 in a lateral
direction parallel to the front rail 580, the divider 550
moves in the lateral direction parallel to the front rail 580.
[0196] Figure 87A shows divider 550 raised above
front rail 580. In Figure 87B, divider 550 has been lowered
and placed into contact with front rail 580. Groove 560
has been placed over ridge 584 and ridge 584 has been
placed with groove 560. Groove 560 and ridge 584 may
be in contact with each other in this position. Groove 560
and ridge 584 also may not be in contact with each other
at all times in this position. Space can exist between the
surfaces of groove 560 and ridge 584 in some positions.
A front portion of barrier 556 also has been placed within
channel or groove 586. In Figure 87B, the tongue 724 of
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cam 720 is not engaged with the groove 750 of front rail
580. In Figure 87B, the divider 550 can move in a lateral
direction shown by arrow "A" in Figures 86F and 86H.
Divider 550 need not be raised above front rail 580 to
enable such movement. Divider 550 can remain in con-
tact with front rail 580 and move in direction "A." Product
may be placed on the divider floor 554 during the process
of moving divider 550. The ability to move divider 550
without separating divider 550 from front rail 580 or re-
moving product provides for ease of replanogramming.
In Figure 87B, the divider 550 can move in the plane of
the shelf (the shelf is shown as 596 in Figures 70 and
71) only in the lateral direction parallel to the front rail
580 shown by arrow "A" in Figures 86F and 86H. In Figure
87B, the divider 550 is immovable in all other directions
in the plane of the shelf, such as the direction shown by
arrow "B" in Figure 86H, under normal operating forces
and conditions. The divider 550 cannot swing, rotate,
splay or fish tail in the plane of the shelf and the divider
550 remains perpendicular to front rail 580 under normal
operating forces and conditions. In Figure 87B, the divid-
er 550 can move in the direction shown by arrow "C" in
Figure 87B and thereby lift away from the front rail 580.
The direction shown by arrow "C" in Figure 87B is not in
the plane of the shelf.
[0197] In Figure 87C, cam handle 732 has been rotated
toward front rail 580. In an example, cam handle 732 is
in contact with front rail 580. As the cam 720 is rotated
from its position in Figure 87B to its position in Figure
87C, cam tongue 724 comes into contact with the front
rail 580 and slightly deforms the front rail 580 away from
cam tongue 724. Cam first wall 726 may be in contact
with groove third wall 756 as the cam 720 is being rotated
from its position in Figure 87B to its position in Figure 87C.
[0198] As the cam moves into the position shown in
Figure 87C, tongue 724 can snap into place within groove
750 and tongue 724 is engaged with groove 750. In an
example, tongue 724 is in perfect fit with groove 750.
This perfect fit involves engagement of the tongue 724
and the groove 750. Front rail 580 is not deformed and
the cam 720 and the front rail 580 are not in tension with
each other. First cam wall 726 is adjacent first groove
wall 752. Second cam wall 728 is adjacent second groove
wall 754. Third cam wall 730 is adjacent third groove wall
756. In an example, the cam walls and the groove walls
are in contact with each other. For example, first cam
wall 726 is in contact with first groove wall 752; second
cam wall 728 is in contact with second groove wall 754;
and third cam wall 730 is in contact with third groove wall
756. In at least one example, while the cam walls and
the groove walls are in contact with each other they are
not in substantial tension with each other. In another ex-
ample, one or more of the cam walls are in tension with
one or more of the groove walls when the cam walls and
groove walls are in contact with each other.
[0199] In an example where first cam wall 726 has been
placed in contact with first groove wall 752, the teeth of
first cam wall 726 engage the teeth of first grove wall 752.

Teeth 736 engage teeth 766 and teeth 738 engage teeth
768. The engagement of the teeth of the first cam wall
and the teeth of the first groove wall provides resistance
to the divider moving laterally along the front rail in the
lateral direction shown by arrow "A" (as shown in Figure
86H).
[0200] When cam tongue 724 has been placed in per-
fect fit with groove 750, there is substantial resistance to
movement of the divider 550 laterally along the front rail
in the lateral direction shown by arrow "A," (as shown in
Figure 86H) and the divider 550 will not move laterally
under the normal forces placed on the divider during op-
eration.
[0201] When it is desired to again move the divider 550
along front rail 580, the cam can be unsnapped from the
front rail. Handle 732 can be rotated away from front rail
580. Tongue 724 can disengage from groove 750 and
return to its position in Figure 87B.
[0202] In an example, the divider wall 552 has sections
of different width (see Figure 85). A front section 770 of
the divider wall 552 that can be adjacent barrier 556 can
have a greater width than a rear section 772 of divider
wall 552 that is adjacent barrier 556. Front section 770
can be connected to rear section 772 by an intermediate
section 774. The width of intermediate section 774 grad-
ually changes from the width of the divider front section
770 to the width of the divider rear section 772. In an
example, the width of the portion of the intermediate sec-
tion 774 adjacent section 770 is equal to the width of
section 770 and the width of the portion of the interme-
diate section 774 adjacent section 772 is equal to the
width of section 772. The lesser width of rear section 772
of divider wall 552 creates air space between divider walls
552 and assists in preventing product from binding be-
tween two divider walls 552 when being pushed and as-
sists in providing for flow of product along the divider floor
554 as product is removed from the front of the merchan-
dise system 10. In an example, the width of the front
section 770 of the divider wall 552 is at least 25% greater
than the width of the rear section 772 of the divider wall
552.
[0203] In the examples shown in Figures 85-87C one
or more dividers 550 can be placed into contact with front
rail 580. When the cam 720 or other engaging member
is not engaged with front rail 580, the dividers 550 can
move parallel to the length of front rail 580 in the lateral
direction shown by arrow "A" (see Figure 86H). The di-
vider 550 can then be fixed into place by snapping the
cam 720 or other engaging member into engagement
with front rail 580. The divider 550 will remain fixed under
normal operating forces until the cam 720 or other en-
gaging member is unsnapped or otherwise placed out of
engagement with front rail 580.
[0204] In an example, the front wall 561 of groove 560
is textured, as shown in Figure 86K. This texturing can
be in the form of roughening or small teeth. The texturing
causes the surface of the front wall 561 of groove 560 to
not be smooth. In an example, front wall 585 of ridge 584
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or other protrusion or engaging member is textured, as
depicted in Figures 86I, 86J, and 86L. This texturing can
be in the form of roughening or small teeth and causes
the surface of front wall 585 of ridge 584 to not be smooth.
[0205] In at least one example, as depicted in Figure
86I, the barrier 556 is a separate component and may
removably attached to the divider 550. In at least one
example, the barrier 556 may snap on to the front of the
divider 550. In at least one example, the barrier 556 is
moveable. The entire barrier 556 may be movable, or a
portion or portions of the barrier 556 may be moveable.
For example, the portion of the barrier 556 positioned in
front of product on the merchandise display system 10
may be movable. In at least one example, the portion of
the barrier 556 positioned in front of the product may be
configured to slide. In an alternative example, the portion
of the barrier 556 positioned in front of the product may
be configured to rotate around an axis, to allow the portion
of the barrier 556 to open and close. In this example, the
axis may be a hinged connection. Additionally or alter-
natively, the portion of the barrier 556 may be spring
mounted to the divider 550, such that the portion of the
barrier 556 requires an amount of force to move it away
from the divider 550. In this example, upon release of the
force, the portion of the barrier 556 will close or return to
its original position. Example methods for mounting the
barrier 556 are described in further detail in U.S. Patent
No. 8,056,734.
[0206] In an example, the divider 550 does not include
a barrier. Alternatively, one or more barriers may be in-
cluded in the front rail 580.
[0207] In an example, when the divider 550 is placed
in contact with the front rail 580, as shown in Figure 87B,
front wall 561 of groove 560 is not in contact with or not
in consistent contact with front wall 585 of ridge 584 while
the cam 720 is in the position shown in Figure 87B and
the tongue of cam 720 is not engaged with groove 750
of front rail 580. When the cam 720 is moved from a first
position shown in Figure 87B to a second position shown
in Figure 97C, and the tongue 724 engages with groove
750, the tongue can force the divider 550 to move back-
ward. In an example, tension between the tongue 724
and the groove 750 forces divider 550 to move in a rear-
ward direction. When the cam is moved to the second
position shown in Figure 87C front wall 561 of groove
560 comes into contact with front wall 585 of ridge 584.
Front wall 561 engages with front wall 585. The texturing
on front wall 561 of groove 560 engages with the texturing
on front wall 585 of ridge 584. The engagement of front
wall 561 of groove 560 with front wall 585 of ridge 584
inhibits movement of the divider 550 along front rail 580
in the direction shown by arrow "A" in Figure 86H. The
engagement of the texturing on front wall 561 of groove
560 with the texturing on front wall 585 of ridge 584 further
inhibits movement of the divider 550 along front rail 580
in the direction shown by arrow "A" in Figure 86H.
[0208] In an example, a resilient strip or bead can be
included into the top surface of ridge 584, or other pro-

trusion, of front rail 580. When cam 720, or other engag-
ing device, is in a first position, the resilient strip or bead
is not compressed. In this first position, the divider 550
can move in a lateral direction parallel to the front rail,
but cannot move in a direction perpendicular to the front
rail. When cam 720, or other engaging device, is moved
to a second position, the resilient strip or bead comes
into compression with groove 560, or other recess, of
divider 550. When the resilient strip or bead is in com-
pression with groove 560, or other recess, divider 550
becomes fixed under normal operating forces in a direc-
tion parallel to the front rail 580. In an example, the portion
of the groove 560, or other recess, that comes into con-
tact with the resilient strip or bead of front rail 580 can
include a roughening or teeth (not shown).
[0209] In an example, barrier 556 is not molded at the
same time as divider wall 552 and divider floor 554. Bar-
rier 556 is molded as a separate piece from divider wall
552 and divider floor 556, as shown in Figure 88A. Barrier
556 may be molded of a clear material, whereas divider
wall 552 and divider floor 554 may be molded of an
opaque material.
[0210] In an example, a divider 550 includes an en-
gaging member that comprises a planar surface. The
front rail 580 can include an engaging member that com-
prises a planar surface. The planar surface of the engag-
ing member on the divider and/or the engaging member
on the front rail can comprise a smooth or substantially
smooth surface. The planar surface can include a resil-
ient surface. The planar surface can include a rubber
strip or a neoprene strip or material that is otherwise com-
pressible. In an example, when the engaging member of
the divider 550 is in a first position it is not engaged with
the engaging member of the front rail 580 and the divider
550 is movable laterally parallel to the front rail. When
the engaging member of the divider 550 is in a second
position it is engaged with the engaging member of the
front rail 580 and the divider is fixed and not movable
laterally parallel to the front rail under normal operating
conditions and forces. In an example where the engaging
members of the front rail 580 and the divider 550 are
smooth or substantially smooth surfaces and do not in-
clude teeth or other protrusions, the divider 550 can have
additional lateral adjustability and infinite or near infinite
lateral adjustability. The lateral adjustability of the divider
550 is not limited by the physical dimensions, such as
width, of projections or teeth. Infinite lateral adjustability
provides significant benefits to display systems by effi-
ciently utilizing lateral space and limiting or minimizing
unused or lost space between product rows and thereby
potentially increasing the amount of usable space and
lateral product facings on a shelf.
[0211] In an example, barrier 556 can be snap fit or
otherwise engaged with divider 550, as shown in Figure
88B. The engagement between barrier 556 and divider
550 can be such that barrier 556 cannot be removed from
divider 550 under normal operating conditions and with-
out deleteriously affecting the structure of barrier 556 or
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divider 550.
[0212] Figures 89A-C show an example of a step by
step approach to placement of a divider in a front rail. In
the initial step, as illustrated in Figure 89A, the divider
550 may be lowered into contact with the front rail 590.
A rotating "T" lock 900 may be rotated to snap over the
front rail 580. The rotating "T" lock 900 may be attached
to a front portion of the divider 550. The rotating "T" lock
900 may rotate around an axis 903. The divider 550 may
be lowered and placed in contact with the front rail 580,
as illustrated in Figure 89B. The groove 560 or other re-
cess of the divider 550 engages the ridge or tongue 584
or other protrusion of the front rail 580. At this point the
divider 550 can be moved in a lateral direction parallel
to the front rail and can allow for ease of replanogram-
ming. In an example the divider 550 can move along the
front rail. The divider 550, with or without product on the
divider floor 554, can be slid in the direction previously
noted by arrow "A" in Figure 65, without requiring that
the divider 550 be lifted up. In the final step, as illustrated
in Figure 89C, the rotating "T" lock 900 may be pushed
forward and downwardly toward the front rail 580. The
rotating "T" lock 900 may engage with a lip 901 on a front
portion of the front rail 580. In at least one example, the
front rail 580 includes a top front surface 902. The top
front surface 902 may include a texture or may be a re-
silient surface, such as rubber. Alternatively, the top front
surface 902 may include one or more teeth. The top front
surface 902 may engage with a surface 904 on the ro-
tating "T" lock 900. The surface 904 may also include a
texture or may be a resilient surface, such as rubber.
Alternatively, the surface 904 may include teeth config-
ured to engage the teeth on the top front surface 902.
When the rotating "T" lock 900 engages lip 901, the di-
vider 550 is engaged to the front rail 580 and cannot
move in a lateral direction under a normal amount of
force.
[0213] Figures 90A-F illustrate examples of the divider
550 and front rail 580. As shown in Figure 90A, a divider
550 may include wall 552, a floor 554 and a barrier 556.
The divider wall 552 may divide the divider floor 554 into
two portions, 559 and 551 with one portion on each side
of the divider wall 552. As illustrated in Figure 90B, the
divider wall 552 may extend perpendicularly from the di-
vider floor 554. The barrier 556 may be located at the
front of the divider wall 552. As illustrated in Figures 90C
and 90F, the bottom surface of the divider floor 554 may
include a groove 560 or other recess, a tongue 941 or
other protrusion, and a front wall 561. In at least one
example, the front wall 561 of groove 560 is textured.
This texturing can be in the form of roughening or small
teeth. The texturing may cause the surface of the front
wall 561 of groove 560 to not be smooth.
[0214] As illustrated in Figure 90D, a front rail 580 can
define a planar surface 582, a ridge or tongue 584 or
other projection, a first channel or groove 586 or other
recess, and a second channel or groove 950 or other
recess. The front wall 561 of the divider 550 may engage

the first groove 586 of the front rail 580. The ridge or
tongue 584 of the front rail 580 may engage the groove
560 of the divider 550. The tongue 941 of the divider 550
may engage the second groove 950 of the front rail 580.
In an example, front wall 585 of ridge 584 is textured.
This texturing can be in the form of roughening or small
teeth and causes the surface of front wall 585 of ridge
584 to not be smooth. The texturing of the front wall 585
of the ridge 584 may engage with the texturing of the
front wall 561 of groove 560. The engagement of the front
wall 561 of the divider 550 to the first channel 586 of the
front rail 580, the engagement of the ridge or tongue 584
of the front rail 580 to the groove 560 of the divider 550,
and the engagement of the projection 941 of the divider
550 to the second groove 950 of the front rail 580 may
keep the divider wall 552 perpendicular to the front rail
580 and prevent a back portion of the divider 550 from
splaying. In at least one example, the divider 550 may
be moved laterally parallel to and/or along the front rail
580 when the divider 550 receives a lateral force.
[0215] The front rail 580 may include apertures 951
and openings 952, as illustrated in Figure 90E. The ap-
ertures 951 may be configured to engage with corre-
sponding engagement projections (not shown). In an ex-
ample, the engagement projection can be a flat splicer.
The corresponding engagement projections may con-
nect one or more front rails 580 together in series. The
connection of the apertures 951 and engagement pro-
jections can allow for one or more front rails 580 to be
connected in series, even if the front rails 580 are not in
perfect alignment with each other. The openings 952 may
be configured to receive fasteners, which fasten the front
rail 580 to a display shelf. The front rail 580 may include
any number of opening 952 suitable for securing the front
rail 580 to a display shelf. Any type of fastener may be
used.
[0216] In an example, as illustrated in Figure 91A, the
merchandise display system 10 may include a back rail
810. The back rail 810 can be located at or near the back
of a shelf. The back rail 810 may be a similar construction
as the front rail 580 and the disclosure herein regarding
the front rail 580 applies equally to the back rail 810. For
example, the back rail 810 may include a recess 804,
which may generally be in the shape of a "u". In this ex-
ample, the dividers 550 may be connected to divider
blocks 802. The divider blocks 802 may then engage with
the back rail 810. The back rail 810 can be a second rail
in the merchandise display system, along with the front
rail 580. The back rail 810 also can be the only rail in the
merchandise display system. As noted above, front rail
580 can be located at the rear of the merchandise display
system and thereby function as a back rail 810. In at least
one example, the plurality of divider blocks 802 each has
a cam 710 (not shown in Figure 91A) in the location de-
noted by the arrow in Figure 91A. This cam 720 can rotate
from a first position to a second position and have the
same effect as the cam 720 in the divider that engages
with the front rail 580. The divider blocks 802 also can
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include other engaging devices, including the engaging
devices described herein for the divider 550, that engage
with the back rail 810. The use of the back rail 810 may
keep the back of the dividers 550 in position and prevent
product from moving to a position behind the pusher 520.
To unlock the dividers 550 from the back rail 810, the
720 or other engaging device is rotated away from the
back rail 810 or otherwise disengaged with the back rail
810.
[0217] In an example, a divider 550 can be placed into
contact with a front rail 580. Groove 560 can be placed
over ridge 584 and ridge 584 can be placed within groove
560. Groove 560 and ridge 584 can be in contact with
each other in this position. Divider 550 also can be placed
into contact with rear rail 810. A groove or other recess
in the divider 550 can be placed over a ridge or other
protrusion of rear rail 810 and the ridge or protrusion of
the rear rail 810 can be placed within a groove or other
recess of divider 550. Divider 550 can be in contact with
front rail 580 and rear rail 810 at the same time. An en-
gagement device, such as cam 720, on the front of the
divider can be in a position such that the divider 550 can
move laterally parallel to the front rail 580 and the rear
rail 810, but the divider 550 is immovable in a direction
perpendicular to front rail 580 or rear rail 810 (the direc-
tion between front rail 580 and rear rail 810). The divider
block 802 also can include an engagement device (not
shown), such as cam 720 or other engagement devices
described above with respect to the front rail 810. The
engagement device on divider block 802 can be in a po-
sition such that the divider 550 can move laterally parallel
to the front rail 580 and the rear rail 810, but the divider
550 is fixed in a direction perpendicular to front rail 580
or rear rail 810 (the direction between front rail 580 and
rear rail 810).
[0218] In an example, the engagement device on the
front of the divider 550 can be moved to a second position.
In the second position the divider 550 is fixed in a direction
parallel to the front rail 580 under normal operating forc-
es. The engagement device on divider block 802 also
can be moved to a second position. In the second posi-
tion, the engagement device on divider block 802 renders
the divider 550 fixed in a direction parallel to the rear rail
810 under normal operating forces. The front rail 580,
divider 550 and rear rail 810 can form a rigid tray that
may be moved as a unit from one location to another.
The front rail 580, rear rail 810 and a plurality of dividers
550 can be preassembled and formed into a rigid tray in
a location away from the shelf. The front rail 580, rear
rail 810 and a plurality of dividers 550 can then be moved
to the shelf and secured to the shelf by one or more fas-
teners.
[0219] In an example, a merchandise display system
can include a barrier that is moveable by rotation between
a folded position and an upright position without the aid
of, for example, a rotation biasing element (such as a
spring loaded hinge) dedicated to biasing the barrier into
the upright position. Various example systems that can

include a barrier that is moveable between a folded po-
sition and an upright position without the aid of a rotation
biasing element are shown in Figures 95-106. In an ex-
ample, the system can include a divider assembly 550
configured to be secured to a support structure. As used
herein, a divider assembly 550 can also be referred to
as a divider 550. A support structure can include, for ex-
ample, a front rail 580. In an example, a divider 550 can
include forward end 553 and a rearward end 555. Move-
ment in the forward direction as used herein in regard to
examples including a rotational barrier is defined by
movement from the rearward end 555 toward the forward
end 553. For example, the arrow F depicted in Figures
99B and 100D is pointing toward the forward direction.
Movement in the rearward direction as used herein in
regard to examples including a rotational barrier is de-
fined by movement from the forward end 553 toward the
rearward end 555. For example, the arrow R depicted in
Figures 99A and 100C is pointing toward the rearward
direction. Movement in a lateral direction as used herein
in regard to examples including a rotational barrier is de-
fined by movement in the directions shown, by example,
by arrow A in Figures 65, 100A, and 103A. In an example,
a divider 550 can include a divider wall 552 having a right
side surface 552a and a left side surface 552b. In an
example, the divider wall 552 can extend from the forward
end 553 of the divider 550 to the rearward end 555. In
an example, the divider wall 552 can extend upwardly
from a divider floor 554. The divider floor can include a
top surface 554a and a bottom surface 554b. In an ex-
ample, the divider wall 552 separates the divider floor
554 into a first side portion 559 and a second side portion
551 on each side of the divider 550. The first side portion
559 of the divider floor 554 can also be referred to as the
right side portion 559 of the divider floor 554 and the
second side portion 551 can also be referred to as the
left side portion 551 of the divider floor 554.
[0220] In an example, barriers 556 are moveable by
rotation between a folded position, as shown by example
in Figure 96B for the barrier 556a on the right side of the
divider, to an upright position, as shown by example in
Figure 96A for both barriers 556a, 556b. In an example,
barriers 556 can be connected to a rotational mounting
structure 563. In an example, the rotational mounting
structure 563 can be directly connected to the divider. In
an example, as discussed below in reference to exam-
ples shown in Figures 102 and 103, the rotational mount-
ing structure 563 can be removably connected to the di-
vider. Referring to Figure 97, in an example, the rotational
mounting structure 563 can be a knuckle 565 and pin
566 type hinge. In an example, the rotational mounting
structure 563 can be a flexible member, such as flexible
polymer or metal component.
[0221] In an example, barrier 556 can be considered
positioned proximate the forward end 553 of the divider
550 when a product positioned on the top surface 554a
of the divider floor 554 can contact the barrier 556 when
the product moves in the forward direction toward the
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forward end 553 of the divider 550. In an example, the
rotational mounting structure 563 is proximate to and
connected to the forward end 553 of the divider 550
and/or the divider floor 554. For example, referring to
Figures 95, 96A, and 96B, the barrier 556a is shown po-
sitioned proximate to and is connected to the forward end
553 of the divider 550 and the divider floor 554. In an
example, the barrier 556 can be positioned proximate to
the forward end 553 of the divider 550 and/or the divider
floor 554 while being spaced from and/or not being di-
rectly connected to either the forward end 553 or the di-
vider floor 554 (not shown). For example, in an example,
the barrier can be removably connected to the front rail
580 and not connected to the divider 550 but positioned
close enough to the divider such that a product positioned
on the top surface 55a of the divider floor 554 can contact
the barrier 556 when the product moves in the forward
direction (not shown). In such an example, the barrier
556 can be considered positioned proximate the forward
end 553 of the divider 550. In an example, the barrier
556 can be positioned proximate to the forward end of
the divider and be connected to the divider wall. In an
example, the barrier can fold toward the divider wall when
moving toward the folded position (not shown).
[0222] Referring to Figures 98A-C, in an example, the
barrier 556 is configured to rotate between an upright
position and a folded position. An example upright posi-
tion is shown in Figure 98A and an example folded po-
sition is shown in Figure 98C. In an example, the top
edge 568 of the barrier 556 can rotate along the arc
shown as B in Figure 98A. For example, a force applied
in the rearward direction R to a barrier 556 in the upright
position can cause the barrier to rotate toward the folded
position, as shown in Figure 98B, to reach the folded
position as shown by example in Figure 98C. In addition,
for example, the barrier 556 can be rotated manually by
digitally pulling or pushing the barrier handle 567 to, re-
spectively, raise the barrier to the upright position or lower
the barrier to the folded position. In an example, the top
edge 568 of the barrier 556 can rotate along the entire
arc of B and C such that the top edge contacts the top
surface of the divider floor (not shown).
[0223] In an example, in the folded position, the barrier
556 defines a folded angle C in between a rear surface
569 of the barrier and the top surface 554a of the divider
floor. In an example, the folded angle C is between about
45 degrees to about 20 degrees. In another example, the
folded angle C is between about 30 degrees and 15 de-
grees. The term "about" as used herein in regard to ex-
amples including a rotational barrier means plus or minus
5% of the stated value. In an example, the folded angle
is about 20 degrees.
[0224] In an example, a folding stop structure 570 is
configured to stop rotation of the barrier 556 toward the
divider floor 554 and maintain the barrier at a desired
folded angle C in the folded position. In an example, the
folding stop structure 570 is a protrusion positioned prox-
imate a lower portion of the rear surface 569 of the barrier.

In an example, the folding stop structure is connected to
the top surface 554a of the divider floor such that the
lower portion 587 of the rear surface of the barrier con-
tacts the folding stop structure 570 when barrier reaches
the folded angle C in the folded position. In an example,
the folding stop structure is connected to the lower portion
of the rear surface of the barrier so that the folding stop
structure contacts the top surface of the divider floor when
the barrier reaches the desired folded angle in the folded
position (not shown). In an example, the folding stop
structure is an extension or plateau or plate secured to
or integral with the divider floor 554. In an example, the
divider floor prevents the barrier 556 from becoming com-
pletely horizontal. The barrier 556 is configured such that
when the barrier 556 is rotated to the folded position, the
barrier is at an angle from horizontal. This angle can be
about 10 degrees, 15 degrees, 20 degrees or between
about 20-45 degrees or between about 10-35 degrees.
In an example, the barrier has a horizontal portion and a
vertical portion that allow the barrier 556 to be at a pre-
determined angle to the divider floor when the barrier 556
is in contact with the divider floor 554. In an example, the
stop structure 570 does not exist and the barrier 556 con-
tacts the divider floor 554 directly on the horizontal top
surface 554a of the divider floor.
[0225] Referring to Figures 99A-C, in an example, a
force applied in the forward direction to a product posi-
tioned in contact with at least a portion of the rear surface
569 of the barrier 556 while the barrier is in the folded
position can cause the barrier to rotate from the folded
position to the upright position. For example, referring to
Figure 99A, a product can be placed on the top surface
554a of the divider floor 554 while the barrier is in the
folded position. In an example, a force can be applied to
the product to move the product in the forward direction
toward the barrier, as shown by example in Figure 99B.
In an example, the force is gravity. For example, a divider
550 positioned so that the forward end 553 is angled
downwardly relative to the rearward end can cause prod-
ucts positioned thereon to move by gravity alone toward
the forward end 553. In an example, the force can be
applied by a pusher mechanism 520. In an example, the
pusher mechanism 520 can be biased in the forward di-
rection and can be configured to slide across the divider
floor and move the product in the forward direction. In an
example, the top edge 568 of the rear surface 569 of the
barrier is rounded off or defines a curved or radiused
surface. The rounded edge of the top of the rear surface
of the barrier assists in rotation of the barrier by, for ex-
ample, allowing the barrier 556 to slip or slide up the
surface of the product as the movement vector of the
barrier changes while rotating toward the upright position
as the product moves forward. In addition, for example,
the rounded edge prevents the edge from digging into
the surface of the product packaging and maintains a low
friction between the rounded edge and the product as
the product moves forward and the rounded edge moves
up the surface of the product. In an example, the top of
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the barrier can include other structures to facilitate the
sliding of the barrier up the surface of the product such
as, for example, a roller structure. In an example, when
the barrier reaches the upright position, the barrier ceas-
es rotation and ceases movement of the product in the
forward direction. In an example, a vertical stop structure
is configured to stop rotation of the barrier in the forward
position and establish the upright position of the barrier.
In an example, the vertical stop structure can be a vertical
surface 571 on the rotational mounting structure and an
opposing vertical surface 572 on the barrier 556.
[0226] Referring to Figures 100A-D, in an example,
features of a rotational barrier described in the examples
above can be used, for example, in an example of a mer-
chandise display system that includes a pair of dividers
550a, 550b and a pusher mechanism 520. The dividers
550a, 550b can define a product pocket 573 in between
the opposing walls of the dividers. The product pocket
573 can, for example, have a width that is slightly greater
than a product which is intended to be displayed in the
system. In an example, the barriers can be positioned in
the folded position as shown in Figure 100B to facilitate
placement of the product in the system. In addition, in an
example, manual positioning of a product against the
front surface 556f of the barriers in the upright position
and pushing of the product in the rearward direction
against the front surface 556f of the barriers can cause
the barriers to rotate to the folded position and allow the
product to be easily inserted into the product pocket 573
as shown in Figure 100C. In an example, once the prod-
uct is positioned in the product pocket on the top surfaces
of the divider floors and against the front surface of the
pusher mechanism, and then released, the pusher mech-
anism pushes the product in a forward direction F and
causes the product to rotate the barriers from the folded
position to the upright position, as shown in Figure 100D,
where the forward movement of the product is then
ceased.
[0227] In an example, the rotational mounting structure
563 can be removably connected to the divider 550, front
rail 580, or shelf 234. In an example, the rotational mount-
ing structure 563 is removably connected to the forward
end 553 of the divider 550. Referring to Figures 102A-D
and 103A-E, an example removable rotational mounting
structure 563 can include a vertical stanchion 591, hori-
zontal cross beam 593, and rotational mounts 597a, 597b
connected to the horizontal cross beam 593. In an ex-
ample, the vertical stanchion 591 can be an elongate
post oriented in the vertical direction and the horizontal
cross beam 593 can be an elongate beam oriented hor-
izontally in the lateral direction. In an example, the stan-
chion can include a gripping structure near the top portion
of the stanchion to facilitate manual insertion and removal
of the rotational mounting structure 563 onto or off of the
divider 550. In an example, the horizontal cross beam
593 is connected to the vertical stanchion 591 and ex-
tends from the opposite sides of the vertical stanchion in
a cross-like manner such that a left section 593b of the

horizontal cross beam 593 extends in a lateral direction
from a left side 591b of the vertical stanchion 591 and a
right section 593a of the horizontal cross beam 593 ex-
tends in the lateral direction from a right side 591a of the
vertical stanchion 591. In an example, a right rotational
mount 597a is connected to the right section 593a of the
horizontal cross beam 593 and a left rotational mount
597b is connected to the left section 53b of the horizontal
cross beam 593. In an example, each section 593a, 593b
of the horizontal cross beam extend to a length about
equal to the width of the respective side portions 559,
551 of the divider floor 554.
[0228] In an example, a rotational mount can include
a knuckle and pin type hinge or flexible member. In an
example wherein a rotational mount 597a is a knuckle
and pin hinge, the rotational mount 597a can include a
first knuckle component 601 and the barrier can include
a second knuckle component 602, the first and second
knuckle components are complimentary such that a pin
566 can extend through the first and second knuckle com-
ponents to form a hinge for rotational attachment of the
barrier 556a to the rotational mount 597a and rotational
mounting structure 563.
[0229] In an example, a rotational mount 597a includes
a folding stop structure 570a configured to stop rotation
of the barrier 556a toward the divider floor 554a and main-
tain the desired folded angle C for the folded position. In
an example, the folding stop structure 570a is a plate 603
extending from and integral with the rotational mount
597a or horizontal cross beam 593a, the plate 603 having
a raised or angled portion 615 configured to define the
folded angle C. In an example, as described above, the
folding stop structure is connected to the lower portion
of the rear surface 569 of the barrier so that the folding
stop structure contacts the top surface of the divider floor
554 or plate 603 when the barrier reaches the desired
folded angle in the folded position (not shown). In an ex-
ample, the folding stop structure is integral with the di-
vider floor.
[0230] In an example, a rotational mount 597a includes
a vertical stop structure configured to stop rotation of the
barrier in the forward position and establish the upright
position of the barrier. In an example, the vertical stop
structure can be a vertical surface 571 on the rotational
mount and an opposing vertical surface 572 on the barrier
556. In an example, the vertical surface of the vertical
stop structure of the rotational mount can be within a
mount recess 604 defined within the rotational mount
597a and the opposing vertical surface 572 on the barrier
556 can be on a tab 605 formed on the bottom portion
of the barrier. The mount recess 604 can be of compli-
mentary shape with the tab 605 so that the tab fits into
the mount recess 604 when the barrier rotates in the for-
ward direction.
[0231] In an example, the stanchion 591 can include
a mount slot 598 defined in the stanchion which is con-
figured to mate with a front ridge 599 of the divider 550
to removably connect the rotational mounting structure
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563 to the forward end 553 of the divider 550. In an ex-
ample, the rotational mounting structure removably con-
nects to the divider using clip, cam, or other coupling
structure.
[0232] In an example, referring to Figures 104A-G, an
example removable rotational mounting structure 563
can include a horizontal cross beam 593 and rotational
mounts 597a, 597b connected to the horizontal cross
beam 593. In an example, the horizontal cross beam 593
extends in a lateral direction and has a length about equal
to the width of respective side portions 559, 551 of the
divider floor 554. In an example, a right rotational mount
597a is connected to a right section 593a of the horizontal
cross beam 593 and a left rotational mount 597b is con-
nected to a left section 593b of the horizontal cross beam
593. In an example, as shown in Figures 104A-104G,
the horizontal cross beam 593 is configured to have a
low-profile where the height of the beam over the divider
block 802 is minimized. A low-profile horizontal cross
beam 593 can provide for more space for product to be
inserted over the removable rotational mounting struc-
ture 563 from the forward direction into the merchandise
display system.
[0233] In an example, the horizontal cross beam 593
can include a forward extension 593c of the horizontal
cross beam that extends toward the front of the divider
block 802. In an example, the forward extension 593c of
the horizontal cross beam 593 can extend forward of the
front of the divider block 802 and include an extension
hook 593e configured to extend downward from the for-
ward end of the forward extension so that the extension
hook is positioned in front of the divider block 802 when
the removable mounting structure is secured in place on
the divider. In an example, the rotational mounting struc-
ture includes a forward extension 593c and extension
hook 593e extending from a right section 593a of the
horizontal cross beam 593 and a forward extension 593d
and extension hook 593f extending from a left section
593b of the horizontal cross beam 593. The forward ex-
tensions 593c, 593d and extension hooks 593e, 593f
can, for example, assist in stabilizing the removable
mounting structure on the divider.
[0234] In an example, the removable mounting struc-
ture 563 includes a first plate 603a extending from the
right rotational mount 597a or right section 593a of the
horizontal cross beam 593 and a second plate 603b ex-
tending from the left rotational mount 597b or left section
593b of the horizontal cross beam 593. In an example,
the plates 603a, 603b can extend in the lateral direction
from either side of the rotational mounts 597a, 597b. In
an example, the inside edges of the plates 603a, 603b
can be configured to define a mount slot 598 configured
to mate the removable mounting structure 563 with the
front ridge 599 of the divider 550 to removably connect
the rotational mounting structure 563 to the forward end
553 of the divider 550. In an example, each plate 603a,
603b can include a folding stop structure 570a, 570b. In
example, the folding stop structure can include a raised

or angled portion 615a, 615b configured to define the
folded angle C.
[0235] Referring to Figures 105A-D, in an example, the
barrier 556 includes a resilient tab 606 configured to en-
gage a tab recess 604a defined in the rotational mount
597 when the barrier reaches the upright position, as
shown in Figure 105B. The resilient tab 606 is configured
to hold the barrier in the upright position when it engages
tab recess 604a. In an example, the tab recess 604a is
defined in the mount recess 604. In an example, when a
rearward force is applied to the barrier, the resilient tab
606 flexes and disengages from the tab recess 604a so
that the barrier can move toward the folded position,
shown in Figure 105D. In an example, the mount recess
604 includes a folding stop structure 604b. In an example,
the tab resilient 606 engages the folding stop structure
to stop rotation of the barrier 556 toward the divider floor
554 and maintain the desired folded angle of the folded
position. In an example, the folding stop structure 604b
is defined in the mount recess 604 and can be, for ex-
ample, an angled portion as shown in Figure 105A.
[0236] Referring to Figures 106A and 106B, example
features of an example system that can include a barrier
moveable between a folded position and an upright po-
sition without the aid of a rotation biasing element are
shown. In an example, a system can include a divider
assembly 550 configured to be secured to a support
structure, such as a front rail. In an example, the divider
wall 552 can include a divider wall extension 552a con-
figured to increase the height of the divider wall. In an
example, the divider wall extension 552a and the divider
wall 552 can include tongue and groove components
configured to secure the extension to the divider wall. In
an example, the front edge 552d of the divider wall can
be rounded. The rounded edge can, for example, prevent
a product package from catching on the edge and tearing.
In addition, the thickness of divider wall can be increased
to improve the strength of the wall and, for example, ac-
commodate the tongue and groove components for the
divider wall extension. Examples of systems that use di-
vider walls of increased thickness can be useful for heav-
ier products, such as cases of canned soda, which may
require more robust aspects of a display system than
smaller, lighter products. In an example, the width of the
system and barriers can be increased to, for example,
accommodate larger products that may require more
shelf space. In an example, as shown in Figure 106B,
the folding stop structure 570 is defined in the divider
floor 554
[0237] In an example, an example method of restock-
ing a merchandise display system is described in refer-
ence to Figures 100A-D. As shown in Figure 100A, a
merchandise display system can include a first divider
550a and second divider 550b. The first and second di-
vider can also be referred to as a left side divider 550a
and a right side divider 550b. The first and second divid-
ers can include first and second divider walls that extend
from the forward end to the rearward end of the respective
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dividers. A product pocket 573 can be defined in between
the opposing first and second divider walls. The first di-
vider can include a first barrier 556c positioned at the
forward end of the divider 550a and to the right of the
first divider wall. And, the second divider 550b can include
a barrier 556d positioned at the forward end of the second
divider and to the left of the second divider wall. The
system can include a pusher 520 positioned in between
the first and second dividers. The pusher can include a
biasing element which biases the pusher in the forward
direction F toward the forward ends of the dividers. The
barriers 556c, 556d can be in a first, upright position as
shown in Figure 100A. Referring to Figure 100B, the bar-
riers 556c, 556d can be positioned in a second, folded
position by, for example, digitally moving the barriers into
the second position or using the product to push the bar-
riers into the second position while positioning the prod-
uct in the product pocket. Alternatively, the product can
be placed in the product pocket by moving the product
over the top of the barriers which are in the first, upright
position and directly into the product pocket. Referring
to Figure 100C, the product can be positioned forward
the product pusher and in contact with the front surface
of the product pusher so that the product pusher is in
position to move the product forward when the product
is released. Once the product is released, the pusher 520
moves the product forward so that the product contacts
the barriers. When the barriers are in the second, folded
position and the product is in the product pocket and re-
leased, the pusher can push the product forward so that
the product contacts the barriers and moves the barriers
from the second, folded position to the first, upright po-
sition. The barriers cease the forward movement of the
pusher and the product when the barriers reach the first,
upright position, as shown in Figure 100D. In an example,
the product can be positioned in the product pocket by
moving the product over barriers which are positioned in
the first, upright position. In such an example, the pusher
can move the product forward until the product contacts
the barriers which are in the first, upright position - where
then the forward movement of the product will be
stopped, as shown in Figure 100D.
[0238] Referring to Figures 101A-F, in an example, a
merchandise display system including rotational barriers
described above can be used in conjunction with an im-
proved product tray to facilitate efficient stocking of prod-
uct in the merchandise display system. Referring to Fig-
ures 101A and 101B, in an example, an improved product
tray 578 can include a bottom surface 574, right side wall
575, left side wall 576, and an alignment flap 577. In an
example, the alignment flap 577 can have a proximate
end 579, a distal end 581, a right edge 583, and a left
edge 587. A flap width D of the alignment flap 577 can
be defined in between the right edge 583 and the left
edge 587 of the alignment flap 577. In an example, the
flap width D is about equal to the width of the product in
the product tray 578. In an example, the length of the
alignment flap is defined in a direction perpendicular to

the width D. In an example, the length of the alignment
flap can vary. In an example, the length of the alignment
flap can be about equal to the height of the barrier 556
or the height of the product. In an example, the proximate
end 579 of the alignment flap is configured to be con-
nected to the bottom surface 574 of the product tray. In
an example, the alignment flap 577 is configured to be
positioned in between opposing divider walls of a mer-
chandise display system such that the alignment flap
aligns the product tray and the product stored in the prod-
uct tray with the product pocket so that the product stored
in the product tray can be slid from within the product
tray, as shown in Figure 101D, directly into the product
pocket of the merchandise display system, as shown in
Figure 101E. In an example, a portion of the alignment
flap can be tapered toward the distal end to aid in insertion
of the alignment flap between the opposing divider walls
of the system. In an example, the alignment flap can be
used to move the barriers from the upright position to the
folded position to facilitate sliding of the product from the
product tray into the product pocket of the system. In an
example, the alignment flap is positioned within the prod-
uct pocket such that the alignment flap moves the barriers
from the upright position to the folded position (as shown
in Figures 101C and 101D), product can then be slid from
the product tray into the product pocket of the system (as
shown in Figure 101E), and the alignment flap is removed
from the product pocket and removed from contact with
the barriers. In such an example with a pusher (as shown
in Figures 101E), the pusher can then push the product
forward so that the forward-most product contacts the
barriers and moves the barriers from the folded position
to the upright position. When the barriers reach the up-
right position, rotation of the barriers ceases and forward
movement of the product is stopped so that the forward
most product is positioned in the forward-most position
in the display system (as shown in Figure 101F). In such
an example, the alignment flap is used to temporarily
move the barriers from the upright position to the folded
position for stocking of the system. In an example, the
barriers can be physically removed from the system so
that the system may be stocked with product. In an ex-
ample, the barriers can be configured to rotate from the
upright position toward the forward direction so that, for
example, the top of the barrier extends beyond the front
end of the divider in the forward direction. Such position
can be referred to as a forward folded position. In an
example, the barrier can be configured to rotate from the
folded position, to the upright position, and beyond the
front end of the divider in the forward direction to reach
the forward folded position (not shown). In an example,
a barrier that can rotate in the forward direction beyond
the forward end of the divider can include a rotational
stop and define angles relative to the divider floor as de-
scribed above in regard to barriers that rotate only be-
tween the upright position and folded position as de-
scribed above. In an example, the barriers can be con-
figured to slide in the lateral direction, left and/or right. In
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an example, the barriers can be manually positioned in
the folded position, upright position, and/or folded for-
ward position.
[0239] In an example, an unbiased barrier 556 is con-
nected to a divider floor 554. The unbiased barrier 556
is configured to be adjustable from a first position to a
second position. In a first position, the unbiased barrier
556 is configured to inhibit or prevent product on the di-
vider floor 554 from moving beyond the front edge of the
divider 550. In a first position, the unbiased barrier 556
is configured to inhibit product from being placed onto
the divider floor 554. In a first position, the unbiased bar-
rier is configured to be vertical. In a second position, the
unbiased barrier 556 is configured to allow product to be
placed onto the divider floor 554. In the second position
the unbiased barrier is horizontal or diagonal in respect
to the divider floor 554 or shelf or other structure on which
the divider 550 resides. In examples, in the second po-
sition the unbiased barrier 556 is configured to be hori-
zontal to the divider floor 554, or the shelf or other struc-
ture on which the unbiased barrier 556 resides; or the
unbiased barrier 556, in the second position, is config-
ured to be rotated or adjusted at a horizontal angle from
the divider floor 554. The horizontal angle from the divider
floor 554 can be 20 degrees, can be between approxi-
mately 10 and 30 degrees, or can be between approxi-
mately 20 and 45 degrees. In an example, the unbiased
barrier 556 is configured to have no spring or other bias-
ing element forcing it between a first position and a sec-
ond position. In an example, the unbiased barrier 556 is
configured to be freely adjustable from the first position
to the second position. In an , the unbiased barrier 556
is configured such that it can be moved to the first position
and will remain in the first position and can be moved to
the second position and will remain in the second posi-
tion. In an , the unbiased barrier 556 is configured to be
unbiased and to include no biasing mechanism such as
a spring or other device that places a force on the unbi-
ased barrier 556 to force the unbiased barrier into the
first position or the second position.
[0240] In various examples, including examples as in
the previous paragraph, external objects, such as prod-
uct shown in Figure 99A-C or a product tray 578 or align-
ment flap 577 or a wall of the product tray 578 shown in
Figures 101A-C or a hand or digit of a human, can move
or force the unbiased barrier 556 from the first position
to the second position or from the second position to the
first position. Product or a tray 578 or alignment flap 577
or a human digit can exert a force on the unbiased barrier
556 such that the unbiased barrier 556 moves from a first
position which is substantially vertical to the divider floor
554 to a second position which is diagonal or a second
position which is substantially horizontal. In the second
position, the unbiased barrier 556 is configured so that
product can be placed onto the divider floor 554 and allow
for product to be restocked in a prompt manner. After the
product has been restocked onto the divider floor 554, a
pusher 520 exerts a force on the product in the direction

toward the front of the divider 550 and the front of the
product shelf or other structure on which the divider 550
is residing. The pusher can be a spring-urged pusher in
which a spring or other biasing unit exerts a force on the
pusher, biasing it toward the front of the divider 550. The
spring or other biasing unit is not physically connected
to or in direct contact with the unbiased barrier 556. The
product in turn exerts a force on the unbiased barrier 554
that forces the biased barrier into a first position. In the
first position, the unbiased barrier prevents the product
from moving beyond the front edge of the divider 550 or
shelf or other structure on which the divider 550 is se-
cured.
[0241] In an example, multiple products can be posi-
tioned in the product pocket of the system. A consumer
can, for example, remove the forward-most product. In
such a case, for example, the pusher can push the re-
maining product in the product pocket forward so that the
next product in line contacts the barriers and forward
movement of the product stops. In such a case, a product
in the forward-most position is replaced with next product
in line, thereby maintaining product in the forward-most
position until the product in the pocket 573 runs out.
[0242] In embodiments, a merchandise display system
can include a low product indicator system 1000 that may
indicate to a user that the level of product within the mer-
chandise display system is low or out. Various example
features of low product indicator systems are shown in
Figures 107A-112C. In an embodiment, the system 1000
includes a divider assembly 550 configured to be secured
to a support structure. As used herein, a divider assembly
550 can also be referred to as a divider 550. A support
structure can include, for example, a front rail 580. In an
embodiment, the divider 550 includes a forward end 553
and a rearward end 555. Movement in the forward direc-
tion as used herein in regard to embodiments including
low product indicator systems are defined by movement
from the rearward end 555 toward the forward end 553.
For example, the arrow F depicted, for example, in Figure
99B is pointing toward the forward direction. Movement
in the rearward direction as used herein in regard to em-
bodiments including a low product indicator system is
defined by movement from the forward end 553 toward
the rearward end 555. For example, the arrow R depicted
in Figure 99A is pointing toward the rearward direction.
Movement in a lateral direction as used herein in regard
to embodiments including a low product indicator system
is defined by movement in the directions shown, by ex-
ample, by arrow A in Figure 65. In an embodiment, a
divider 550 can include a divider wall 552 having a right
side surface 552a and a left side surface 552b. In an
embodiment, the divider wall 552 can extend from the
forward end 553 of the divider 550 to the rearward end
555. In an embodiment, the divider wall 552 extends up-
wardly from a divider floor 554. The divider floor 554 in-
cludes a top surface 554a and can include a bottom sur-
face 554b. In an example, the divider wall 552 separates
the divider floor 554 into a first side portion 559 and a
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second side portion 551 on each side of the divider 550.
The first side portion 559 of the divider floor 554 can also
be referred to as the right side portion 559 of the divider
floor 554 and the second side portion 551 can also be
referred to as the left side portion 551 of the divider floor
554. In an embodiment, the merchandise display system
is configured to apply force against product within the
merchandise display system in a forward direction by a
pusher mechanism 520. In an embodiment, the pusher
mechanism 520 is biased in the forward direction and is
configured to slide across the divider floor and move the
product in the forward direction. In an embodiment, the
merchandise display system includes a biasing element
534, which comprises a coiled spring, which may apply
force against the pusher 520 in a forward direction. The
coiled spring 534 can be maintained in a rear portion of
the pusher 520. In an example, the pusher 520 can move
in the forward direction without the use of a biasing ele-
ment. For example, the pusher 520 may be mounted or
installed in an inclined manner and gravity may allow the
pusher to move in the forward direction. The pusher 520
can include a pusher face 522 and a pusher floor 524. A
barrier 556 can be configured to restrain product that is
being pushed by the pusher 520 and the biasing element
contained therein. The barrier 556 can be located at the
front of the divider wall 552
[0243] In embodiments, the low product indicator sys-
tem 1000 may include one or more portions which may
be engaged with one or more portions of the pusher 520
and/or biasing element 534. Thus, in embodiments, the
low product indicator system 1000 may move in a forward
and/or rearward direction as the pusher 520 moves in a
forward and/or rearward direction. In some embodi-
ments, the low product indicator system 1000 may be
configured to stop moving forward at a predetermined
stopping point while the pusher 520 may continue to
move forward as product is removed. In embodiments,
the low product indicator system 1000 may include one
or more portions that are configured to extend forward
of the forward end 553, front rail 580, and/or barrier 556
when product within the merchandise display system is
low. In embodiments, the low product indicator system
1000 may be adjustable such that a user may adjust the
amount of product at which the low product indicator sys-
tem may indicate that the amount of product is low.
[0244] Referring to Figures 107A-107F, in an embod-
iment, the low product indicator system 1000 may include
a low product indicator device 1001 having a side wall
1002 including a front edge 1004, a rear edge 1006, a
top edge 1008, a bottom edge 1010, a pusher side 1012,
and a divider side 1014. The side wall 1002 may be sub-
stantially vertical. The side wall 1002 may also include a
protruding portion or flag 1016 which may extend forward
of the front edge 1004 when the indicator device 1001 is
in a forward position as shown in Figure 107A. The pro-
truding portion 1016 may define numerous shapes and
may have different colors so as to attract the store per-
sonnel to the low product indicator and thus the portion

of the shelf that is low in product. In some embodiments,
the side wall 1002 may be engaged with a back wall 1018.
The back wall 1018 may be substantially perpendicular
to the side wall 1002. In some embodiments, the side
wall 1002 and a back wall 1018 may be engaged with a
bottom wall 1017. As shown in Figures 107A-107F, the
low product indicator device 1001 may be located be-
tween the pusher 520 and the divider 550 or divider wall
552. The low product indicator device 1001 may be sli-
dable relative to the divider 550 in the forward and rear-
ward directions. In some embodiments, the low product
indicator device 1001 may be slidably and/or releasably
engaged with the divider 550.
[0245] The low product indicator device 1001 may be
engaged with one or more portions of the merchandise
display system such that the low product indicator device
1001 may move in the forward and rearward directions
to substantially mimic the movement of the pusher 520
through at least a portion of the distance traveled by the
pusher 520. The low product indicator device 1001 may
be engaged with one or more portions of the merchandise
display system such that the side wall may move in the
forward and rearward directions to substantially mimic
the movement of the pusher 520 through use of a con-
nection mechanism 1019. In one example, as shown in
Figures 107A-F, the connection mechanism 1019 may
be a magnet 1020. The magnet 1020 may be configured
to magnetically engage one or more portions of the push-
er 520 and/or biasing element 534. As shown in Figures
107A-F the magnet 1020 is configured to engage the
biasing element 534 such that as the pusher 520 (includ-
ing the biasing element 534) moves in the forward or
rearward direction, the low product indicator device 1001
moves along with the pusher 520 (including the biasing
element 534). As the low product indicator device 1001
moves in the forward direction the front edge 1004 may
contact the barrier 556 or other similar device at a pre-
determined stopping point. At this position the low prod-
uct indicator device 1001 may be restricted from moving
forward any further and at this position the protruding
portion or flag 1016 may extend beyond the forward end
553, front rail 580, and/or barrier 556 indicating that prod-
uct within the merchandise display system is low. The
biasing force of the biasing element 534 may be greater
than the magnetic force exerted by the magnet 1020.
This may cause the magnet 1020 to disengage from the
biasing element 534 which may allow the pusher 520
(including the biasing element 534) to continue to travel
forward while the low product indicator device 1001 re-
mains fixed. Once the pusher 520 (including the biasing
element 534) is moved rearward the magnet 1020 may
reengage the biasing element 534. It should be under-
stood that other forms of magnets or any device that cre-
ates a magnetic field may be used with the embodiments.
[0246] Referring to Figures 108A and 108B, in another
embodiment, connection mechanism 1019 may com-
prise a biasing element 130 such as an extension spring.
Similarly, as discussed above, the low product indicator
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device 1001 may be engaged with one or more portions
of the merchandise display system such that the side
wall 1002 may move in the forward and rearward direc-
tions to substantially mimic the movement of the pusher
520 through use of a connection mechanism 1019. In
one example, as shown in Figures 108A and 108B, the
connection mechanism 1019 may be an extension spring
1030. As shown in Figures 108A and 108B the extension
spring 1030 is configured to engage the pusher 520 such
that as the pusher 520 moves in the forward or rearward
directions the side wall 1002 moves along with the pusher
520 (including the biasing element 534). As the side wall
1002 moves in the forward direction the front edge 1004
may contact the barrier 556 or other similar device at a
predetermined stopping point. The biasing force of the
biasing element 534 may be greater than the biasing
force exerted by the extension spring 1030. This may
allow the pusher 520 to continue to travel forward while
the low product indicator device 1001 remains fixed.
Once the pusher 520 is moved rearward the extension
spring 1030 may contract and the low product indicator
device 1001 may move rearward with the pusher 520. In
an alternative embodiment, the extension spring 1030
may be a plunger, piston, actuator or the like that com-
presses and extends in a manner similar to the extension
spring.
[0247] Referring to Figures 109A-D, in an embodi-
ment, the low product indicator system 1000 may include
an adjustable low product indicator device 1050. The ad-
justable low product indicator device 1050 may have a
side wall 1052 having a front edge 1054, a rear edge
1056, a top edge 1058, a bottom edge 1060, a pusher
side 1062, and a divider side 1064. As shown in Figures
109A-D, the side wall 1052 may be located between the
pusher 520 and the divider 550. The side wall 1052 may
be adjustably engaged with pusher 520. The side wall
1052 may be slidable relative to the divider 550 in the
forward and rearward directions.
[0248] Referring to Figures 109B-D, in embodiments,
the adjustable low product indicator device 1050 may be
adjustably engaged with the pusher 520 in a number of
ways. As shown in Figure 109A, the bottom edge 1060
of the side wall 1052 may include a plurality of indexing
notches 1070. The pusher 520 may include one or more
edges 1072 configured to engage the plurality of notches
1070. A user may manually engage one or more of the
plurality of notches 1070 with the one or more edges
1072 which may allow the user to choose the distance
that the front edge 1054 extends forward of the pusher
520. This may allow the user to select the level of product
at which the front edge 1054 extends beyond the forward
end 553, front rail 580, and/or barrier 556 and thus the
level of product at which the low product indicator system
1000 alerts the user that product in the inventory man-
agement system is low. Other mechanisms for adjustably
engaging the adjustable low product indicator device
1050 are shown for example in Figures 109C and 109D.
As shown in Figure 109C, the pusher 520 may include

one or more hooks 1080 which may be configured to
engage one or more of the plurality of notches 1070. Sim-
ilarly, as shown in Figure 109D, the side wall 1052 may
include a plurality of indexing pegs 1090 which may be
configured to engage one or more holes 1092 on the
pusher 520 allowing a user to adjust the adjustable low
product indicator device 1050. In other examples, the
indexing notches 1070, edges 1072, hooks 1080, pegs
1090 and holes 1092 may be reversed such that the pegs
1090, or indexing notches 1070 may be located on the
pusher 520 and the edges 1072, hooks 1080, or holes
1092 may be located on the side wall 1050. In other ex-
amples, the low product indicator device 1050 may sim-
ply be mounted to the pusher 520. In yet other examples,
the low product indicator 1050 may be slidably mounted
to the pusher such that when the indicator 1050 contacts
the barrier 556 or other similar device at a predetermine
stopping point, the pusher will still move forward while
the indicator remains stationary.
[0249] Referring to Figures 110A-O, in an embodi-
ment, the low product indicator system 1000 may include
low product indicator device 1101 having a side wall 1102
including a front edge 1104, a rear edge 1106, a top edge
1108, a bottom edge 1110, a pusher side 1112, and a
divider side 1114. The side wall 1102 may be substan-
tially vertical. The side wall 1102 may also include a pro-
truding portion or flag 1116 which may extend forward of
the front edge 1104. In some embodiments, the side wall
1102 may be engaged with a back wall 1118. The back
wall 1018 may be substantially perpendicular to the side
wall 1102. The back wall 1118 may include a raised or
rib portion 1119 which may extend horizontally along the
back wall 1118. In some embodiments the side wall 1102
and a back wall 1118 may be engaged with a bottom wall
1117. The bottom wall 1117 may be substantially per-
pendicular to the side wall 1102 and may have substan-
tially the same length as side wall 1102. The bottom wall
1117 may have a top side 1117A and a bottom side
1117B. The bottom wall may also include a raised or
bump portion 1120, which may extend horizontally along
the bottom wall 1117. As shown in Figures 110A-O, the
low product indicator device 1101 may be located be-
tween the pusher 520 and the divider 550 or divider wall
552. The low product indicator device 1001 may be sli-
dable relative to the divider 550 in the forward and rear-
ward directions. In some embodiments, the low product
indicator device 1001 may be slidably engaged with the
divider 550.
[0250] The low product indicator device 1101 may be
engaged with one or more portions of the merchandise
display system such that the low product indicator device
1101 may move in the forward and rearward directions
to substantially mimic the movement of the pusher 520
through at least a portion of the distance traveled by the
pusher 520.
[0251] Figures 110B-O depict a cycle of adding and
removing product from an inventory management sys-
tem having a low product indicator device 1101 as de-
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scribed above. Figure 110B depicts an inventory man-
agement system with no product and in this position the
pusher 520 and low product indicator device 1101 are
each in the forward most positions. As shown in Figure
110B the protruding portion or flag 1116 extends beyond
the barrier 556 indicating that product is low. Product
(designated by the letter "P") may be inserted into the
inventory management system as shown in Figure 110C.
As product is inserted into the inventory management
system the pusher 520 moves rearward as shown by
arrow "R" in Figure 110D. As shown in Figure 110E, once
a predetermined amount of product has been inserted
into the inventory management system, the rear edge
524R of the pusher floor 524 hits the bump 1120 and the
pusher 520 may begin to move over the bump 1120 as
shown in Figure 110E and as depicted by arrow "R" in
Figure 110E. As more product is added to the inventory
management system, the pusher 520 continues to move
over bump 1120 as shown in Figures 110F and 110G
and as depicted by arrow "R" in Figures 110F and 110G.
[0252] As more product is added the rear edge 524R
of the pusher 520 may engage the back wall 1118 of the
low product indicator device 1101. In some embodi-
ments, and as shown in Figure 110H, the rear edge 524R
of the pusher 520 may engage under rib 1119 to releas-
ably secure the pusher to the low product indicator device
1101. In some embodiments, the bump 1120 and the rib
1119 may function together to releasably engage the low
product indicator device 1101 and the pusher 520. The
rib 1119 may act to keep the rear edge 524R of the pusher
down and engaged with the bump 1120, while the bump
may prevent the pusher 520 from disengaging from the
low product indicator device 1101. Thus, as additional
product is added, the pusher 520 and the low product
indicator device 1101 move rearward together as shown
in Figure 110I.
[0253] Similarly, as product is removed as shown in
Figures 110J and 110K, the pusher 520 and the low prod-
uct indicator device 1101 move forward together. Once
the front edge 1104 of the low product indicator device
1101 hits the barrier 556 or other stopping device at a
predetermined stopping point, the force from the biasing
device or coiled spring 534 may cause the pusher 520
to disengage from the bump 1120. This may cause the
pusher to begin to travel over and forward of the bump
1120 as shown in Figure 110L. In this position the pro-
truding portion or flag 1116 extends beyond the barrier
556 indicating the product within the inventory manage-
ment system is low.
[0254] As product continues to be removed from the
inventory management system as shown in Figures
110M-O, the pusher 520 travels over and forward of the
bump 1120 until it reaches the barrier 556 or other stop-
ping point while the low product indicator device 1101
remains substantially stationary at the predetermined
stopping point.
[0255] Referring now to Figures 111A-C, in an embod-
iment, the low product indicator system 1000 may include

a low product indicator device 1201a, 1201b having a
side wall 1202 including a front edge 1204, a rear edge
1206, a top edge 1208, a bottom edge 1210, a pusher
side 1212, and a divider side (not shown). The side wall
1202 may be substantially vertical and may extend any
suitable height. The low product indicator device 1201a,
1201b may also have a front wall 1218 extending from
the front edge 1204 of the side wall 1202. The front wall
1218 may extend at about 90 degrees relative to the side
wall 1202 and may extend any suitable length from the
side wall 1202. The front wall 1218 may have a top edge
1219, a side edge 1220, and a bottom edge 1221. In
some embodiments, and as shown in Figure 111A a
curve or radius may be formed between the top edge
1219 and the side edge 1220 which may allow for easier
removal of product from a merchandise display system.
As will be discussed in greater detail below, the front wall
1218 may be placed in front of the predetermined amount
of product that the user would like to indicate is a low
amount of product. The low product indicator device
1201a, 1201b may also include a bottom wall 1224 ex-
tending from the bottom edge 1206 of the side wall 1202.
The bottom wall 1224 may extend at about 90 degrees
relative to the side wall 1202 and may extend any suitable
length from the side wall 1202. The bottom wall 1224
may include a forward edge 1226, a side edge 1227, and
a back edge 1228. As will be discussed in greater detail
below, the bottom wall 1224 may be placed below the
coiled spring 534 to removably engage the low product
indicator device 1201a, 1201b with the merchandise dis-
play system.
[0256] As shown in Figure 111A, the low product indi-
cator device 1101a may also include a protruding portion
or flag 1236 which may extend forward of the front edge
1204. The protruding portion 1236 may define numerous
shapes and may have different colors so as to attract the
store personnel to the low product indicator and thus the
portion of the shelf that is low in product. In some em-
bodiments, a low product indicator may not have a pro-
truding portion or flag 1236. For example, the embodi-
ment of the low product indicator device 1201b shown in
Figure 111B is similar to the low product indicator device
1201a shown in Figure 111A but the height of the side
wall 1202 is lower and it does not include a protruding
portion 1236. As will be described in greater detail below
with reference to Figures 112A-C, the low product indi-
cator device 1201b may alert store personnel to the low
product indicator and thus the portion of the shelf that is
low in product without use of a protruding portion 112A.
[0257] Figures 112A-C show a merchandise display
system with two versions of the low product indicator
1201a, 1201b. Although the low product indicator device
1201a, 1201b is shown as used in the merchandise dis-
play system shown in Figures 112A-C, it can be retrofit
into many different existing merchandise display systems
including many systems with a pusher 520 and a coiled
spring 534. In Figure 112A, each version 1201a, 1201b
is shown without product in the merchandise display sys-
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tem. The embodiment of the low product indicator 1201a
is shown with the pusher 520 pulled toward the front of
the merchandise display system by the coiled spring 534.
The embodiment of the low product indicator 1201b is
shown in a manually retracted position. As shown in Fig-
ures 112A and 112B, the side wall 1202 of the low product
indicator device 1201a, 1201b may be located between
the pusher 520 and the divider 550 or divider wall 552.
The low product indicator device 1201a, 1201b may be
slidable relative to the divider 550 in the forward and rear-
ward directions. Additionally, as best shown in the em-
bodiment of the low product indicator 1201b the indicator
bottom wall 1224 may be located above the divider floor
554. Further, as shown in Figure 112A, particularly with
reference to embodiment 1201b, the low product indica-
tor device 1201a, 1201b may be removably engaged with
the merchandise display system, such that the coiled
spring 534 passes over the bottom wall 1224 and under
the front wall 1218. Advantageously, the coiled spring
534, including any product on top of the coiled spring,
may therefore assist in holding the low product indicator
to the divider floor 554. As shown in Figure 112A, partic-
ularly with reference to embodiment 1201a the low prod-
uct indicator bottom wall 1224 may extend under the
pusher 520 as the pusher travels forward and/or once all
product is removed from the merchandise display sys-
tem.
[0258] Similar to embodiments discussed above, the
low product indicator device 1201a, 1201b may move in
the forward and rearward directions to substantially mim-
ic the movement of the pusher 520 through at least a
portion of the distance traveled by the pusher 520. More
particularly, the low product indicator device 1201a,
1201b is configured to move forward with the pusher 520
as the product nearest the forward end is removed until
a predetermined amount of product is removed from the
merchandise display. This is the predetermined amount
that a user chooses to indicate that the amount of product
is low. Once the low product indicator device 1201a,
1201b reaches the front of the merchandise display sys-
tem or the barrier 556 it cannot move forward further.
However, the pusher 520 will continue to push forward
any product behind the low product indicator device
1201a, 1201b until all product is removed from the mer-
chandise display system. Advantageously, the low prod-
uct indicator device 1201a, 1201b may be adjustable for
different size products and for the number of product at
which the low product indicator is displayed.
[0259] Figure 112B depicts the low product indicator
devices 1201a and 1201b in the forward position without
any product in the merchandise display system. Figure
112C depicts low product indicator 1201a with product
(designated by the letter "P") in the merchandise display
system. The low product indicator device 1201a, 1201b
is configured to move forward with the pusher 520 as the
product nearest the forward end is removed until a pre-
determined amount of product is removed from the mer-
chandise display. Advantageously, the low product indi-

cator device 1201a, 1201b may be adjustable such that
it may be placed in front of any number of products in a
merchandise display system. This allows a user to select
the predetermined amount of product in the merchandise
display system where the low product indicator device
1201a, 1201b will be visible. As shown in Figure 112C
with reference to both embodiments of the low product
indicator device 1201a, 1201b the predetermined
amount of low product is set such that there is one product
remaining behind the low product indicator device (1201b
cannot be seen in Figure 112 C because it is placed be-
tween the two products shown).
[0260] As can be seen in Figure 112C, users remove
product from the front of the merchandise display system
until the predetermined amount of low product is reached.
Once the predetermined amount of low product is
reached, the low product indicator device 1201a, 1201b
becomes visible. As shown in Figure 112C the protruding
portion 1236 or flag may become visible. Specifically the
protruding portion 1234 may extend forward of the barrier
when an amount of product positioned on the top surface
of the divider floor is low. Additionally, the front wall 1218
of the low product indicator device 1201a, 1201b, in some
embodiments, may be seen through the barrier 556. In
such embodiments, the barrier 556 may be transparent,
translucent, include apertures, or otherwise be made
such that the low product indicator device 1201a, 1201b
can be seen.
[0261] Variations and modifications of the foregoing
are within the scope of the present invention as defined
by the appended claims. For example, one of skill in the
art will understand that multiples of the described com-
ponents may be used in stores and in various configura-
tions. The present invention is therefore not to be limited
to a single system, nor the upright pusher configuration,
depicted in the Figures but by the scope of the appended
claims.

Claims

1. A merchandise display system comprising:

a divider (550) configured to be secured to a
support structure, wherein the divider (550) in-
cludes a forward end (553) and a rearward end
(555);
the divider (550) includes a divider wall (552)
and a divider floor (554), the divider wall (552)
extending upwardly from the divider floor (554);
a pusher mechanism (520) comprising a biasing
device (534) and configured to slide along the
divider floor (554) to move a product toward the
forward end (553);
a barrier (556) configured to be positioned prox-
imate the forward end (553) of the divider (550)
such that the product positioned on a top surface
(554a) of the divider floor (554) contacts the bar-
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rier (556) when the product moves toward the
forward end (553) of the divider (550);
a low product indicator device (1201a) compris-
ing a side wall (1202), a front wall (1218), and a
bottom wall (1224);
wherein the biasing device (534) comprises a
coiled spring; and
characterized in that the coiled spring passes
over the bottom wall (1224) of the low product
indicator device (1201a) and below the front wall
(1218) of the low product indicator device
(1201a).

2. The merchandise display system of claim 1, wherein
the low product indicator device (1201a) further com-
prises a protruding portion (1236), and wherein the
protruding portion (1236) is configured to extend for-
ward of the barrier (556) when an amount of product
positioned on the top surface (554a) of the divider
floor (554) is low.

3. The merchandise display system of claim 1, wherein
the low product indicator device (1201a) is config-
ured to move forward with the pusher mechanism
(520) as the product nearest the forward end (553)
is removed until a predetermined amount of product
is removed from the merchandise display system.

4. The merchandise display system of claim 3, wherein
the predetermined amount of product is adjustable.

5. The merchandise display system of claim 4, wherein
the bottom wall (1224) of the low product indicator
device (1201a) is configured to slide under the push-
er mechanism (520) when all product is removed
from the merchandise display system.

6. The merchandise display system of claim 1, wherein
the low product indicator device (1201a) is remova-
bly engaged with the merchandise display system.

7. The merchandise display system of claim 1, wherein
the barrier (556) is transparent.

8. The merchandise display system of claim 1, wherein
the front wall (1218) of the low product indicator de-
vice (1201A) may be seen through the barrier (556)
when an amount of product positioned on the top
surface of the divider floor (554) is low.

9. The merchandise display system of claim 3, wherein
the barrier (556) is transparent; and wherein the front
wall (1218) of the low product indicator device
(1201a) may be seen through the barrier (556) when
an amount of product positioned on the top surface
(554a) of the divider floor (554) is low.

10. The merchandise display system of claim 3, wherein

the low product indicator device (1201a) further com-
prises a protruding portion (1236), and wherein the
protruding portion (1236) is configured to extend for-
ward of the barrier (556) when an amount of product
positioned on the top surface (554a) of the divider
floor (554) is low.

Patentansprüche

1. Warenpräsentationssystem, das aufweist:

einen Trenner (550), der aufgebaut ist, um an
einer Haltestruktur befestigt zu werden, wobei
der Trenner (550) ein vorderes Ende (553) und
ein hinteres Ende (555) umfasst;
wobei der Trenner (550) eine Trennerwand
(552) und einen Trennerboden (554) umfasst,
wobei die Trennerwand (552) sich von dem
Trennerboden (554) nach oben erstreckt;
einen Schiebermechanismus (520), der eine
Vorspannvorrichtung (534) aufweist, und der
aufgebaut ist, um entlang des Trennerbodens
(554) zu gleiten, um ein Produkt in Richtung des
vorderen Endes (553) zu bewegen;
eine Barriere (556), die derart aufgebbaut ist,
dass sie nahe dem vorderen Ende (553) des
Trenners (550) positioniert ist, so dass das Pro-
dukt, das auf einer oberen Oberfläche (554a)
des Trennerbodens (554) positioniert ist, die
Barriere (556) berührt, wenn das Produkt sich
in Richtung des vorderen Endes (553) des Tren-
ners (550) bewegt;
eine Anzeigevorrichtung für wenig Produkt
(1201a), die eine Seitenwand (1201), eine Vor-
derwand (1218) und eine Bodenwand (1224)
aufweist;
wobei die Vorspannvorrichtung (534) eine Spi-
ralfeder aufweist; und
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die Spiralfeder über der Bodenwand (1224) der
Anzeigevorrichtung für wenig Produkt (1201a)
und unter der Vorderwand (1218) der Anzeige-
vorrichtung für wenig Produkt (1201a) durch-
geht.

2. Warenpräsentationssystem nach Anspruch 1, wobei
die Anzeigevorrichtung für wenig Produkt (1201a)
ferner einen vorstehenden Abschnitt (1236) auf-
weist, und wobei der vorstehende Abschnitt (1236)
derart aufgebaut ist, dass er sich von der Barriere
(556) nach vorn erstreckt, wenn eine Produktmenge,
die auf der oberen Oberfläche (554a) des Trenner-
bodens (554) positioniert ist, gering ist.

3. Warenpräsentationssystem nach Anspruch 1, wobei
die Anzeigevorrichtung für wenig Produkt (1201a)
aufgebaut ist, um sich mit dem Schiebermechanis-
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mus (520) vorwärts zu bewegen, wenn das Produkt
am nächsten zu dem vorderen Ende (553) entfernt
wird, bis eine vorgegebene Produktmenge aus dem
Warenpräsentationssystem entfernt ist.

4. Warenpräsentationssystem nach Anspruch 3, wobei
die vorgegebene Produktmenge einstellbar ist.

5. Warenpräsentationssystem nach Anspruch 4, wobei
die Bodenwand (1224) der Anzeigevorrichtung für
wenig Produkt (1201a) aufgebaut ist, um unter dem
Schiebermechanismus (520) zu gleiten, wenn alle
Produkt aus dem Warenpräsentationssystem ent-
fernt werden.

6. Warenpräsentationssystem nach Anspruch 1, wobei
die Anzeigevorrichtung für wenig Produkt (1201a)
lösbar mit dem Warenpräsentationssystem eingreift.

7. Warenpräsentationssystem nach Anspruch 1, wobei
die Barriere (556) transparent ist.

8. Warenpräsentationssystem nach Anspruch 1, wobei
die Vorderwand (1218) der Anzeigevorrichtung für
wenig Produkt (1201a) durch die Barriere (556) zu
sehen ist, wenn eine Menge des auf der oberen
Oberfläche des Trennerbodens (554) positionierten
Produkts gering ist.

9. Warenpräsentationssystem nach Anspruch 3, wobei
die Barriere (556) transparent ist; und wobei die Vor-
derwand (1218) der Anzeigevorrichtung für wenig
Produkt (1201a) durch die Barriere zu sehen ist,
wenn eine Menge des auf der oberen Oberfläche
(554a) des Trennerbodens (554) positionierten Pro-
dukts gering ist.

10. Warenpräsentationssystem nach Anspruch 3, wobei
die Anzeigevorrichtung für wenig Produkt (1201a)
ferner einen vorstehenden Abschnitt (1236) auf-
weist, und wobei der vorstehende Abschnitt (1236)
derart aufgebaut ist, dass er sich von der Barriere
(556) nach vorn erstreckt, wenn eine Menge des auf
der oberen Oberfläche (554a) des Trennerbodens
(554) positionierten Produkts gering ist.

Revendications

1. Système de présentation de marchandises
comprenant :

un diviseur (550) qui est configuré pour être fixé
de façon ferme et sécurisée sur une structure
de support, dans lequel le diviseur (550) inclut
une extrémité avant (553) et une extrémité ar-
rière (555) ;
le diviseur (550) inclut une paroi de diviseur

(552) et un fond de diviseur (554), la paroi de
diviseur (552) s’étendant vers le haut depuis le
fond de diviseur (554) ;
un mécanisme de poussoir (520) qui comprend
un dispositif de sollicitation par poussée (534)
et qui est configuré pour coulisser le long du
fond de diviseur (554) pour déplacer un produit
en direction de l’extrémité avant (553) ;
une barrière (556) qui est configurée pour être
positionnée à proximité de l’extrémité avant
(553) du diviseur (550) de telle sorte que le pro-
duit qui est positionné sur une surface de som-
met (554a) du fond de diviseur (554) entre en
contact avec la barrière (556) lorsque le produit
est déplacé en direction de l’extrémité avant
(553) du diviseur (550) ; et
un dispositif d’indicateur de quantité de produits
faible (1201a) qui comprend une paroi latérale
(1202), une paroi avant (1218) et une paroi de
fond (1224) ;
dans lequel le dispositif de sollicitation par pous-
sée (534) comprend un ressort hélicoïdal ; et
caractérisé en ce que :
le ressort hélicoïdal passe au-dessus de la paroi
de fond (1224) du dispositif d’indicateur de
quantité de produits faible (1201a) et au-des-
sous de la paroi avant (1218) du dispositif d’in-
dicateur de quantité de produits faible (1201a).

2. Système de présentation de marchandises selon la
revendication 1, dans lequel le dispositif d’indicateur
de quantité de produits faible (1201a) comprend en
outre une partie en protubérance (1236), et dans le-
quel la partie en protubérance (1236) est configurée
pour s’étendre vers l’avant de la barrière (556) lors-
qu’une quantité de produits qui sont positionnés sur
la surface de sommet (554a) du fond de diviseur
(554) est faible.

3. Système de présentation de marchandises selon la
revendication 1, dans lequel le dispositif d’indicateur
de quantité de produits faible (1201a) est configuré
pour être déplacé vers l’avant par le mécanisme de
poussoir (520) lorsque le produit qui est le plus pro-
che de l’extrémité avant (553) est enlevé jusqu’à ce
qu’une quantité prédéterminée de produits soit en-
levée du système de présentation de marchandises.

4. Système de présentation de marchandises selon la
revendication 3, dans lequel la quantité prédétermi-
née de produits peut être réglée.

5. Système de présentation de marchandises selon la
revendication 4, dans lequel la paroi de fond (1224)
du dispositif d’indicateur de quantité de produits fai-
ble (1201a) est configurée pour coulisser au-des-
sous du mécanisme de poussoir (520) lorsque tous
les produits sont enlevés du système de présenta-
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tion de marchandises.

6. Système de présentation de marchandises selon la
revendication 1, dans lequel le dispositif d’indicateur
de quantité de produits faible (1201a) est engagé de
façon amovible avec le système de présentation de
marchandises.

7. Système de présentation de marchandises selon la
revendication 1, dans lequel la barrière (556) est
transparente.

8. Système de présentation de marchandises selon la
revendication 1, dans lequel la paroi avant (1218)
du dispositif d’indicateur de quantité de produits fai-
ble (1201A) peut être vue au travers de la barrière
(556) lorsqu’une quantité de produits qui sont posi-
tionnés sur la surface de sommet du fond de diviseur
(554) est faible.

9. Système de présentation de marchandises selon la
revendication 3, dans lequel la barrière (556) est
transparente ; et dans lequel la paroi avant (1218)
du dispositif d’indicateur de quantité de produits fai-
ble (1201a) peut être vue au travers de la barrière
(556) lorsqu’une quantité de produits qui sont posi-
tionnés sur la surface de sommet (554a) du fond de
diviseur (554) est faible.

10. Système de présentation de marchandises selon la
revendication 3, dans lequel le dispositif d’indicateur
de quantité de produits faible (1201a) comprend en
outre une partie en protubérance (1236), et dans le-
quel la partie en protubérance (1236) est configurée
pour s’étendre vers l’avant de la barrière (556) lors-
qu’une quantité de produits qui sont positionnés sur
la surface de sommet (554a) du fond de diviseur
(554) est faible.
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